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I. Introduction

On July 1, 1970, Governor Rockefeller requested the
Public Service Commission to investigate-the operations of CATV
systems in the State of. New York,

The Governor stated:

"I am deeply interested in the development of CATV
systems within the State, and cognizant of their enormous potentials
as communications media. At the same time, I believe the people of
the State should be assured that the rates, services, and operations
of the companies doing business in this area are designed to f3erve
the public interest, and that the potentials for service to the people
are fully developed.
At present CATV services are provided with only limited
public scrutiny and control. To assist in determining whether State
regulation of CATV and CATV companies, with or without preemption of
local regulation, is in the public interest, to promote adequate,
economic and efficient CATV systems service to the citizens of this
State, I am asking you to undertake a comprehensive investigation to
include a review of:
- - The extent to which CATV services are being provided, and the quality'and comprehensiveness of
such services;

- The potential of CATV and its present and'future
importance to the convenience, welfare and economy
of the State and its citizens;
The extent of the industry as it now exists and
its nature and possibilities for growth, and the
rate of such growth, as presently foreseeable;
The extent of existing governmental supervision
both in-New York State and as practiced by other
jurisdictions; and
Whether regulation is necessary or desirable in
the public interest and, if so, the form which
such regulation should take.

"In addition, as to existing CATV operations, the investigation should ascertain the basis for the present rates and
charges for services and consider whether such fees seem just and
reasonable.
"As the PSC is the agency with, general responsibility
for regulation in the utility and communication fields, I am asking
it to undertake thisstudy0 Your investigation should afford all
interested parties an opportunity to express their views, and public
hearings should be held to the extent you deem it necessary or
desirable."

The CATV industry is a growing one, but it has tended to
develop on a monopolistic basis--with but a single system serving
any geographical area.

Observing this development, the Federal Com-

munications Commission in 1968 stated:

"We...believe that local,

state and federal governmental agencies must face up to providing
some means of consumer protection in this area."

This report con-

siders the role of the State in regulating CATV operations with a.
view to protecting consumers and other interests of vital State
concern, while at the same time facilitating development of the CATV
industry.

On the same day as the Governor's request, the Federal
Communications Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
concerned with Federal-State-Local relations in the area' of CATV
regulation.

The Notice is discussed infra at pp. 99-101.

While

this report .is intended primarily as a response to the Governor's

request, it also suggests positions that the Public Service Commission and the State of New York might take in relation to the FCC
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and other proceedings pending before
that Commission.

CATV systems, as presently constructed and operated, consist of three main parts;
ferred to as the

(1) an origination point, usually re-

'headend,' which consists of a receiving antenna:*

and electronic conversion and amplification equipmentdesigned-toreceive, filter, convert and amplify broadcast signals (television
and FM) available at the antenna site; (2) distribution lines .consisting of coaxial cable and associated, amplifiers and filters, *which

branch out 'from the origin point to the areas served by the CATV

system; and (3) a small coaxial cable, or "drop," which connects
the subscriber's television set to the nearest CATV distribution
line.

Several variations are possible.

The antenna at the "head-

end" may simply pick up broadcast signals available at that point,
or it may receive signals relayed from more remote points° by coaxial
cable or microwave (usually the latter).

In addition, the CATV sys-

tem may have facilities at the "headend"--primitive or elaborate-.for feeding nonbroadcast.programming into the system in lieu of signals:picked up,off the.air..
The coaxial cable used for. distribution, and related sup

porting structures, may be installed in their entirety by the CATV

syetem.

But this is rare.

Typ,ez! ely, the CATV system arranges to

string its cable on the pules (or te the ducts) of
local telephone

or utility cempaniee for an agreed Tecoel.
a telephone-supplied cZ)annel te deliver

end to its subscribers' sets,

Or the CATV system leases

ts signals from the he .W.-

The foveee is the moee common

practice.

A subscriber's set, when connected to the CATV system, may
be equipped with a switch, so that the sebscribeT e3so may receive
programs off the air.

But such equipment in rarely eeelloyed, and

a television set connected to a CATV system eau ually caAeee receive

programs off the air.
Without going beyond the present state of the
art, the. potential of CATV, both for public and private purposes,
is verygxe-t:.

This potential stems from

two factors:

First, the number of CATV channels is not subject to any
prescribed limitation, and there is every indication that the cots
of furnishing additional channels is low relative to the cost of
the general system (and very low relative to other media
with similar
characteristics, such as addieional over-the-air broadcasting
stations). Thus

the prosp ct is that systems with increasingly large

numbers of channels will be constructed.

Teleprompter, the :41egest

CATV operator in New York and in the nation, is making provis
for 27 channels in all new construction activities

and a systex

with 42 channels is being constructed at San Jose.
Second, since the signals are routed through c bles,

technologically simple, relatively speaking
that some

I

S

'ee "iilter" signals so

to certain subscribers and not to-others (rs colitTast

-to broadcast signals, which go to everyone within)range of: the
station).

These two factors,

ee

the existing technology of

television origination and reception, make possible:

1. An increased number, and improved reception, of conventional television broadcast signals.

Increasing the number of sig-

nals is important in areas where off-the-air television signals are
few.

Improving the reception of signals is important in areas where

buildings or terrain interfere.with over-the-air transmissions (this
is a particularly difficult problem in the case of color trans
missions).

20 The presentation of additional television programming,
of interest only to a locality or to a particular group of viewers,

which could not be supported financially on over-the-air television
(such as local sports, dramatic presentations, and town meetings).
The large number of channels, the ability to direct programs to
for particular
particular audiences, and the possibility of charging

programs, all comb4e to make this an attractive prospect.

Even in

the absence of per-program charges, local or specialized advertising

might suffice to support local or specialized programming if the
cost of such support is reduced by economical CATV operations.

3. The increased use of television for instructional and
educational purposes.

Again, the availability of large numbers of

channels and the ability to direct them to specific audiences increases the flexibility of the medium for edlicational purposes:

courses can be offered in different subjects simultaneously, or in
education can be
the same subject at different times; post graduate

offered to members of various professions; job training or retraining
programs can be undertaken for the unemployed, the temporarily disabled, or the mother with small children.

Programs of a cultural,

as well as an instructional, nature may be offered.
4. Use of television for programs involving governmental
assistance.

In addition to educational programs

the CATV system

could provide informational programs on employment opportunities,
types of government assistance available for various kinds of problems, instructions on driving safety, on home maintenance and on
preparation of tax returns.
5. Greater use of television in programs concerned with
politics and public affairs.

Through use of appropriate filtering

techniques, it is possible for political candidates to tailor their
presentations on CATV to their respective constituencies (an imwith a substantial reduc-

possibility
tion in program costs.

Also, such techniques could make available

programming of interest only to a limited section of a larger city
(such as local school developments)

making possible the creation of

more cohesive communities within large urban areas (encompassing
ghettos at the one extreme, and suburban distr icts at the other).
6. A variety of miscellaneous services on specialized chan-

nels, including weather, time

news ticker

stock ticker

music,

traffic conditions

These possibilities are all well within the potential
capabilities of the current state of the art, and most of them,
with the exception of those requiring extensive filtering, are being
undertaken somewhere or other by operating CATV systems.

Discussion

of the additional potential of more advanced systems is reserved
for future consideration.

In order to determine the appropriate role 4or the State of
New York in relation tm cable television, it is necessary to cover,
an extensive, and 'i gh

,omplex, matrix of industrial

and technological u velopments.

governmental

This report considers the following

major topics:

Television Broadcasting and the Federal Communications
Commission
Federal Regulation of Cable Television
State Regulation of Cable Television

Municipal Regulation of Cable Television
Cable Television in New York State and in the Nation
Variations in Cable Operations and Potential for
Future Operations
Positions of Various Parties Concerning the Regulation
of Cable Television by, the State of New York

II. Television Broadcasting and the Federal
Commu.nications Commission
Cable television developed initially as an adjunct
to over-the-air television broadcasting, and the principal function
of CATV today continues to be the transmission of television signals
'adcast over-the-air.

or

It is nezessary, therefore, if

CATV problems are properly to be understood, to consider first the
development and regulation of over-the-air teleyision broadcasting.
A. Use of the Radio Spectrum
The single most significant characteristic of overthe-air television broadcasting is that it makes use of the electromagnetic or radio spectrum.

Electromagnetic waves, produced by the

acceleration or oscillation of an electric charge, radiate outward
from the source at the speed of light, 300 million meters per second.
These waves have a freqUenCy -expresSedH4n cycles per second (or
Hertz),
system.

generally:ekpressed in units of the metric

Since the SpeedofelectromagnetiCwaves is constant At

the Speedof night, the frequency ancVwave, length are inversely re-length the shorter the

latect,to:one

frequency, and vice-versa.

The product of the two is always equal

to 300 mjllion meters per second.

The physical characteristics of

radio wave propagation--distance travelled as a function of power
input, susceptibility to physical obstruction, attenuation attributable to rain, etc.--vary significantly from one frequency range
to another,

The radio spectrum, which ranges upwards from frequencies of 10 kilohertz (10 000 cycles, per second)

a wide variety of purposes

is used for

most of them involving some form of

communications:

military and defense facilities; space technology;

air and maritime navigation; radio and television broadcasting;
communications common carriers; business and industrial radio;

police, fire and other local emergency services; air, maritime,
rail, taxi and other transportation services; atmospheric and geoIn the absence
detic exploration; and citizens and amateur radio.
of some form of regulation, use of the radio spectrum by one party
for a particular purpose could create electronic interference with

the use of the radio spectrum by another party for the same or a
different purpose.

While the phenumenon of electronic interference

involves many variables, it may be said, in general terms, that
interference will occur unless care is taken to assure an adequate
separation between potentially interfering signals in one or a
combination of four ways:

(1) separation in space (one signal

(2)
sufficiently remote froM the other in geographical terms).;
from the
separation in frequency (sane signal sufficiently remote
time (one signal
other in frequency employed); (3) separation in
sufficiently separated from the other in time, including the use of

intervals in the transmission of one signal in order to transmit
and (4) distinction in transmission characteristics such
another)
as polarization, in which one signal varies over -one plane while
;

the other varies over, a different plane.

Ovir the years, the capacity of the radio .spectrum
haS been greatly expanded, both in the range of frequencies ,made

available for use and in the intensity of use of particular frequencies.

The forMer deVelopment involves the utilization of pro-

gressiVely higher frequencies with correspondintly shorter wave
lengths; even so, most_present uses of the spectrum are below

r-

15 GHz (15,000,000 000 cycles per second).
involves two kinds of improvement:

The second development

the use of narrower frequency

bands to accomplish a particular purpose, and the refinement of
separation techniques so that multiple uses of the same or adjacen
frequencies become more extensive.

Notwithstanding these technological developments,
the demand for radio spectrum space, and for specific radio fre-

quencies in particular, has exceeded the available supply since th
early twenties, when radio broadcasting was initiated.

In order t

regulate electromagnetic emissions, with a view to controlling ex-

cessive electronic interference, Congress in 1927 empowered the
Federal Radio Commission (FRC) to license all radio emissions of
private parties under the terms of the Federal Radio Act.

The

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) succeeded to the responsibilities of the FRC when the Federal Radio Act was reenacted in

substantial measure as Part III of the Communications Act of 1934
Under the Communications Act

the FCC licenses all

uses of the radio spectrum subject to two limitations.

First,

federal agencies do not require FCC approval in order to use the
radio spectrum; but the radio practices of the federal agencies
have been coordinated with FCC licensing procedures, since the

beginning of regulation, by one or another representative of the
executive branch.

Second, the FCC is obliged,

implementing its licensing policies
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formulating and

to abide by international

treaties (extensive in number ana scope) which pertain to the use
of the radio spectrum.

Within these two limitations

authority of, the FCC

plenary and preempts any possibility of

state or local control of the radio spectrum.

however, the

The rationale for this extensive authority is evident
from the face of the Communications Act itself, which vests in the

FCC authority over radio signals which cross state or national
boundaries, or which are transmitted within any federal territory
or from any United States vessel or aircraft, and also radio signals
"within any State when the effects of such use extend Iik.y

.J the

burders of said State, or when interference is caused by such use
or operation with the transmission of such energy

communications,

or signals from within any said State to any place beyond its borders, or front any place beyond its borders to any place within said

State, or with the transmission or reception of such energy, communications, or signals from and/or to places beyond the borders of
said State."

Since one of the enumerated effects almost invariably

can be shown, .eveJ in the case of the most local radio transmission,
the courts have treated every use of the electromagnetic .spectruin

as one involving a transmission in or affecting interstate commerce
and subject to the control of the FCC.

The Communications Act also expressly proscribes the
creation of any private property interests in the radio spectrum and
authorizes the FCC to, permit use of the spectrum or

periods of time.

for limited

The Act provides that its purpose is "to maintain

the control of the United States over all the channels of intrstate anal foreign radio transmission; and to Rrovide for thef use

of such channels

but not the ownership thereof, by persons for

limited Periods of time

under licenses granted by Federal authority,

and no such license shall be construed to create any right, beyond
the terms, conditions, and periods of the license.

Applicants for

licenses must sign "a waiver of any claim to the use of any particular
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frequency or of the ether as against the regulatory power of the
United. States because of the previous use of the samep" and each

license must state that it "shall not vest in the licensee any
right to operate the station nor nny ric,

in the Ilse of frequencil

designated in the license beyond the term thereof nor in any oth,..1r
manner than authorized therein."

License terms are limited to a

maximum of three years for broadcast licenses and five years for
other types of aut4orizations; but license renewals

for similar

limited periods, are permitted.
Thus,,, over-the-air television broadcasting must be

conducted within a framework of federally regulated radio spectrum
usage.

This has meant, among other things

that television broad-

casting has had to compete ftr spectrum space with other possible
alternate uses. and that the amount of spectrum space available
for television lbroaacasting-has had to be limited by the need to

meet the legitimate claims of other users,of-the radio spectrum.
At present, television broadcasting is authorized in the following

portions of the radlo spectrum (MHz equals 1,000m0 cycles per
second):

Channels 2 to 4

54-72 MHz

Channels 5 and 6

76-88 MHz.

Channels 7 to 13

174-216. MHz

Channels 14 to 36

4707608 MHZ

ChaLaels 38 to 69

614-806 MHz

Channel 1 was eliminated in

early days of tele-

vision

broadcting tre=ause of interference with other spectrum

uses.

Channel 37 (6(18-.614 MHz) is

for radii° astroplomy.

Amd former cliannels 70

least until 1974,
MHz)

recently have been reallocated to other purposes (private and public
land mobile radio).

Channels 2 through 13 are known as VHF channels (very
high frequency) and channels 14 and above are known as UHF channels
(ultra high frequency).

For present purposes, two general observations

are pertinent:

7irst, the number of television channels is limited
to 66, and this number is not likely to be expanded in the near
future.

There are two reasons for this

(1) Other demands upon

spectrum space are intensive, so much so that the FCC recently has
reallocated broadcast space (channels 70-82) to other uses and has
permitted land mobile radio to use the lower UHF channels (14-20)

under:a sharing arrangement with television broadcasting in certain
large cities; thus, the prospect that more spectrum space will be
allocated to television broadcasting is extremely remote.

(2)

Television broadcasting is not likely to be able to squeeze additional channels into the spectrum space allocated to' it at present;
this would require changes

not only in broadcast transmission

equipment, but also in television receivers in the hands of the

general public; the obsolescence of the billions of dollars of
consumer investment in television receivers is ;a substantial polit-

ical impediment to the introduction of new technology narrowing
the 6 MHz

f bandwidth required for each television channel.
Second, VHF and UHF channels have significantly

different technical and economic characteristics.
time

At the present

the technical differences are less significant than the

economic differences, but

even from a technical point of view,

UHF channel assignments are less advantageous than VHF channel

assig4 aer,

cause more powe-

,

antenna height are required

for UHFs to Obtain the same area coverage as VHFs, and UHF signals
are more vulnerable to obstacles suc h as rough terrain:,

But the

major problem goes back to the beginning of television operatiOns,
when technical differencesHwere even more pronounced than they are
today.

VHF channels were the first ones licensed and they tended

to,/dominate the major mass markets,

Because most of the popular

programming was on channels 2 through 13, there was little consumer
interest in television receivers capable of receiving UHF,channels.

In the absence of such receivers, UHF broadcasters vmre unable to
reach substantial audiences; they were therefore unable to interest
advertisers in their programming; and, as a consequence, they lacked
the financial means to underwrite popular mass audience programming.
A;-rnrallIg1y, UHF broadcasters did not prosper and the consuming

public continued to evidence a distinct lack of interest in television setsz capable of receiving UHF signals.
After several other efforts to activate the UHF
channels

the FCC in 1962 obtained Congressional enactment of its

Ail Channel Receiver statute.

Acting pursuant to this statute,

the FCt'by rule provided that television sets manufactured after

April 36, 1964 could not be shipped in interstate or fortign
merce unless they were capable of receiving all VHF and UHF Channels.
Since 1964, the percentage bf receivers capable of receiving: UHF
signals has increased substantially, and there has been :a revival

of broadcaster interest in UHF assignments.

Television sets ca-

pable of receiving UHF signal's reached 68% in 1970 and are expected

to reach 90% in 1973.

The number of UHF stations .increased from

86 in 1964 to 183 in 1970.

Hawever
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many UHF assignments still

lie fallow; and, for the most part, UHF broadcasters have been unable to conduct profitable operations.

In a recent regulation,

the FCC sought to rectify one UHF disadvantage by requiring UHF
sets to have "click" tuners at specified future Aates.
By contrast, VHF operations have proved highly profitable, particularly in the large urban areas; and, with the ex-

ception of some sparsely populated sections of the country, all
VHF channel assignments are in use.

Where VHF and UHF stations

are in direct competition with one another

the VHF stations almost

invariably prove to be the most successful financially.

B. Geographical Distribution of Television
Assignments
The frequencies assigned to television broadcasting --

both VHF and UHF--have a significant propagation characteristic:
their signals tend to travel in a straight line.

Thusi even with

high-powered transmitters, propagation of television signals
limited by the horizon.

Even so, given sufficient power, large

areas can be covered 13.Y constructing extremely high transmission

antennas and elevating reception antennas.

Still larger areas can

be covered by using air-borne transmitters (some actually were
used in experimental educational broadcasting in the Midwest).

And today, using satellites for transmission, all or large Portions
of the nation could be covered by a single transmitter (with some
adaptation in reception

antennas).

Using the available frequencies

for a relatively few transmitters covering large areas would maxi-

maze the number of signals available for tplevision.audiences,
substantially without regard to the urban or rural location of the
aud±enCes.

approach

For` policy reasons, however,:the FCC has not

this

In the evolution u

pre-television radio, the con-

cept developed that the radio statlon

or at least certain classes

of radio stations) should function as a local institution, operating "as a sort of mouthpiece on the air for the community /The

station 7 serves, over which its public events of general
interest,
its political campaigns its election results, its athletic
con-

tests, its orchestras and artists, and discussions of its public
issues may be broadcast." The FCC undertook to apply this concept

to television, and in 1952 assigned television channels to large
numbers of communities. The guiding policy considerations, developed
in the context of radio, were stated, in this order of priority:

First, to provide all persons in the United States
with at least one service.
Second

to provide each community with at least one

station.

Third

to provide all persons with multiple services

from which they are able to make a selection.
Finally, to provide larger communities with additional local stations.

But a system of local assignments made it difficult
to provide most audiences with a large choice of signals
larly while the UHF channels remained dormant.

particu-

In order to avoid
1,,

electronic interference, it is necessary to establish mileage
separations

not only between stations on the same channel but be-

tween stations on adjacent channels (note that channels 4 and '5 and

channels 6 and T while adjacent on the dial, are not adjacent in
the radio spectrum).

For this purPose, the United States has been

divided into three zones.

Zone I encompasses most of the heavily

populated northeastern quadrant of the nation,

Zone III is the

Gulf area, which presents special troposheric interference problems.

The remainder of the United States is included in Zone II0.Minimum
separations for stations on the same channel are
Zone

Channels 14-69 (UHF)

ginEtIALlILKEL
170 miles

155 miles

II

190

175

IIT

220

205

I

Minimum separations for stations on adjacent channels
are the same for all zones

60 miles for VHF and 55 miles for UHF.

What this means, in practical terms, is that no more
Only NeW

than seven VHF channels can be assigned to a single city.
York and Los Angeles have received, this maximum number.

And for

New York City to have channels 2, 4, 5, 7i:9, 11 and 13

these chan--

nels have had to be,made-undvailable to every cOMMunityWithin 170
miles of the City, and channels 3,

6

10 and 12 can be employed

only by communities located at least 60 miles from New York City's
Most substantial cities have only

antenna site in lower Manhattan,

three VHF channel assignments, although about 'a dozen have four or
five.

But the FCC in 1952 assigned both VHF and UHF channels
hunAreds (mostly UHF) to cora-

o a large number of communities

munities with populations of 5.000 or less.

The general distribution,

embodied in a "Table of Assignments,' was as follows:
NuMber of Assignments

Citypoplqation (19501

6-10
4-6

1 Million and above
250,000 to L
50,000 to 250 9 000
Under 50,000

2 - 4

1-2

6

Many of the channel assignments, however, would not
support viable stations.

For the reasons indicated above, UHF

stations fared poorly when compelled to compete with VHF stations;
the FCC's "intermixture" of VHF and UHF stations created conditions
least conducive to the survival and growth of UHF stations.

In

addition, many of the assignments went to communities with audience-

sizes insufficient to support the number of channels assigned; com-

munities with populations sufficient to support one or more radio
stations could not generate the advertising revenues necessary to

support the considerably more expensive operation of television
broadcasting stations.

Despite assignments to 1 274 communities,

all operations are now being conducted in 275 television "markets"
many of them embracing several communities each).
While there has been growth in the television in-

dustry since the fifties, including some increased activation of
UHF channels following the All-Channel Receiver law, the number of
television signals available to most audiences is limited:
more in the larger markets

six or

three to five in intermediate markets,

and three or less in smaller markets.

And it should be emphasized

that the effective service areas of television stations tend to be
significantly more limited than the mileage separations°

The

"Grade A contour," a circular boundary line along which 70% of the
audience receives good signals 90% of the time, may range anywhere
from 20 to 60 miles from the transmitter depending on antenna height,

transmitter power and nature of terrain., The "Grade B contour," a
more remote circular boundary line along which 509 of the audience
receives good signals 90% of the time
miles out,
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may range from 50 to 100

The policy decision in favor

f local community

stations, assumed that locally oriented programming was a significant

desideratum

and that this objective would be furthered by the

proliferation of local stations.
have been realized.

Yet the objective appears not to

Overall, the percentage of programming that

is locally originated tends to be relatively small--about 15%.

Programs of the three networks--ABC, NBC and CBS--account for the
lion's share--about SS% overall.

The difference is made up of

nationally distributed syndicated programs (mostly re-runs) and
Motion picture films.

In evening prime time, from 7:00 to 11:00

p.m. in'the East, the three networks account

for more than 90%

of television programming.

C. Concentration of Control of Mass Media

With television developing as the nation's most
popular mass medium, and with the number of television outlets
(particularly VHF) severely limited, the FCC has adopted a number

of measures directed toward limiting concentration of control over
Many of these restrictions are

television and other mass media.

adaptations of measures adopted in the context of pre-television
radig,

L. Limitations on the networks.

Without question,

the networks are the dominant force in.television broadcasting.

Next to the FCC franchise, the most valuable asset a broadcaster
can possess is a network affiliation.

As indicated above, the

networks are the most significant source of Programming, surpassing
all other sources combined.
because

by and large

Network programs occupy this position

they are the most popular and generate the

largest audiences for advertisers.
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Popular mass appeal programs

generally are expensive to produce, and the networks, by reason
of their existing dominance, are in the best position to finance
and distribute expensive programs.

And so network dominance tends

to perpetuate itself.

Largely to overcome this dominance, and to assure
some measure of station autonomy and independent programming by
network affiliates, the FCC has adopted a number of regulations
applicable to network operations:
(1) Network affiliation agreements may not be

exclusive and may not prevent the affiliated station from broadcasting the programs of another network.
(2) Network affiliation agreements may not afford

the network's affiliate more than a right of "first call" on the
network's programs.

If the affiliated station declines to carry

a network program, the network may not be precluded from offering
the same program to another station in the same community.
(3) Network affiliation agreements may not exceed
two years in duration.

(4) Network affiliation agreements may not require

the affiliated station to give the network an "option" on broadcast.time prior to the-netWork.

agreement to schedule network

programs during that time.
(5) Network affiliation agreements must assure the
affiliated station the rights:

(a) to reject any network program

"which the station reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory or
a

unsuitable

or contrary to the <public interest," and (b) to sub-

stitute for the network program

program which, in the station's

opinion, is of greater local or national importance.'
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(6). Networks are permitted- to own broadcast stations'eX-

cept under very limited circumstances, but they are prohibited.from-

operating more than one network;inthe same territory at the same time.
(7) Network affiliation agreements may not restrain the
affiliated station in fixing or alto,Fering its rates for the sale of

broadcast time for transmissions otaer than the netwarzk's programs.
(8) Networks may not represent affiliated stations in the
sale of non-network time.
(9) Stations may not schedule more than 'three hours of

programs of the three national networks during the four hours of
evening prime time (between 7:00 and 11:00 p.m, in the East) in any

of the top fifty television markets having three or more commercial
television stations.
four hours.

Networks normally.have programmed 31/2 of these

The rules make an exception for network programming of

"fast-breaking news events, on-the-spot coverage:of news events-and
political broadcasts by legally qualified candidates-for-public
office:" they also provide that the.portion-of-the time-from whichnetwork programming is excluded may not befilled with off-networksyndicated series programs or feature films broadcast in the market
within the last two years.

(This regulation, recently adopted and-

,presently being reviewed in the courts, is not scheduled to take
effect until October 1

1971.)

(10) Networks may n of engage in "syndication"
(distribu ting programs.other than for network exhibition) except

under limited conditions.

(This regulation, recently adopted and-

presently ,being reviewed in the courts
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is not scheduled to take

effect until October 1, 1971 as to some aspects, and October
1972 as to others).

As inaicated by the extent of:network programming,
and by the FCC's recent actions in adopting the last two regulatory
restraints, the dominance of the television networks has yet to
be effectively countered.

2. Limitations on ownership of multiple television
stations.

The number-of television stations which may be brought

under common ownership is limited to seven (in different areas),
no more than five of which may be VHF stations.

There also is a

more general prohibition against "concentration of control of
television broadcasting in a manner inconsistent with public interest, convenience, or necessity;" but it has been rarely' invoked.

The FCC recently considered whether to impose an additional restriction, limiting multiple ownership in the top 50 markets to
three television stations per owner, no more than two of which
could be VHF.

But the proposal has been abandoned.

In communities other than those in which its tele-

vision stations are located, a television station operator may own
as many as seven AM radio stations, seven FM radio stations

and

an unlimited number of publications or other media of mass communications.

The problem of common ownership of facilities in

the same community will be considered next.

3. Limitations on ownership of multiple media in
the same market.

For many years, the FCC has prohibited ownership

by a single firm (or

its affiliates) of more than one television

station in the same market.

Under the so-called

anti-duopoly"

rule, overlapping Grade B contours are prohIbited if there is
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of the two or more television stations involved.

common owners

Similar restxictxons amply to common ownershtlp of AM stations and
common owner

hi

of PM stations in the sameimarket.

But until

recently there ww no . ° 1at prohibition against common: ownership
of different 1112:AS mellaz in the same market.

Thus, a single owner

could control a/ celevasion station, an AM radio station, an FM
radio station: an& one ar more newspapers serving the same community.

Ma March of 1970, the FCC adopted new regulations
concerned with common ownership of different media in the same
market.

In general, the regulations prohibit the ownership of AM

or FM stations by television stations, and vice-versa, where the
primary.broadcast contour of one (the Grade A contour for television)
encompasses the entire community in which the other is located.
Limitations also are imposed on common ownership of AM and FM stations
But divestiture

in the same community.

of existing facilities is

not required; common ownership of newspaper and broadcast facilities
is not restricted; and there are numerous exceptions to the new

proscriptions (for example, common ownership of UHF and AM or FM

stations in the same market is to be considered on a case-bycase
basis).

Contemporaneously with the adoption of the new regulations,

the FCC proposed further rulemaking which would prohibit common
interests in the same market,

ownership: of-brosdCast and new

and would require divestiture of commonly owned newspaper-broadcast
interests

five years

and of diverse broadcast facilities

over a period of

with a view to limiting a single owner to a newspaper,

a television stati.an

or .a radio station (AM, FM or AM-FM) in any

given market fagain, with certain exceptions).

regulationsaze
H
nat:'yet

The newly adopted

n- full effect because of a pending,. petition
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for reconsideration, and their

fate--a.s. p

well as the fate of the

additional proposed restrictions--is in doubt, because of changes
in the membership of the Commission.
4. Other limitations on concentration of control.

In addition to the restrictions embodied in the network
regulations,
the multiple ownership rules, and the single-market restrictions,
the FCC has sought to apply a policy against undue concentration

of control in individual licensing cases.

The most common instance

is where several applicants seek to obtain the same broadcast
authorization.

If all are otherwise qualified; the FCC, in making

a choice among the various applicants, will give favorable consider-

ation to a selection that does not lead to increased concentration
of control over the media of mass communications (preferring an unaffiliated applicant to one with ownership interests in other broadcast facilities or in newspapers)
proved to be very effective because:

This policy, however

has not

(a) in individual licensing

cases involving multiple applicants, many factors are considered,

and those unrelated to concentration of control may be held to

warrant the selection of a mass media owner; (b) following the grant
of a license to an unaffiliated applicant, the licensee may transfer the license
fer.regulations

a mass media owner (although under present transa delay of three. years generally is required);

and (c) in many instances

the only applicant for a particular broad-.

cast authorization is a mass media owner, so no contest develops and
no opportunity is-afforded to select,an unaffiliated applicant.
The results are shown most Clearly in the case of newspaPer7broad.
caster affiliations

presently.not controlled by any specific rule

but supposedly a matter of concern in comparative cases.

As of

ovember 1967, 30 of the top 50 television markets and 15 of the
op 25 television markets were characterized by common ownership
f a major newspaper and a VHF television station; approximately
60 communities had local broadcast stations owned or controlled
y newspapers, or with the latter holding minority interests in
he stations; 76 communities had only one. AM station and one daily

ewspaper, with cross-ownership interests between the two; and 14
ommunities had one AM station, one. TV station, and one daily

ewspaper,all commonly owned.

While the FCC could refuse to license mass media
pplicants

in cases other than multiple applicant proceedings

ecause of undue concentration of control, it has not done so--unlesS
he degree of concentration exceeds the limits prescribed by its
egulations.

Similarly, questions of undue concentration of con-

rol have been raised in connection with applications to renew or
ransfer licenses; but again, unless the degree of concentration
xceeds the limits of its regulations, the FCC almost invariably
rants its approval.
The FCC is in the midst of a proceeding considering
he implications of ownership of broadcast facil sties` by firms with
ubstantial non-broadcast interests (the
,ome

conglomerate inquiry").

preliminary observations-have been reported, but no rules deal-

ng with conglomerates have been proposed or adopted.

During the

iendency of the proceeding, the FCC continues to approve acquisitions

f broadcast facilities by tonglomeratercorparations.

The only

uch acquisition. to, be thWartell.was the ABCITT: merger,: which was
handbried.' after the Department. of Justice appealed an -FCC ruling

pproving.the,merger.
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The effect of FCC determinations in individual
cases in restricting concentrations of control of mass media has
been virtually nil, For the reasons indicated above, the only
effective limitations on concentrations of ownership are those
embodied in specific regulations. Within the restrictions imposed
on total number of television stations, and the prohibition against
ownership of multiple television stations in the same market, con,

centrations of control have grown without hindrance from the FCC.
Recently some newspaper-broadcast combinations have been challenged
under the anti-trust laws 'and, as noted above, new regulations
recently have been proposed or adopted in the areas of concentration
of control of the mass media in the same community.
D. Licensing...2f Individual Broadcasters

As previously indicated, no person may operate a

television station in the United States (or emit any other electro
magnetic waves) without a license from the FCC. The licensing of
individual broadcasters is conducted within the framework outlined
above.

1. Radio s ectrum and other technical considerations.
An applicant for a television station must confine itself to the

frequencies allocated for that purpose.

In addition, technical

standards must be observed in connection with equipment employed
for television transmission. Regulations similarly govern the loi

cation of the transmission antenna to assure:

(a) that the PoPum

close proximity to the transmitter is not unduly large
(beCause intense signals from the transmitter tend to "blanket" or
drown out all other signals); and (b) that there are no physical
which might `cause

broadcasting, and since experience generally confers only an initial
advantage, it will be deemed of minor significance.

distortions or "radio shadows."

Hazards to air navigation also

must be avoided.

20 Geographical distribution of facilities.

Appli-

cants must confine themselves to those channels which are assigned
to the particular community they seek to serve (or some other community within 15 miles of that community).

If some other frequency

is desired, the applicant must petition the FCC to revise the Table

of Assignments to make available the frequency sought in the particular community; only if the petition is granted, and the Table
is revised in a rulemaking proceeding, will the FCC entertain individual applications for use of the frequency.

In general, the

Table of Assignments resolves all major questions relating to
geographical distribution of television broadcast facilities.
Nonetheless, other requirements involving geographi,
cal considerations recur o Thus, the television transmitter must be

so located that all mileage separations underlying the Table of
Assignments are observed.

Also, the transmitter must render a pre-

mium level of service (specified in terms of signal strength) to
the community to be served
studio in that community.

and the operator must maintain its main
In some cases

there are disputes as

to the point at
to optimize service to the >population in the Surrounding area,

Fin-41y, the frequency sought must be unoccupied.

If some other

broadcaster presently is using a particular frequency

a prospective

aPPlicant must wait until the incumbent's three-year -icense expires, and then

if so minded

seek the frequency at the time the

incumbent applies kOr renewal of its license.
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3. Restrictions on concentration of control. In
the absence of multiple applicants for the same broadcast author
p.

nation,' cOmpliance with the multiple ownership and common market

regulations normally is all that is required.

Although the FCC

asserts authority to preclude concentrations of control which fa
short of those specified in its regulations, it does not do so a
a practical matter.
4. General qualifications.

There are a number of

minimum requirements, based on the terms of the Communications
Act, which all applicants must satisfy.
(a) Citizenship.

If the applicant is an individu
he must be a United States citizen.
If the applicant is a partn

ship, all of its members must be citizens.

If the applicant is

corporation, it must be organized under the laws of a United Sta
governmental unit, and aliens must not hold positions as officer
or directors or own more than 20% of its capital stock.

Limitat

also are placed on alien ownership or control of a corporation
owning more than 25% of the stock of a corporate applicant

and

representatives of aliens and foreign governments are excluded f:
receiving broadcast licenses.
(b). Character.

An application may be denied be-_

cause of the poor "character" of the applicant, as manifested by
past or present misrepresentations to the Commission; procuremer
of broadcast licenses for speculative purposes

(i .

e.

"trafficicir

misuse of a prior broadcasting license; conviction.Lof a. serious
offense or one cas ting doubt on the reliability of:the individual
in a broadcasting function; prior conduct violative of the antitrust laws or Otherwise Indicating an inclination to suPPres

competition by resort to unfair tactics; and improper, fraudulent
or deceptive business_practices.

However, the FCC is not always

consistent in disqualifying applicants for these character defects;
and some of the inquiries may turn into investigations of the

prior programming practices of the applicant.
(c) Financial ability.

The applicant must be

financially qualified "to construct and operate the proposed
station."

Although the applicant has to show that it can commence

operations, it need not be in a position to sustain losing operations over an extended period.

The rough rule of thumb is that

the-applicant must have sufficient funds to construct the station
and to operate the station for one year following its construction.
"In those instances where operation during the first year is dependent upon estimated advertising revenues, the applicants will
he required to establish the validity of the estimate," according
to the FCC.

(d) Program proposals.

Applicants must submit de-

tailed descriptions of their proposed programming, and these
descriptions must be based on a survey of community needs.
cently

Re-

considerable confusion has developed as to the nature of

the survey required

applicant is

the FCC indicating that a mere compilation

given cons

it believes to be responsive to community needs

the FCC occasion-

ally rejects applications because of inadequacies in the survey

Or

failure adequately to explain the relation of the program
The su ject of FCC review of

proposals to the survey results.
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station programming will be considered subsequently in further
detail.
5

Economic in ur

to existit

broadcasters.

a matter of policy, the FCC generally prefers not to consider
whether the licensing of a new broadcast station will

cause fi-

nancial loss to existing broadcast stations in the same or adjacent
markets.
The courts, however, have insisted that the FCC consider
the issue (called the Carroll issue) where the existing station
claims that it will cease operation,' or be compelled to downgrade
its operation, if confronted with competition, to the detriment of

the public in the community it serves.

Without going into detail,
it may be generalized that the FCC seeks to avoid
adjudicating this
issue, and, on occasion, has displayed remarkable ingenuity
in
eliminating the issue from pending proceedil

The Carroll issue, as a general proposition, is not
of great importance here since the issue has arisen almost ex-

clusively in contests between radio stations (AM or FM), and not
between television stations. In the context of television, the
issue of financial impact generally is presented only when a VHF
station seeks to compete with a UHF station. At one time, the.
FCC sought to minimize this competition among unequals by 'deintermixture" proceedings, making some markets all-UHF and some markets
all-VHF.

These proceedings had to be abandoned, as a concession
to Congress in order.:. to achieve passage of' t e All- Channel
Receiver legislation in 1962.
on UHF stations is

However, the question of adverse
whenever

a UHF station (or to make greater inroads on such an area).

In

contrast to its distaste for the Carroll issue generally, the FCC

has been quite protective of UHF stations threatened with an adverse impact from altered VHF operations,
6. Comparative proceedings,

In the absence of

multiple applications for the same authority, the FCC will grant
a television broadcast license to an applicant satisfying the
requirements in the five preceding categories.

Where, however,

more than one qualified applicant seeks the same authority, the
FCC must choose between the mutually exclusive applications in
a comparative proceeding.

In such cases, the FCC historically

has considered a wide variety of factors:
(a) Local residence.

Preference has been given to

an applicant owned by locarresidents.

This factor has been con-

sid-red significant (a) as tending to promote responsiveness to

local needs, with which the local resident is presumed to be
familiar and concerned; and (b) as tending to corroborate program
,proposals, since the local owner is presumed to be more amenable to

community pressures to live up to its programming proposals.

The

criterion often has been difficult to apply because (i) each of
the several applicants usually has a number of owners, (ii) the
residence qualification's of owners with 1dUate affiliations vary

considerably, and (iii) it is difficult in some cases to identify

the real owners or principals.

Moreover, the weight given local

ownership has varied considerably.

In some cases the FCC has im-

responsiveness`to local needs from local ties other than
responsiveness
plied
local residence of the owners, and in other cases the FCC has
found that the prior broadcast record of the nonresident applicant
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gave sufficient assurance of effectuation of program proposals and
obviated the need for community pressure on a local resident.

(b) InIsaEallonoLownership and management.

Pre

ference has been given where the station is to be directly managed
by its owners.

Such direct participation has been felt (a) to

produce better programming, since the owner presumably will worry more
about what is broadcast than will a salaried manager, (b) to in-

crease responsiveness to local needs, wh6-e the owners are local
residents, and (c) to provide assurance that programming proposals
will be effectuated.

The criterion has proved difficult to apply

in some instances, because of problems in identifying owners and
managers and tracing the lines of authority running from one to
another; and in other instances, where the owner is a publicly
held corporation or an institution, the criterion has proved to
be extremely elusive:

the best that can be achieved under such

circumstances is the integration of management and the elimination
or minimization of intervening layers of control (since there is
no identifiable individual 'owner").
(c) Diversification of the backgrounds of owners.

Weight has been given
of owners.

on occasion, to variety in the backgrounds

Where the owners are local residents

the preference

may be justified as providing greater responsiveness to diverse
the

local needs; but even where,the owners have been nonresidents

preference has been awarded' on, the ground that such diversification

will assist the station in solving its problems°
(d) pallisi2A11212j.n civic affairs. 'Preference

has been given where the applicant's principals have been active in
civic affairs.

Again

where the owners are local residents

1

this

factor may be justified as assu71ng greater responsiveness to local
needs,

But weight also has been given to out-of-town civic activity.
(e) Proposed programming and program policies.

Generally there is little basis for a preference here because (i)
if the applicants' proposals are similar, obviously there is no
basis for decisional distinction, and (ii) if the applicants' pro-

posals are different, the FCC is placed in the awkward position of
making a choice it would prefer not to make--as to what kind of
programming is 'best".

But programming preferences have been granted

based on greater "balance'

(programming of different types); on

more extensive local live programs; and on attention to particular
local needs (e.g., farmers).

More often, the FCC has found that

the proposals of all the applicants fall within A tolerable range

and has refused to characterize one program proposal as better than
another.

Carefulness of o erational
likelihood of effectuation of proposals.

lannin

and relative

Occasionally, preferences

have been given based on one or the other of these related factors,

as tending to assure that program proposals will be carried out.
(g)

Broadcast experience.

Preference frequently

has been given where one of the applicants has prior broadcast experience; but the basis, for the preference-is not entirely clear.

On occasions this factor seems to have been advanced merely as a
circumstance corroborative of program= proposals:

projections into

the future by a veteran broadcaster m ay- be more reliable than fore
casts lacking a basis in experience.
seems

On other occasions the factor

o have been accorded independent Significance, perhaps on

the ground that an experienced broadcaster probably will devise

better programs than an

inexperienced broadcaster.

The wct

given to vior broadcast experience sometimes has been very
substantial.

(h) Past broadcast record.

Preferences (or demerits)

can be awarded on the basis of a past broadcast record on either of
two grounds.

First, the inquiry can be made:

keep its promises?

does the applicant

If so, the past record may be a significant

corroborating circumstance on the effectuation of prograiming pro
posals; if not, a contrary inference may be drawn.

Second, the

FCC can attempt to assess the quality of the applicant's past programming as a means for projecting probable future program quality.
But again this places the FCC in the position of having to pass
directly on program content, a position it seeks to avoid.

However,

preferences haveibeen given to applicants for "imagination"

and

"initiative" in programming award-winning shows and in acquiring
special

(i) Technical facilities and staffing... Preferences

have been given on both of these matters, which relate basically
to the ability of the applicant to effectuate its proposals.
has drawn the FCC

This

comparative merits of

studio toilet facilities and parking lots and the extent of familiarity of various staff members with the community to be served.
(j) -Violations of law and other reflections on
character.

Demerits have been given where the facts reveal vio-

lations of law or other past conduct that cast doubt on the ability
of an applicant properly to conduct broadcast operations
not so serious. as to disqualify the applicant.

trust violations, gambling violations

but are

Examples are anti-

advertising fraud,

misrepresentations to the FCC, and attempts to influence the
decisional process by ex parte contacts with FCC personnel.
(k) Areas and populations to be served. Occasionally,
there may be differences in the applicants° proposals as to populations and areas to be served, lbecause of differences in power,

antenna height, antenna location
mitter.

or antenna design of the trans-

A judgment must be made as to which is the more desirable

proposal in light of the considerations discussed in connection
with geographical distribution of broadcast facilities.
(1) Diversification of control of mass media.

Pre-

ferences have been given to an applicant not affiliated with other
media of mass communications over an applicant engaged in broad
casting, newspaper publication, or other of the mass media.

The

criterion has been applied both to media within the community to
be served and media elsewhere.

Sometimes the former has proved

more disadvantageous; in othe- instances, the emphasis has been
reversed.

The weight given to this factor has varied considerably.
As the enumeration of these factors indicates,..tele-

vision comparative proceedings can be extremely complex,
during the high-water period of the fifties

Indeed,

they proved to be a

disaster in almost every way.

First, since applicants knew in advance the considerations the Commission emphasized, they tended to prepare "packages"
which would be acceptable to the Commission:

program proposals

became similar; principals of, the applicant included local residents,

experienced broadcasters, persons active in civic affairs, and individuals with diverse business backgrounds; and technical facilities,
broadcast staff, and station organization were designed to meet

FCC approval.

This tended to reduce the extent of differences and

remove areas of real decisional. significance.

Second, to the extent that substantial differences
emerged, they tended to point in opposite directions.

For example,

the local newspaper might score high on local residence and civic
participation

but, by its very nature, it had to score low on in-

tegration of ownership and management and diversification of media
of mass communications.

A local resident unaffiliated with other

mass media might score high on these two counts, but, almost

as 'a

corrolary, he would be weak in broadcast experience and often in
some of the other areas of comparison (technical facilities
ing, etc.) thst are dependent on such experience.
of comparison had

no common denoMinaior

staff-

Since the areas

it was not possible, on

any ra',:xfinal basis :,to determine the manner in which preferences

in certain categories offset deficiencies in others.
the comparative proceeding became an admin
istrative monstrosity.

concerned with numerous

MuitiPle partises

areas of comparison, were offered seemingly limitless opportunities
to promote their own positions and attack, the positions of others.

The record degenerated into an omnibus
for minute advantages over one another.

DZE

trivia as parties vied

Attacks upon adversaries

often amounted to sordid character assassinations, as every question-

able incident in the background of any of the principals became a
subject of dispute.

Fourth

since the comparative proceeding could be

resolved in favor of almost anyone, under the variety of rationales
afforded, and since the licenses at stake were extremely valuable
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(some worth millions of Oollars), the temptation for corruption was
very great-.

Not only

instances of actual improprieties reveaLed,

in a series rte i scandals..-±nvolving -favors received and given by FCC

members tilmthe whole process became "political" in the worst sense
of the word.>

During the fifties, the grants of television licenses

to newspapers could best be explained in terms of the political positions of the papers: those which supported Eisenhower or remained
neutral in Presidential elections did markedly better than those which
supported Adlai Stevenson.*

The comparative'proceeding.brought the

entire functioning of the FCC into national.disrepute.
Finally, it is not clear that' any- useful purpose was-served-

by the comparative proceeding.

By definition' such a proceedingcould

occur only if the multiple applicants all were qualified.

And-it

was an accident--which actually occurred, only in a small minority of

cases--that multiple applicants chose to engage in a struggle for a
single license:

Where multiple applicants did not, appear, the sole

qualified applicant received the grant.
it is not clews: that anytking was gained.

When a contest did occur,
(Indeed; the FCC- always-

appeared to bm5cEmaighted.LE the part±es-reszived thear-differences
in private,)

Mihe winner usually affiliated with the same-nerwork

as the loserinmuld have dame if it had-prevalled.
far-7:relatiVetir

WELth opportunities

tranSifer of licenses-, no-dramatic gains-were-

achieved in rtrzmatating local,,ownership.)- integration-oE-ownership

management; or-aaversification of. the

mass-communications-;--

In shorty. no one has ever demonstrated-that.the-game-was worth the
candle

and there is an impressive body of evidence (particularly

on diversification) that, it was not.

* See Schwartz, Comparative Television and the Chancellor's Foot,
47 Geo..L.J. 655 (1959).
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Recognizing the shortcomings of the comparative proceedings

the FCC

1965 issued a policy statement on the subject,

which stated in part:

"This statement is issued to serve the purpose of
clarity and consistency of decision, and the further purpose of
eliminating from the hearing process time-consuming elements not
substantially related to the public interest....We believe that
there are two primary objectives toward which the process of comparison should be directed. They are, first, the best practicable
service to the public, and, second, a maximum diffusion of control
of the media of mass communications° The value of these objectives
Diversification of control is a public good in a free
is clear.
society, and is additionally desirable where a government licensing
system limits access by the public to the use of radio and television facilities. Equally basic is a broadcast service which meets
the needs of the public in the area to be served, both in terms of
those general interests which all areas have in common and those
special interests which areas do not share. An important element
of such a service is the flexibility to change as local needs and
interests change. Since independence and individuality of approach
are elements of rendering good program service, the primary goals
of good service and diversification of control are also fully compatible.

"Several factors are significant in the two areas of
comparison mentioned above, and it is important to make clear the
manner in which each will .be treated.
'1. Diversification of control of the media of mass
communications. Diversification is a:factor of primary significance:
since, as set forth above, it constitutes a primary objective in the
licensing scheme.
"As in the past we will consider both common control and less than controllin interest s in other broadcast stations
and other media of mass commung ications. The less the degree Of interest in other stations or media, the less will be the significance
of the factor. Other interests in the principal community proposed
to be served will normally be of most significance, followed by other
interestsTin the remainder of the 7moposed service area and, finally,
generally in the United States. Blemever, control of' large interests
elsewhere in the same state or region. may well be more significant
than control of a small medium of expression (such as a weekly newspaper) in the same community. The number of other mass communication
outlets of the same type in the community proposed to be served will
also affect to some extent the importance of this factor in the
general comparative scale.
owners.

"2. Full-time articl ation in station o eration b
We consider t is actor to 'e o su stantia importance.

TfnInherently desirable that legal responsibility and daY-to-daY
Performance be closely associated.

In addition, there is a likelihood

of greater sensitivity to an areas changing needs, and of programming
designed to serve these needs, to the extent that the station's
proprietors actively participate in the day-to-day operation of the
This factor is thus important :ins securing. the best practistation,
It also frequently complements the objective of dicable service.

versification, since concentrations of control are necessarily
achieved at the expense of integrated ownership.
'We are primarily interested in full-time particiTo the extent that the time spent moves away from full time,
pation.
the credit given will drop sharply, and no credit will be given to

the participation of any person who will not devote to the station
In assessing proposals,
substantial amounts of time on a daily basii:s.
we will also look to the positions which the participating owners
will occupy, in order to determine the extent of their policy functions and the likelihood of their playing ±mportant roles in manageWe 'will accord particular weight to staff positions held by
ment.
the owners, such as general manager, station manager, program director, business manager, director of news, sports or Public service
broadcasting, and sales manager. Thus, although positions of less
responsibility will be considered, especially if there will be fulltime integration by those holding those positions, they cannot be
given the decisional significance attributed to the integration of
stockholders exercising policy functions. Merely consultative
positions will be given no weight,
"Attributes of participating owners, such as their
experience and local residence, will also be considered in weighing
integration of ownership and management. 'While, for the reasons
given above, integration of ownership and management is important
per se, its value is increased if the participating owners are lacal
residents and if they have experience in the field. Participation
,in station affairs on the basis described above by a, local resident
indicates a likelihood of continuing knowledge of changing local
interests and needs, Previous broadcast emPerience, while not iso
significant as loe"Al residence, also has some value when put to use
through integration of ownership and manegement.
"Past participation hi cimeEc affairs will be considered as a part of, a participating owner's local residence barkground, as will mmy other local activities indicating a knowledge
Mere diversity
of and interest in the welfare of the community.
Generally speaking,
of business interests will not be considered.
residence in the principal community to' 'be served will be of primary
importance, closely followed by residence outside the community, but
within the proposed service area. Proposed future local residence
(which is expected to accompany meaningful participation) will also
be accorded less weight than,present residenCe of several years°
duration.

"Previous broadcasting experience includes activity
which would not qualify as a past broadcast record, i.e., where there
was not ownership responsibility for a' station's performance. Since
emphasis upon, this element could discourage qualified newcomers to

broadcasting, and since exper,ence generally confers only an initial
advantage, it will be deemed of "minor significance.
It may be examined qualitatively, upon an offer of proof of paiticularly poor
or good previous accomplishment,
"The discussion above has assumed full-time, or almost full -time, participation in station operation by
those with
ownership interests. We recognize that station ownership
by those
who are local residents and, to a markedly lesser degree, by those
who have broadasting experience, may still be of some value even
where there is not the substantial participation to which we will
accord weight u
this heading.
Thus, local residence complements
the statutory scheme and Commission aLlocation policy of lecensing
a large number of stations throughout the country, in order to
pro
vide for attention to local interests, and local ownership also
generally accords with the goal of diversifying control of
statians. Therefore, a slight credit will be given for the broadcast
local
residence of those persons with ownership interests who cannot
he
considered as actively participating in station affairs on a sulk
stantially full-time be=e,e,but who will devote some time to station
affairs, and a very sliett credit will similarly be given for exe
Terience not accompanied by full-time participation. Both of these
lactors, it should be emphasized, are of minor significance.
No
credit will be given either the local residence or experience of
arry person who will not put his knowledge of the community (oT area)
or experience to any use in the operation oaf the station.
' 3. Pro, osed
ro ram service.
The importance
of program service is o vious.
e
easi ility of making a comparaetive evaluation is not To obvious. Hearings takes considerable time
anui precisely formulated program plans may have to 'be changed mpt
teeny in details but in substance, to take account of new conditions
erbtaining at the time a successful applicant, commences operation.
Thus, minor, differences:among applicants:. are apt to <prove to be
no significance.
(T)he applicant has the responsibility for a
reasonable knowledge of the community and area, based on surveys:or
background, which will show that the program proposals are designed
to meet the needs and interests of the public in that areae
Contacts with local civic and other groups and individuals are also
an important means of formulating proposals to meet an area's needs
and interests. Failure to make them will be considered a serious
Aeficiency, whether or not the applicant is familiar with the area
o

.
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"Decisional significance will be accorded only to
-material and substantial differences between applicants' proposed
program plans.
Minor differences in the proportions of time
allocated to different types of programs will not be considered.
Substantial differences will be considered to the extent that they
go beyond ordinary differences in judgmentand show a superior devotion to public service. For example, an unusual attention to
local community matters for which there is a demonstrated need, may
still be urged.
We' will not assume, however,, that an unusually
high percentage of time to be devoted to local or other particular
types of programs is necessarily to be ,preferred, Staffing plans
.

C

.

other elements of planning will not be compared in the hearing
ocess except where an inability to carry out proposals is indicated.*
"In light of the considerations set forth above, and
experience with the similarity of the program plans of competing
plicants, taken with the desirability of keeping hearing records
ee of immaterial clutter, vim comparative issue will ordinarily be
signated on program plans and policies, or on staffing plans or
her program planning elements, and evidence an -these matters will
t be taken under the standard issues. The Commission will desigte an issue where examination of the applicattiams and other infortion before it makes such: action` appropriate., and applicants who
lieve they can demonstrate significant differences upon which the
ception of evidence willhe flseful may petition to amend the
sues.

"No independamt factor of likelEiaod of effectuation
proposals will be utilize& The Commissimm expects` every licensee
carry out its -proposals,sublect to factors beyand its control,
d subject to reasonable judgment that the public's needs and inIf there is a subrests require a departune mom original plans
antial indication that any party will not, be ab le to carry out its
oposals to a significant ,degree, the pnnposals: themselves will be
nsidered deficient.
'4. Past hroadtast record. This factor includes past
mership interest and sign.' 'cant participation :±n a broadcast
It is
ation by one with an ownership interest in -tiake applicant.
factor of substantial importance upon the terms set forth below,
"A past record within the itemnds:.,rof average perfor

once will be disregarded, ,since average f: ...elperformance is ex
of past ownership
Thus, we are not interested in the '..1;
acted.
r se, and will not give apreference becausae one applicant has
tned stations in the past7and another has not:.

"We are interested in records which, because either
Lusually good or unusuallylpoor, give some indication of unusual
)rformance in the future. Thus, we shall consider past records' to
)termine whether the record shows (i) unusual, attention to the pubic's needs and interests, such as special sensitivity to an area's
langing needs through flexibility of local programs designed to
)et those needs, or (ii) either a failure to meet the public's
3eds and interests or a significant failure to carry out represenltions made to the Commission. (the fact that such representations
lve been carried out, however, does not lead to an affirmative prefrence for the applicant, since it, is expected, as a matter of course,
iat a licensee will carry out representations made to the ComLssion)

We will samilarly not give independent consideration to proposed,
studios, or other,equipment These are also elements of a proposed
operation which are necessary to carry out the program plans, and
which are expected to be adequate. They will be inquired into
only upon a Petition to amend the issues which indicates a serious
deficiency. (Footnote by the FCC.)

"If as past record warrants consideratioh, the particular

reasons, if any, which may have accounted for that -r,,e.z.ord will be
examined to determine whether they will be preseat ±rr the proposed
operation. For example, an extraordinary record :comd while the
owner fully participated in operation of the sta.:tiara ,'w--1.2.11, not be accorded full credit where the party does not propaEelstnrilar participation in the operation of the new station for
:ire
applying.
"5. Efficient use of ..frequency. In comp=rt=ivie cases where
one of two cr. more coil:Tiring applicants proposes azzioroeration which,
for one or mine engineering reasons, would be more,:.cient, this
fact can and should be considered in determining whic, of the applicants should:be preferred.
6. Character. The Communic-tions Ac-tAtaaalisit character a
c.

Q

relevant consideration in the issuance of a license~.
.
Significant character deficiencies may warrant discpuf,,cation, and an
issue will be designated where appropriate. SAnirce ula-tantial demerits may be appropriate in some cases where :dii-scpla;,...-44Elcation is not
warranted, petitions to add an issue on conduct----reiting to character
will be entertained. In the absence of a des.ig --ww.;;"issue, character
evidence will not be taken. Our intention here_ --m- int, :only to avoid
unduly, prolonging the hearing process, but also =1 autalgi those situations where an applicant converts the hearing imito search for his
opponents' minor blemishes, no matter how remote lin the,Tast or how
insignificant.
"7. Other factors. As we stated at the martf
our interest
in the consistency and, clarity of decision and in azazgyezeition of the
hearing process is not intended to preclude the fli.11,. =amination of
any relevant and substantial factor. We will thus
.1ably consider
petitions to add issues when, but only when, they colienersams'rate that
significant evidence will be, adduced."

tial" factors) that it is far from a clear guide to.= action.

More-

the statement came after the high-water mark af television
censing had passed so its significance.is difficult to judge. Some
improvement has been nc.ed, but disputes and uncertsvmtles continue
to characterime vthe proc,ess.
. Eff.orts to Achieve Programming. Diversity:

andiveness to Local-Needs

1. Reflections in other general policies- Everyone
recognizes that the essence, of television is program mg, and the
Policies of the FCC described in the preceding sections-, ':4ave been
concerned .largely with the objective of achieving pmcgramming more
diverse and more responsive to local needs.
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Thus, the geographical distribution of broadcast
facilities has as a major purpose the advancement of locally originated (or locally oriented) programming, in contrast to a national
uniformity in programming.

Given the dominance of the networks,

and the important secondary role played by nationally syndicated

programming, the FCC's success in this area hardly can be described
as more than modest.

Similarly, the FCC'

policies in opposition to con-

centration of control of the media of mass communications have been
concerned with assuring diversity of program sources:

the more

sources, the more diverse the program offerings are likely to be.

Again, the FCC's success cannot be described as more than modest.
While it has prevented the emergence of commonly owned television
much the same result is achieved

chains of national proportions

through the network affiliation process.
restrictions on the netiprks
dominate.

Similarly

And despite the regulatory

network programming continues to pre-

while the FCC has precluded common ownership
not pre-

vented other forms of single-market concentration (the local AM-FM
TV-newspaper combine), although there has been some recent activity

Finally, in individual licensing cases, the FCC has
given some weight to factors related to > local responsiveness and

dispersal of ownership:

through the requirement of local program

surveys in all cases, and the ^prefer ences for local residence and

diversification of media control in comparative cases.

processes have been of limited value

But these

The weakness of the compara-

tive proceeding as an instrument of pelicY already has been discussed.

_
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And the required survey of community needs appears to be little
more than an exercise in paperwork:

all form and no substance.

Recent efforts to provide more substantive content have led to greE
confusion in this area.

There are three other areas, however

which are of

significance.
2. Iliaewal

of licenses of television stations.

As

previously indicated, all broadcast licenses are limited by statute
to three-year terms.

This means that, every three years

the FCC

e.

has an opportuaity to review the performance of a television static
and to refuse renewal if the performance is deemed unsatisfactory.

The FCC has used this occasion in the past to exert pressure on
licensees to increase diversity and local responsiveness in their
programming.

The pressure takes the form of questions on the renew

applications; informal quotas for local programming and for types

of broadcasts not frequently carried (programs other than entertain

ment and news). delays and official inquiries directed to those
censees falling short of these quotas; and the threat of a hearin
on the renewal application.

The intensity of the pressure has vari

from substantial to nil depending on changes in FCC membership

and

when the pressure is substantial it is not without effect.

it,

But

is difficult to measure the effect, and the area is one characteriz
by extraordinary erraticism in FCC policy.

At 'present s pressure of

this type appears to be negligible, And attention has foCused on th

proper method of conduCting surveys of community needs (required of
renewal applicants as well as initial applicants).
Recently, a new dithension was added to the process

when outsiders began to challenge reneWals of television licenses.
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and to seek to supplant the existing licensee.

The movement re

ceived considerable impetus from an ICC decision concerning WHDH
in Boston, which indicated that in such a situation the Commission
would treat the incumbent and the newcomer on a par--in contravention of previous FCC policy, which had aCcorded the incumbent a
But under pressure from the television indus-

,,substantial margin.

try and from Congress, the FCC modified its position to something
akin to its earlier stand.

The, preference for the incumbent woild

assure renewal if its performance, in meeting the needs of the
community it served, was "substantial," but not if its performance
had been "minimally adequate."

The extent of the FCC's policy

change, if any, is likely to be reflected in a current proceeding
in which a newcomer is vigorously challenging the license of WPIX
in New York City.

3. Educational television.

In the geographical

distribution of broadcast facilities in 1952

thee. FCC reserved

substantial number of channel assignments for noneommercia1,04tication41
television.

Unfortunately

UHF band, and, in addition

many of these assignments were in the
their other problems, educational

broadcasters on UHF channels suffered the same difficulties as UHF
broadcasters generally.

The major problem of educational broadcasters,
however, has not been channel availability, but financing.

Com-

-

mercial television has been financed by advertising

but under FCC

regulations this source is not available to the educational broadcaster (and probably advertising would subvert the nature of the
educational station's operations if it were:to become a substantial
source of financing).

Educational broadcasters have relied on
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financing from federal, state and local governments, from foundar
tions (particularly the Ford. Foundation), and, to a limited extent,

from viewer contributions.

An ,extensive study made in 1967 indi

cated the need for additional'financing and recommended federal-aidto be channeled through a governmentally supported corporation specifically established for the purpose.

In the Public Broadcasting

Act of 1967, Congress responcked by establishing the Corporation for

Public Broadcasting (CPB).

In addition to continuing federal finan-

cial support for the construction of educational stations, the

statute vested CPB with responsibility for program development and
procurement for educational stations and for making interconnection
arrangements among such stations.

The statute also authorized the

FCC to permit reduced rates.by communications common carriers for-..
interconnection .of educational .stations.

from owning any broadcasting staticn

However, CPB was prohibited

system or network

community

antenna television system, or program production facility; and, de-

spite extensive legislative debate, a firm plan for financing CPB
has yet to emerge.

The record of the educational stations is a spotty one.

On the one hand, there is little question that educational broadcasting is a substantial factor in television.

A recent study indi-

cated that 75% of television households could receive ETV signals

and that 8 million homes per week watched educational television
stations

without any demonstrated bias-in favor of "upper class"
)

t

_announcement indicates that ETV weekly

circulation is now 11 million homes.

Another receilt study indicated

that, in terms of promoting program diversity

the addition of a

single educational station to a market ourpassed in effectiveness
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the addition of several commercial stations in the same market.*
On the other hand, educational television audiences are quite small
in comparison to commercial television audiences, so much so that
sometimes they defy measurement.

Moreover, the problem of ETV
The two problems may be inte--

financing remains to be resolved.

related to some degree, since audience size undoubtedly is dependent
in substantial measure upon adequate financing of programming.

But

the most respected study of television viewing preferences yet to
be undertaken indicates that the American television audience strongly
prefers light entertainment to intellectual programming; that this
preference holds even when a clear choice is.accorded between high
quality pregrams of each type; and, despite their claims to the contrary.

the more highly educated %segments..of. the .population- behave

in precisely the same manner- as.the population generally (choosing

entertainment over intellectual fare when a choice is afforded).
Nevertheless

ETV makes a distinctive contribution.

Ex-

tended coverage of United Nations, Congressional and other hearings
of special interest probably draw large numbers of viewers on sporadic
occasions, and have value independent of such numbers.

The popularity

and critical acclaim for 'Sesame Street" indicate that ETV may play
a leadership role in important areas such as.children s programming;
And educational television performs a distinct function to the extent that it carries formal instructional programs intended for classroom use or home study _courses.

In the area .of classl-oom television

the ETV. broadcaster is supplemented by the ::instructional Television.-.

Fixed,Service
tion.

which prrovides.multiple.channelsfor .classroom-instrnc-

The transmissions are over the-air .(sharing 2,800-te 2 890 MHz

The methodology of the study has been justly criticized,
but this generalization probably still holds true.
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with other uses), but the transmissions are beamed to specific
school antennas and are not broadcast generally.
4. Subscription television.

In 1959, the FCC approved

experimental pay-television operations subject to a series of limi
tations. The experiment was launched only after
a most intensive
struggle with opposing forces--broadcasters and
theater owners pri
marily--which channeled their opposition through the

House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Only one exper-

iment actually was conducted, in Hartford, Connecticut, andthat experiment failed to settle most of the major matters in dispute.

The

proponents of subscription television contended that, by permitting
audiences to pay for programs, financial support could be obtained
for programs that did not appeal to audiences large enough to be
supported by advertisers (advertisers generally do not pay more than
half a cent an hour per household).

Opponents of pay-television

argued that the large revenues afforded by subscription television
would "siphon" p..)gramming and talent away from advertiser-supported

television, with the result that audiences either would have to pay
for what they once received free or would be relegated to the inferior rejects of the subscription system.

The Hartford experiment

relied heavily on movies and sports--they constituted over 90% of

programmingand ran at .a substantial loss; however, no siphoning
occurred.

But all of these results might be altered in the case of

a national subscription service, as opposed to a single experimental
system operating in a limited market.
In 1969, the FCC approved the licensing of subscrip-

tion television stations under the following conditions:
(1) Four commercial nonsubscription television sta
tiohs must be operational in, the market the subscription television
station seeks to serve.

(2) No more than one subscription televison station
may be authorized in a single market.
(3)

I

addition to subscription services, the author-

ized subscription television station must carry a minimum quantity
of 'free" programming (28 hours per week).
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(4) Commercial advertisements may not be carried
when programs are being offered on a subscription basis.

.(5) The licensee of the subscription station must
retain discretion and responsibility for all programming
and deter
minations as to subscription charges (except that
limited advance
programming commitments may be made with FCC approval).
(6). Subject to limited exceptions, subscription ser-

vices may not include (a) motion picture films with a general releg
date in the United States more than two years in advance
of the prc
posed subscription showing; (b) sports events which were televised
live on a nonsubscription, regular basis in the community
during th
two years prior to the proposed subscription showing; or (c) any

"series type of program with interconnected plot or substantially
the same cast of principal characters." Under Congressional

pres-

sure, the FCC recently proposed to extend the second
limitation to
cover sports events "televised live on a nonsubscription, regular
basis in the community during any one year in the five
years preceding their proposed subscription broadcast."
(7) No more than 90% of total subscription services
may consist of feature films and sports events combined.

The FCC did not undertake to regulate the charges of
subscription television services but it

14(1) Unless a satisfactorY signal is unavailable
at the location where service is desired, subscription television
service: shall be provided to all persons desiring it within the
Grade A contour of the nonsubscription television service provided
by the station broadcasting sub-scription piograms: ProvideA,
however, That geographic or other reasonable pattern-g-617717gtallation for new subscription services shall be permitted: And providec
further, That, for good cause, *service may be terminated.

"(2) Charges, terms and conditions of service to subscribers shall be applied uniformly: Provided, however, That subscribers may be divided into reasonable classifications approved
by the Commission, and the imposition of different sets of terms and
conditions may be applied to customers in different classifications...
"(3) Subscription television decoders shall be
leased, and not sold, to subsciiber5."
Implementation of the FCC'- regulations was delayed

by continuing controversy with thl Muse Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, but applications for subscription service are now
being received and processed.

The FCC is of the view that, subject

to the limitations imposed, subscription television will not "siphon"
substantial talent and programming from advertiSer-supported television.

At the same time, at least some opportunity for diversity

will be afforded, if only in the form of uninterrupted first-run
movies and otherwise unavailable sporting events.

And

possibly

if

permitted to operate on a national basis, other potential sources of
programming may be tapped by subscription television.
F. FCC Control of Program Content
In.a variety of contexts, the FCC has been concerned
with direct regulation of television program content.

1. Restrictiob'ectnin. In
some areas, such as false and misleading advertising, the restrictions on program content parallel restrictions imposed on other
media of mass communication.

But in other areas, restrictions on

television programming exceed the restraints applicable to other
media.

Thus, penalties have been imposed for vulgar or off -color

Programming, which clearly would not qualify as obscene in the
Constitutional sense
other contexts.

and would not be the subject of sanctions in

Broadcaststations are severely limited in the

information they may broadcast about lotteries; cigarette advertising
-
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is to be prohibited after January, 1971 under recently enacted legislation; and commercial advertisements and commercial sponsorship
must be identified.

Restrictions on fraud and deception extend be-

yo-ad advertisements

to program content, such as rigged quiz shows.

2. Political and ,public affairs programs.

Under

the "equal time" provision of the Communications Act, a television

station, if it makes time available for a "legally qualified candidate for any public office," must "afford equal opportunities to all
other such candidates for that office."

No more than the station's

regular charges may be imposed for such use.
subject to, three important limitations:

The requirement is

(1) the station is not

obligated to permit any candidate to use its facilities; (2) a use
by a supporter of the candidate, including a member of the candidate'
staff, does not qualify as a use by the candidate ,(there must be a.

personal appearance by the candidate to invoke. the doctrine); and

(3) once any candidateis afforded access (whether free, at reduced
rates, or at regular rates), the same opportunity under the same
terms must be afforded to all legally qualified candidates for the
same office, no matter how numerous they may bf_:t nor how small a folio

ing any of them may have.

In addition to the specific

and rather limited

re-

quirements of the "equal time' provision, the FCC has evolved a
"fairness doctrine," which, as codified by subsequent statutory

amendment, imposes on broadcasters 'the obligation...to afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on issues
of public importance."' Application of the fairness doctrine has
raised a host of troublesome issues:

(1)

Is the obligation solely one to present conflict-

ing views on an issue once it is broached by the broadcaster (as in
the "equal time" requirement)

or is there a broader obligation to

initiate discussion on "issues of public importance"?

In short, can

the Station satisfy the doctrine simply by remaining silent on public
issues?

The question is an open one at the moment, although a statio:

undoubtedly would be challenged if it remained silent on all public
issues.

(2) If one side of a public question is presented,
who is to present the other side?

Ordinarily the broadcast licensee

is give n broad discretion on this matter. But in two contexts specifil

respondents must be invited:

(a) where the program takes the form

of an attack on the character, integrity or like qualities.of a person or organization, the person or organization attacked must be in-

vited to respond; (b) where the program takes the form of an endorsement of a political candidate, the candidates opposing the recipient
of the endorsement may name their respondents.
(3) In what manner are opposing views to be presented?

Again, the FCC accords the broadcaster great latitude in determining
both the quality and quantity of response.
of equal time.

Recently

President Nixon'

There is no requirement

however, the FCC ruled that opponents of

Vietnam policies must be accorded at least one un

interrupted segment of prime time to respond to the Pr6sident's
speeches on the subject.

(4) What kind of progiamming suffices to give rise to
a need for response?

Does the broadcast of ar.eligious service call

for a response on the merits of atheism?

Does the brOadcast of mili-

racy recruitment appeals call for a response on the merits of the
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Vietnam War? Do advertisements for automobiles
and detergents call
for responses on the problem of pollution? The FCC has given

nega-

tive aeeswers to these specific questions, but has required
stations
to carry anti-smoking messages in response to cigare
te commercials.

The "fairness doctrine" presents many other intricate
issues, and its application raises particularly acute problems
in
the context of contemporary politics--characterized by highly
charged
controversies on a wide variety of issues.
Closely related to the fairness doctrine is the
problem of news distortion. The FCC has disclaimed
any power to censor news programs to determine whether they are "true" or not.
But

it has investigated charges of 'staged" news events and knowing distortion of the-news; it has condemned the failure of a newscaster
to
reveal a financial conflict of interest; and it has required
opportunities to reply, under the fairness doctrine, where it has concluded
that a news program or documentary was too one- sided.

Needless to say, none of these restraints apply to
other media of mass communications.
3. Diversity of programming and responsiveness to
local needs.

At the present time, the FCC's efforts in this area
are largely indirect
through its geographical distribution of broadcast facilities limitations on the networks,
restrictions on concentration of control promotion of
educational broadcasting, and
aUthorization ef subscription television. But, as previously
indi-

cated

the FCC has employed direct pressures in the past to seek
to
achieve minimum quotas of "publi service" and 'local" programming.

Some pressures probably remain, but they are relatively slight.
However, this is an area which changes rapidly and frequently,
and the

future cannot be predicteel with any measure of certainty.

In the

initial licensing of broadcast stations, and on renewal, some pressure toward local responsiveness is sought to be achieved by requiring applicants, and existing licensees, to make surveys of community needs.

But the confusion surrounding the nature of the survey

required, and the latitude afforded the applicant in shaping its
programming response to the survey,, appear to deprive this approach
of any sign iicant effectiveness.

4. Limitations on commercial advertisements.

The

FCC has no regulations restricting.the number or frequency of com-

mercial announcements.

When it attempted to adopt such regulations

in 1963, industry and Congressional pressure forced a retreat.

Ex-

cessive commercialization is an issue in license renewal proceedings,
but the standards are wholly informal and there is no consistency in
their application.

When television commercials begin to exceed 16

minutes per hour, there is at least the possibility that the FCC will
delay the renewal application and demand an explanation.

G. Other FCC Controls Over Television Broadcasters
Most of the regulatory actions of the FCC have been
described in the preceding sections.

They c.anter to a large extent

on initial licensing, and, at this time, the FCC considers the legal, technical, financial and character qualifications of the applicant.

Restrictions on concentration of control and programming have

been described in some detail.

Two other areas deserve mention.

the technical performance of licensed television stations.
fa7:lure of a broadcaster to adhere
larly those designed to, preclude

as a serious matter, whether the deficiency is raised on renewal
of the license or during the course of the broadcasr's license
term.

Second, the FCC does police the blmratik,ss practices

of broadcast licensees to a limited extent,

The CnomOnications Act

is explicit that broadcaster,A shall not be considere

"common

carriers," and, as a general matter, the FCC does not undertake to
regulate the rates of broadcast stations, discrimination in the application of broadcast rates

or refuses by a stittisli

commercials of aparticunair aevertiser.

HoWeyer,

to carry the

5cc has inter-

vened to interdict fraudulent billing practices in respect of advertisers, to impose penalties for activities artificially'inflating
a station's audience ratingt sand to condemn any laftsiness practice
incon.listelt With its proscriptions on concentration of control

(e.g., the provision of incentive compensation arrangements by networks designed to discourage non- network programming, or the "tying"
of access to one broadcast medium to access to another medium of
communications).

These are exceptions, however, to the FCC's general

disinclination to intrude upon station business practices.
III. Federal Regulation of Cable Television

A. prigin and Development of Cable Television
Television stations began broadcasting in large urban
centers and, even after the promulgation of Jthe FCC's Table of

Assignments in 1952, many localities found themselves without television service.

A number of remedies were improvised.

tion and operation of 'satellite" television stations in communities

arge enough to support a full-fledied operation.

The satellite

ved regular authority, in accordance with the Table of Assign,

but local programming was not required; the satellite, gen-

y owned by the mrimary station, could rely on duplication of
ams of the primary station.
In. 1956, the FCC authorized the use of "translators"

tend television service to remote communities.

Translators re-

the.signal of a primary station, convert it to a different frey and amplify it, and then rebroadcast it for reception
al public in the area.

by the

These supplementary stations may be op-

d by the primary station or by an independent organization; if
atter, the consent of the primary station must be obtained beits signals are rebroadcast.

Translators may be authorized for

HF or UHF channel as long as, they do not interfere with signals

gular broadcast facilities and conform to other FCC policies.
The development of translators was preceded in the
es by another, extralegal device--television boosters.

These

ons, constructed-by local private or governmental groups with-

CC authorization, received weak signals of primary stations and
adcast them on the same frequency with greater strength.

The

tions were clearly unlawful, but it took over -a decade for the
3 achieve a transition from

other things

booster operations (which,

caused 'ghosting' of television signals) to

I translator operations.
It was also during the fifties that, cable television
o develop.
r antenna.

Operations initially took the

of a community

Persons unable to receive television signals direct-

f the air, because of remoteness or terrain, subscribed to a

system which constructed an antenna (part of the "headend" equipment)

at a favorable location, and, for a fee, amplified and conveyed signals via cables to the television sets of the system's subscribers.
As the industry developed, headend antennas were located further and
further from the subscribers to be served, necessitating longer cable
runs.

Then, to expand the signals available to subscribers further,

or to reach communities still further removed from television markets,
television signals were relayed to the local CATV system by coaxial
cable or microwave, usually the latter.

Through these techniques, it

became possible to import television signals from remote markets over
great distances.

The next major development occured approximately in
the mid-sixties when cable television operators turned their attention from bringing television signals to remote underserved rural
areas to bringing supplementary television signals to major urban
markets.

This proved to be the most significant turning point in

CATV development.

Through the fifties, and in an extensive opinion in
1959, the FCC declined to exercise jurisdiction over CATV systems
on the grounds (a) that they did not use the radio spectrum to communicate with their subscribers and thus were not broadcasters, and
(b) they did not have the characteristics of common carriers by
wire.

During the early sixties, the FCC adhered to this view but

began to regulate CATV systems indirectly by regulating the micro
. wave relay systems serving Ci-TV (which, as users of the radio spectrum,,-required FCC licenses-in order to operate).

conditions were imposed on CATV systems

Some rudimentary

as customers of the micro-

wave relays, in order to protect economically marginal over-the-air

vision stations.

These restrictions formed a partial basis for

rules promulgated by the FCC in 1966 when it asserted; urisdicL

over all CATV systems.

B. The FCC's 1966 Report (the "Second Report")
In its 1966 decision, the FCC reversed its prior
Ltion and asserted jurisdiction over CATV systems.

It did not

;sify them either as broadcasters or as common carriers, but rei instead on general introductory language in the Communications

stating that the Act's provisions applied to "all interstate
nunication by wire or radio...and to all persons engaged within

United States in such communication."

Since, as previously dis-

sed, electromagnetic emissions are regarded as interstate transsions in all instances, the relay of broadcast signals, whether

wire or microwave, could aptly be characterized as "interstate
munication" (i.e.

sion initiated

continuation of a stream of interstate trans-

by the original broadcast, over the air, of the

nal being relayed).

The FCC also relied on provisions of the Act

ing it authority over the geographical distribution of broadcast
ilities and asserted that this authority was being undermined

the uncontrolled retransmission of, broadcast signals via CATV.
Supreme Court subsequently upheld the FCC's assertion of

lsdiction,*
imposed three substanre requirements:

1. Local carriage. CATV systems are required to carry
over-the-air television signals available in the area being

wed, on request of the local stations, in accordance with speci
!el priorities.

The reason for this requirement

that, when

the ;FCC has exempted CATV systems with less than 50
subscribeis and those serving a single residential complex
ander common ownership.

television sets are attached to a cable, they typically are dis-,
connected from the set antenna.

Thus, if a local signal is not

available over the cable, it is not available to the CATV subscriber
at all.

The FCC endeavored to assure that all local signals would

continue to be available to CATV subscribers.
2. sanjs:42.ysicclusivitz.

The FCC also sought to pro-

tect the interests of local stations in their programming, for which
they had bargained and agreed to pay compensation.

The method chosen

was to require the CATV system not to carry the same program on the
same day as the local station (where the CATV is within the local
station's Grade B contour), whenever (i) the local station requests

exclusivity, (ii) the local station carries prime time programs in
'prime time and color programs in color, (iii) the market will not be

left with less than two network programs, and (iv) the program is
not of a nature (e.g., a speech) where timeliness is critical.
Sallie day exclusivity provides substantial protection

for network affiliates, since they have an exclusive first call on
network programming, and there is little incentive (or opportunity)
for a CATV system to carry the same programs one or more days later.
However

this rule does not offer much protection for non-network

Programming.

This type of programming--particularly motion pitture

films and syndicated features--may be Shown in different markets at
different

and a :CATV> system has the opportunity to import a

motion picture or syndicated feature into the market in advance of

the: date it is scheduled to be shown by the local station, thereby
depriving the local station of much of the benefit it sought to
secure in obtaining the programs in the first instance.
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3. Importation of si:nals from distant markets.

With

the plight of the independent station in mind, particularly the UHF
station lacking network affiliation

the FCC ruled that, prior to

importation of any distant signal into the Grade A contour of a telehearing should be held
vision broadcast station in a major market,

as to the impact of such importation on local television stations.

The FCC was concerned primarily about two aspects of the situation
(1) since passage of the All-Channel Receiver legislation in 1962,
the. FCC had been endeavoring to promote UHF stations, and extensive

CATV sYstems might threaten the viability of marginal UHF operations,
and discourage new entrants

by fragmenting the potential audience

for such stations; and (2) to a significant extent, UHF and VHF independents were in competition for the same audience--i.e., the

minority of television viewers not watching network programming--and
the unrestricted importation of distant signals by CATV systems was

manifestlyunfair

the independent television station, since the

latter had to pay the ,.program originator or proprietor a fee-for the

programming while the CATV system simply picked the same or comparable programming off the air without paying compensation to anyone.
In order to implement its substantive policies, the
FCC imposed the following procedural requirements:
Outside the top one hundred markets
(a) Systems operating on March 17, 1966 may continue

to do so, unless they propose to extend lines into a new community.
(b) CATV systems 'Proposing to serve a new community,

or to import a distant signal into a community, must give at least

30 days notice to all television stations within whose Grade B
contour the proposed operation will occur.
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(c) If a petition to deny is fjled by any such station,

or any other interested party, within the 30-day period, the new
CATV operation may not commence until the FCC rules on the petition
to deny.
(d.)

If no petition to deny is filed, or the petition

is rejected, operations may be commenced as proposed..

If the FCC

considers that the petition raises legitimate questions about "the
establishment and healthy maintenance of television broadcast service in the area," the FCC may set the matter for hearing and re-

solve the dispute on the basis of a record.

Within the to

one hundred markets

(a) Systems operating on February 15, 1966 may con-

tinue to serve the geographical areas served, and import the distant
signals imported, on that date.

Any extensions

with respect to

areas served or signals imported, will be the subject of further FCC
consideration if a petition to deny is filed.

(b) Any Proposal bY a CATV system to import distant
signals into,a_major market requires either:

(i) that an application

be filed, which will be the subject of an evidentiary hearing; or
(ii) that

waiver of the hearing requirement be sought.

In either

case, the central issue is stated to be 'the establishment and
healthy ,maintenance of television broadcast service in the area."

(c) If a waiver of the hearing requirement is granted,
CATV operations may be commenced forthwith.or is not sought,

If a waiver is denied,

n evidentiary hearing must be held, with the re-

sult dependent upon the record made.

The top 100 television markets encompass over 80%

of the nation's population and nearly 90% of the nation's television

households.

They include New York City, Buffalo, Syracuse, Albany-

Troy-ScAenectady, Rochester, Binghamto:',, and, (in Connecticut) liart-

ford-New Haven (which serves part of New York State).

C. The Supreme Court's 1968
.15*

.

.

.

.

From the beginning, CATV systems denied copyright
liability and refused to pay royalties to copyright owners for carrying copyrighted 'materials, such as motion pictures
tems.

over their sys-

In the Fortnightly litigation in 1968, the Supreme Court up-

held the position of the CATV industry

reasoning that the mere re-

laying of a broadcast signal by a CATV system is not a "performance"

within the meaning of the Copyright Act and thus is not actionable.
The relay 5i:t that case was accomplished exclusively by cable for re-

latively short distances (52 to 82 miles)

A question has been

raised as to whether the Fortnightly decision would protect CATV
systems relying on microwave relays for long-distance transmission.,

the matter is presently being litigated, although it is difficult to

see any distinction betWeen the two situations under the Supreme
Court's rationale.

By contrast, a lower court has held that a CATV

system engages in a 'performance," for which the consent of the copy-

right owner is required, if it tapes a broadcast signal for replay
on its system at a later time
Both before and after the Fortnightly deCision

there

has been intensive activity-in dongresSional Committees concerned
with the application ofcopyright-to CATVc;

NO resblution- of the

issue is in sight, but one-type of solution seems to recur in various

discussions.. It provides that CATV systems will be'permittedTto
carry television. signals within the Grade. B contour. Of the. broadcast

station (local signals) Without copyright liability', and-that. CATV

':..ystems will be permitted to impori.

OD tLe payment

of a blanket fee related to the size of the CATV system (number of
subscribers) and the number of signals imported.

CATV fees would

be aggregated and paid over to copyright owners in accordance with
some formula related to usagt.

mere are a great Many varianons

of this proposal, and it, cannot be said at, this time whether this,
1;r

any other proposal, will be enacted by Congress.

D. Further FCC Actions on Importation of Distant Signals

1. The 1968 Notice of Proposed Rulemakiu.

Follow-

ing the 1966 report, the FCC .concluded only a single hearing involving
importation of distant signals.

It ruled that the importation of

Los Angeles signals into San Diego posed such a threat to the survival of independent stations in the latter market that importation
should not be permitted.

However

ment on numerous other occasions

the FCC waived the hearing require
thereby permitting the importation

of distant signalS;into at least some portions of major markets.
1968, following the Supreme Court's decision in Fortnightly
FCC decided to revise its Approach to CATV.

In

the

A comprehensive Notice

of Proposed Ibilemaking was issued.

Since most of the matters discussed in the

196.8

Notice have been treated more definitively in, subsequent FCC pro
nouncements, their consideration may, be temporarily deferred.

Of

significance for present purposes is the Commission's treatment of
importation of distant signals.

Once again, the FCC distinguished between the top
one hundred markets and smaller markets.

As to the top one hundred markets, t e FCC proposed:

(a) That the area i%to which distant siglials may not
be imported should be a zone defined by a 35-mile radius fro;.: the

main post office of the one or more communities designated in the
major market (rather than the Grade A contours previously used).

/b) That the prnibition should be absolute in the
sense that neither evidentiary hearings nor waivers would be a basis
for permitting importation of distant signals
(c) That the only basis for such importation by a
CATV system would be a retransmission consent granted by the originating station (it later 'was made clear that thee originating station

must have authority to giant the consent and that the equivalent of
a "quit claim" deed would not suffice).
The. FCC further ruled that, pending the outcome of

the proposed rulemakmg, no CATV operations would be permitted that
would be inconsistent with the proposed rules
"freeze") ;

(described as-a

that all hearings concerned with CATV operations within

the 35-mile zones would be terminated; that proceedings concerned
with operations beyond the 35-mile zones but"within the Grade A cont ours

would be processed in accordance with procedures previously

established, at least insofar as grant of waivers was concerned;

and that any CATV systems lawfully importing distant signals as-of
'the effective date of the Notice (December 2

1968) would be per-

mitted to continue to do so.

As to smaller television markets

outside the top

100), the- FCC also proposed. limitations:

(a) The restricted area was again described as a zone
defined by a 35-mile radius from the main post office of the one or
more communities designated_in the market.
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(b) Importation of distant signals was restricted to
those required to provide the community (counting local signals) with

a full network station for each national network and one independen-t
station--plus one or more educational stations in the absence of

objection byl_ocal or State educationalgInterests--as
most proximate distant signals were imported (the "anti-leapfroggin
restriction).

(c) Signals for which a retransmission consent was

obtained would be exempt from the foregoing restriction.
Again the FCC proposed to "grandfather" any lawful
operations in being on the effective date of the Notice and to process
any outstanding petitions to deny pertaining to new operations. However no "freeze" was imposed in respect of new systems planning to
operate in contravention of these proposed limitations

although the.

FCC did state that it would refuse to approve microwave relay authorizations to serve such non conforming sYstems during the pendency of
this proceeding.

CATV systems located outside the 35-mile zone of any
television market were not proposed to be subjected to any restrictions
other than the "anti leapfrogging'

restriction, and it was indicated

that this restriction might be waived in appropriate cases.
The most significant impact of this Notice was the
'freeze" it imposed on importations of distant signals into 35-mile
zones around major-markets.

This was offset, of course

by the

contraction of the proscribed area (the Grade A contour sometimes
extended for 60 miles) and by the exemption for instances in which
retransmission consents were obtained.

The latter specification was

intended to eliminate the unfair competition between local independent
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stations and CATV systems in the same community by placing both on

Although the

a par as far as program proturement was concerned.

FCC stated that the 35-mile zone roughly coincided with the dividing
line previously employed in granting waivers,of the hearing requirementw1-141 vaspectt-e-4mpeztations of distant signals under the exist-

ing rules, the CATV industry regarded the Notice generally--and the
"freeze" in particular--as antithetical to CATV development
In a Second

The 1970 Second Further Notice.

Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, issued in July 1970, the FCC
proposed an alternative solution to the problem of distant signal
importation.

It did not lift the 1968 "freeze".

Nor did it discard

its 1968 proposal based on retransmission consents.
however

It observed,

that the industry was uninterested in experimentation with

retransmission COnsentsi and that retransmission consents had been

supplied to CATV operators

and approved by the FCC on a limited

basis, in only two instances since the 1968 proposal.
'dustry

rather than seeking retransmission consents

The CATV in
had been seeking

to reach a general agreement with other interested parties (broadcasters and copyright owners) and to obtain legislation that would
:lave reversecl.the FCC position; they, had been unsuccessful on both

fronts.

In an ef ort to break the impasse

Second Further Notice

the FCC, in its 1970

put forward the following alternative- pro-

posal:

ICATV sYstems in the tor!, 100 markets, in addition
to local signals, may tarry four distant independent signals, but
will be required to delete commercials from the independent distant
stations ..they carry and replace them with commercials provided by
local stations as follows:

market

t(a) If there are independent UHF stations in the
the commercials provided by these stations will be substituted.

"(b) If there are no independent UHF stations in an
intermixed market, the commercials of the UHF network affiliates
will be substituted.
"(c) In all-VHF markets or all-UHF markets, after a
period of two years to permit applicants for the new UHF stations
time to obtain permits, the commercials of all the local stations
will be substituted.

"(d) Any local station, upon special showing of a
threat to its viability Or its ability to, adequately serve the pub..
lic, will also be given the right to provide their commercials for
The station need not wait for impact resulting from
substitution.
CATV to seek such relief, but may do so at any time, by the submission of an appropriate detailed showing."
The FCC stated that the number of distant signals

would be divided equally among eligible local stations in the market
in accordance with a system of rotation (several possib5lities were
described).

The FCC requested comments on such matters as the def-

inition of the top 100 markets and the proscribed zones

seten
A.VV0,0 JeriliiLion); the Lveataimni. ui

(ii differWJ.LIh

less

than three network affiliates; the number of distant signals. (if
other than four) which should- be permitted to be imported (non-net-

work programming of distant network affiliates would be treated` as

independent signals for this purpose); and the definition of 'local
station."
..The FCC additionallY PrOPosed::

'.CATVs may carry any number of distant 'non-commercial
objectionA.s.made'bY the local educationeducational
al 'lieensee or PerMittee at the time he 1Sinformed of the sYstem's'
intention to carry. the:distant stations.. Upon:request of Such :11,
censee or.Permittee;:.the CATV would,. at its own 'expensey'delete
appeals for fuTids on` distant stations and substitute appeals provided,
bY the local entity."
.

Further,

distant signals under the proposed plan

pay 5% of t heir` subscription

revenues quarterly tc:public broadCasting."

The money ;might gc:H;to.

the Corporation for Public Broadcasting_"which could in turn distribute

-half to the local ETV station, if there were one."

Comments

requested on this aspect, and on the possibility of exempting
Ller systems in the major markets (e.g., those with less than
)0 or 3,000 subscribers) from this requirement.

The 'CC estimated

the contribution would amount to $3.00 per vear per subscriber

,

30 million annually for every 10 million subscribers.
The FCC tonsidered that its proposal would be beneLai both to UHF commercial stations and to ETV stati-f7s.

former

the FCC noted that

As to

in CATV homes, the local UHF station

ild have equivalent tuning and reception with VHF (and) the tom:ial time to sell on the independent distant signals being carried,
; more than offsetting the audience fractionalization due to tomition of distant signals."

VHF stations

The FCC expressed its belief that lo-

generally in a stronvposition, would not be prej-

:ed by its proposal for the imporegtion of distant signals because:
number
would .be limited; and a VHF station

CATV

fronted with special difficulty could become a participant in the
nercial substitution plan.

Indeed,

the roughly half of the

100 markets where there were only three VHF stations operating,

VHF stations woCIA be the beneficiaries of commercial substitu(after two

years).
The FCC declined to take any action on copyright li

lity

ruling that thiS was a matter for Congress.

It pointed

however, that its Proposal was not incompatible with a system
fair compensation for the copyright owner

attaching a staff study

icating that, if CATV systems were required to pay 0.7% of their
ner distant signal

imported, the revenue generated would

suffice to compensate the copyright owner for loss of revenue attrib-

utable to fractionalization of the audiences of local stations and
reimburse him for the benefit derived by the CATV system (treating
each CATV channel as a local television station).

The payments would

be divided among copyright owners in proportion to total volume of
business done by each copyright owner with all the television sta-

tions (but not networks) in the United States.

The FCC did riot en-

dorse the staff proposal, but put it forward to show that it was pos
sible to compensate copyright owners fairly within the context of its
own proposal governing the importation of distant signals.
The FCC invited comments on the technical feasibility
of its commercial substitution arrangements, their costs, and who
should bear the costs.

Its present view was stated to be that the

costs should be borne by the local stations benefiting from the commercial substitutions.

The FCC also proposed to grandfather systems

presently operating in the top 100 markets "in their present discrete

areas (with copyright payments to be made as decreed by Congress);"
but would subject them to the above proposals if they expanded oper-

ing of systems in, markets below the top 100 also was proposed, but

comments were requested as to subjection of new services by such
systems to the FCC's propo

-leap-

frogging limitation in the 1968 Notice

the FCC proposed that at

least two of the four imported independent signals be from within
the state in which` the CATV system was located (if such signals were
available).

Finally

the FCC raised the question of whether other

alternatives should ,be explored:

'an effective non-duPlication

requirement for non-network programming (perhaps with some exemption
for programming shown in prime time over the distant signal but not
locally...), or a system of payments to the UHF and ETV by the CATV
system...

E. Teleph(211121121211S11.-.2KELILILTII
CATV systems rarely provide their own facilities in
toto.

Usually they follow one of two courses:

(1) Most often they

rent space on telephone or electric utility poles in order to run
their own

cable from their headend antennas to their subscribers.

(2) Alternatively, they may subscribe to channel service offered by

the telephone company; in this event, the telephone company provides
all, or virtually all, of the transmission facilities between the
headend antenna and the CATV 's subscribers.

series of rulings, to assert
jurisdiction over virtually all aspects of CATV-telephone company
relationships.

viding,

Initially; in 1966, the FCC held that tariffs pro-

for leased channels for CATV service had to be filed with the

federal agency, since the tariffs pertained to an interstate service.
facilities by
telephone companies to piovide channel service to CATV systems was
covered by Sec. 214 of. the Communications Act, and that certificates

of public convenience and necessity were required prior to such construction.

In its determination

the FCC established'interim pro-

cedures so that existing facilities, constructed without Sec. 214
certificates, could continue to function while the question of their
certification was pending.
In 1970, in a rulemaking, proceeding, the FCC imposed
severe restrictions on CATV offerings of telephone companies

First, no telephone company is permitted, directly or
indirectly through an affiliate, to furnish CATV service to the viewing public in its telephone service area.

This includes service, pro-

vided through telephone channels, or through use of conduit space or
pole rental arrangements.

Two exemptions are specified:

(a) As to

existing CATV services, telephone companies have until March 16,
1974 to divest themselves of the operations.

(b) As to communities

where CATV service demonstrably could not exist except through a
CATV system related to or affiliated with the local telephone company
or for other good cause

the prohibition may be waived.

Second, when telephone companies seek authority-under
Sec. 214 to construct facilities for channel service to unaffiliated
CATV systems, they must show "that the independent CATV system proposed to be served, had available

at its option, and within the

limitations of technical feasibility, pole attachment rights (or
conduit space

as the case may be), at reasonable charges and with-

out undue restrictions on the uses that may be made of the channel
by the customer."

The policy must be made known to the local fran-

chising authority, if any, and must exist prior to the customer's
decision to seek an award of a local franchise, if one is required.
company

With a monopoly of the mostreadily
accessible means of distribution

the FCC, was in
er;

(b)

position to

leased telephone

pole

(a) exclude CATV operations altogeth-

favor affiliated CATV systems over unaffiliated CATV systems;

or (c) favor CATV systems

seeking

of technical feasibility, the telephone company must accommodate all
CATV applicants in the area

order to comply with the above

provisions.

Several questions remain pending:
(1) Are pole attachment (or conduit) rights common

carrier offerings for which a tariff must be filed with the FCC?
(2)

Is a telephone company free to withhold pole

attachment (or conduit) rights from CATV systems as long as it is not
seeking to serve CATV systems via leased channels?

In short, can the

FCC compel a telephone company to make its facilities available to
CATV systems?

(3) If the answer to the last question is affirmative,

does the FCC also have power to compel other utilities--electric companies in particular--to grant pole attachment rights to CATV systems
at reasonable rentals?

The first issue has been raised in inquiries by the
FCC's Common Carrier Bureau, and the second and third issues are involved in a proceeding presently pending before the FCC.

Additional problems are posed if a telephone company
seeks to provide leased channels to a CATV system seeking to serve
an area also being
arrangement (pole attachment or conduit rentals).

The FCC now has

before it such A case in the Comtel litigation involving New York
City.

Comtel,

'CATV system, unaffiliated with the telePhone company

but 'using telephone channels exclusively, is seeking to extend service into areas' served by other CATV comp`anies

no city franchise is required in such a case.

Under New York law
But the telephone com-

pany, in order to accommodate Comtel, must obtain certification under

7

Sec. 214.

The FCC's hearing examiner ruled that certification of

Ccmtel's service for a trial period of two years should be authorized, "subject to regular authorization thereafter upon sufficient
showing that competition is actually providing public benefits that
outweigh any detriments.

Such conditicyeal or limited auth.orizatior

at this time can provide assurance that Comtel s operations are sut
ject to a measure of regulatory review for the protection of the

pt:

lic while the City and State move to clear

to their regulatory jurisdictions.

This will also afford the Com-

mission a reasonable opportunity to satisfy itself probatively that
there are continuing competitive benefits to be derived."*
F. Originations by
In its 1968 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the FCC
asked for comments _on whether CATV systems should be permitted, or

required, to originate programming of their own.

In 1969, in its

First Report and Order an this proceeding, the FCC resolved the
issue in the affirmative.

It found that origination of programs by

CATV systems was in the public interest--because of the increased

diversity such programming would contribute and because of the oppc

tunity afforded for programming at the local level--and it ruled as
follows:

1. Authority to originate.

permitted to originate programming.

All CATV systems should

The FCC rejected broadcaste

arguments that CATV originations should be prohibited, or restricte
because such programming would tend to divert audiences from television broadcasters.

The FCC observed that unfair competition was

not involved, since broadcasters and CATV systems competed on an
....equal footing in program procurement as far as originations were

* The examiner's decision is pending befori the FCC.
-
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concerned.

And the FCC found no basis for believing that the,diver0.k

sion of audiences would be so severe as to imperil over-the-Lair broadcasting.

No restrictions were placed on the type of programming

CATV systems could originate, nor on the interconnection of CATV systems to form regional or national networks.

The FCC observed, howt4

ever, that "in the event that adverse consequences on service by in-

dividual stations or brcldcast networks should appear imminent, the
Commission can and wou.w. take such remedial or preventative action

as may be necessary to preserve service to the public."
to the limitations

It referred

had' imposed on subscription television

and

asserted its authority to impose similar or other appropriate limishould arise.

The public interest

EuilisefitatoLniaination.

2.

in CATV originations was considered so great that the FCC decided to
require that all systemP carrying relayed brov.dcast signals to more

than 3,500 subscribers operate "to a significant extent as a local
outlet by (programming other than relayed broadcast signals) and
(have) available facilities for local Production mad Presentation of
,Programs other than automa

(later Pos,tPned to April 1

1r

services," beginning 'January 1, 1971
1971),

n the FCC

view, the. requirement,

desCribedas 'cablecasting,...would increase locally originated pro,

ogramming, in accordance mith the FCC

- -

laoliCies relative to geograph-.

ical distribution of broadcast facilities, and also would Make avail
able the facilitieS needed for local originations by parties other
than the CATV' operator lsee :L'Ire'discussion of -the coml.:on-carrier

function', infra)

.

The FCC drew the lineat '3,5'06 subscribers be-

cause .it believed that systems of this size clearly had'the financial

- means to support program originations; it left open the pos'sibi'lity

of extending the requirement to smaller systems on the basis of
further experience and information.

At the time, the FCC's require-

ment would have encompassed less than 10% of CATV systems in operation.
On local originations to a "significant extent," the
FCC commented:

"By 'significant extent' we mean something _more
than the origination of automated services (such as time and weather,
news ticker, stock ticker, etc.) and aural services (such as music
and announcements).
Since one of the purposes of the origination
requirement is to ensure that cablecasting equipment will be available for use by others originating on common carrier channels, 'operation to a significant extent as a local outlet' in essence necessitates that the CATV operator have some kind of video cablecasting
s'ys'tem -far-the-produttion of Tatar rive and delayed' programming
(e.g., a camera and a video tape recorder, etc.).
If the cablecasting
equipment and technical personnel are available, there should be a
natural tendency for the CATV operator to use them for some origination presenting local personages and events. However,...we do not
roan to suggest that originations to a 'significant extent' could
not also include films and tapeseproduced by others, and CATV net
work programming."

The FCC refrained from any specifications as to hours of origination,
categories of programming
nical standards.

type of cablecasting equipment

and tech-

It preferred "a period for free experimentation

and innovation by the cabl e operators," after which standards might
be set forth.

On reconsideration, the

observing that it had been furnished "no data tending to demonstrate
that systems with 3 500 subscribers cannot cablecast without impairing their financial stability, raising rates, or reducing the quality
of service."

The FCC also observed:

"Innovative arrangements are-also possible, such
as agreements with educational institutions, under which a channel
is made available, for the use of the school which, with its own
studio and other facilities, '411:. produce educational, cultural
and other,,programming. The CATV of course would be expected, to
see to it that local political and other affairs are covered on
that or a different
but the costs of origination to it
-would be Sharply reduced."

Another "innovative arrangement," however, brought
a sharply negative reaction.

The FCC observed that some cable oper-

ators simply leased an origination channel to a local radio station,

which in turn presented its disc jockey shows over this channel for
virtually the entire broadcast day.

Such an arrangement, the FCC

asserted, defeated one of the purposes of local origination--i.e.,

providing access to television for "the mayor, the local political
candidates

those willing to discuss controversial issues, etc."

According,Ly, _the_ FCC. amended__Its_ _regulatim or local originati,vns

to provide that "the systtm shall not enter into any contract,

is

raLgement or lease for use of its (local origination) facilities
which prevents or inhibits the use of such, facilities for a substan-

tial portion of time (including the time pe iod 6:00-11:00 p.m.),
for local programming designed to inform the public on controversial
issues of public importance."
On the local origination requirement, the FCC stated:
"There is always the possibility of waiver in a particular case, but
we stress that it will be granted only because of ususual circum-.
stances."'

Contemporaneously

.

tne Second Fmrther Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking, the FCC raised 'the question whether the CATV
system in the core city of one of.(the top 1.00) markets

reaches a specified size

.g.

when it

10 000 subscribers) should not be

required to program a. designated minimum number Of hours (e.g., 21

hours a week), with a specified percentage of this minimum to be o
a local nature."
3. Advertiser'Isupport.

The FCC concluded that ad-

vertising "should be permitted at natural breaks in originations

with no interruption of program continuity."

It believed that rev-

enues in addition to regular subscriber fees might be necessary in
some communities to support local origination, and might support
origination operations in smaller communities than otherwise would
be possible.

Also, the. FCC believed it desirable to provide addi-

tional outlets for small local advertisers who might not ,tie able to
afford over-the-air broadcast service.

The FCC rejected the argu-

ments of ;hose favoring additional subscriber fees, in preference to
advertising, by expressing the belief that the benefits of origination

more iikeiyiO be achieved at an early date if we permit

advertising at natural breaks than if we insist upon a mode of operation that may be more difficult and take longer to achieve."

The

FCC left open the question of whether advertisig should be permitted
in conjunction with possible CATV network operations, since such

operations might be financed solely through subscriber fees.

The

FCC also found little likelihood of adverse impact on local broadcast stations by CATV carriage of local advertising, although some
---(iimmisotqaoll from local radio stations. was possible; the latter contin-

gency was one on which the Commission was prepared to act on a case-

bY-case basis in the event of "documented claims of .7"rlinent adverse
impact on the public's free broadcast service."

The FCC justified its requirement that commercials be
limited to "natural breaks" on the grounds (1) that this would afford
the viewer a new and divers.fied service; (2) that CATV could operate
under such a limitation I. cause (in contrast to broadcasters) it was

not ,holly dependent upon advertisers for-revenues; and (3) that
advertising subjected to such a limitation would be less li

ly to

A

affect revenues available to local broadcasters than unlimited CATV
advertising.

As for the meaning of the limitation, the FCC said:

"By natural inl.rmissions or breaks, we mean at the
r originated program, or at any
beginning or end of a part
'trials which is beyond the control of
intermission in the program
the cable operator, such as time-out in a sporting event, an intermission in-a concert or dramatic event, a recess in a city council
meeting, or an intermission in a long motion picture which was present at the time of theatre exhibition, etc."
4. per-program clalatE,

In its First Report and

Order, the FCC left open the possibility of financial support other

than-through-adyntising.__It
"While we believe that the subscribing public should
not be required to pay extra fees in order to obtain access to
local public service programming or presentations by political'candidates on the CATV's origination channel, we do not presently contemplate any prohibition against higher monthly fee-.= or per py.-egram
cl*arges
charges for other minority interest programming, oi
for extra services (e.g., burglar alarm and fire detection sy;-)ers,
etc.)."

In its opinion on feconsideration, the FCC adhered
to this view, but stated

that where CATV origination "is accompanied

by a per-program or per-channel fee, it is akin to subscription tele-

vision and Presents the same threat of siphoning programs away from
free television," because potential revenues from such charges are
substantial.

Accordin-gly, the/FCC adopted rules for CATV similar

to those for over-the-air television:
(a) With certain e)cceptions, "(f)eature films shall

not be cablecast which have had general release,
in

theaters anywhere

the United Stdtes more than 1.4) years prior to their cablecast;"
"SpOrtT e

been televised livt676.'a

shall, riot be 'cablecast which have
reitilar'-bdils in ..eli&-cp1-6-:-

munity during the.two years Torecedinvtheir proposed cablecast."
There are a number of additional limitations relating to sports,
and in a recent Notice of Proposed Rulemaking the ,FCC proposed to
,

increase the two-year interlude to five years.

(c) "No series type of program with interconnected
plot or substantially the same cast of.principal characters shall
be cablecast.",

(-d) "Not more than 90 percent of the total cablecast

'Program hours shall consist of feature films and sports events
combined."

(e) "No commercial advertising announcements shall be
carried on such channels during such operations."
These rules were deemed necessary to insure that
_.cablecag.t.i4g_wi.1.1 not "force the .public to Ray_ for what it now re:

ceives free," and to protect those "who do not wish, or cannot afford,
to pay for television," and those who are not cable subscribers.

The rules were not considered necessary in the absence of per-program
charges

because there was felt to be notthreat of siphoning "when

CATV operates in its present fashion (1.e4, a flat charge in generally
well-defined range.)."
(In a related matter, of peripheral importance, the
FCC has pen-ling a rulemaking proceeding defining the obligations

Land limitations of CATV systems in respect of over-the-air subscrip-tion broadcasts by local stations.)

S. titaHmrIA11171mn. The FCC

ruled

that programs orisinated on CATV systems shall be subject to certain
of the obligations applicable to broadcasters:
(a) Therequirement' of affording

'e ual time" for

candida...es for public office;

(b) The requirement that sponsorship of programs.
announced; a;i4

The xequiremen

of the 'fairness doctrine" that

reasonable opportunity be made available for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of public importance.

The FCC considered that the policies underlying these
requirements--to assure an informed public--were equally applicable
BU-t it did not discuss possible differences

to CATV originations.

between these requirements in the context of scarce broadcast fre-

quencies--as compared to abundant CATV channels--except to note that
CATV systems had tended to develop in a monopolistic manner (one sySany__given. ax..ea.)

On reconsideration, the FCC added to thc ''.three fore-

going restrictions the limitation against broadcasting information
concerning lotteries.

It also made clear that printed newspapers

distributed via CATV facilities (through facsimile reproduction) would
not be subject to the above requirements--although television programs prepared or sponsored by newspapers would remain subject
the restrictions.

to

The basis for the distinction was not made clear.

6. Relation to state law.

The FCC observed in its

First Report and Order < that any 'state or local regulations or con-

ditions in conflict with these Federal regulatory policies are, we
believe

preempted."

Smbse-quantly

the FCC ruled.that New York City

limitations on the types or programs that might be originated on
local .-CATV systems (prohitIting convntional-_movieSinter alia)

were invalid.

However

the FCC observed that 'States and localities

should remain free to impose additional affirmative obligations on
lon

CATV systems,

as they refrain from imposing restrictions

which ar- inconsistent with the Federal regulatory polxcles

I

G. The Common Carrier Function of CATV--'

gMems
In

its First Report and Order, as in it.s earlier

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the FCC stated its view that "CATV
systems should be encouraged, and perhaps ultimately required, to
lease cable space to others for originations of their own choice on
a local or interconneci_ed basis, in order to promote diversity of

control over the media of communication and diversity of program
choices as well as to increase the opportunities for television communication with the public by more widespread sources."

The FCC

cited the expanding channel capacity of CATV, then generally 12,
and-holding "promise of 20-40 or more, ". It noted that the limited
.

.

number of hitierial-iietW6rkS,.iia the limited sources of non-network

programming, imposed a serious restriction on-the ability of CATV
to diversify program choice (except as to timing) by importing increasing numbers of distant signals.

It expressed concern about the

concentration of control that might emerge if the CATV operator,

which normally had a monopoly in its,area, originated programs on
more than one channel (automated services aside); but it imposed no
limitation on multi-channel origination in this proceeding.

Finally,

the FCC noted that there were various entities that might seek to
communicate to the public if television were made available at low
cost, including "political candidates, municipal and State, govern

mental authorities

educational interests', civic and professional

organizations , amateur draMatic.

dUcersi advertisers, etc."

groups,

program pro-

Such entiTies-. "should be permitted to

communicate with the. public in a community, or in a particulal segmbnt- of a community, or in a number of communities on a State, re.

aional or .national.basis to the

eXt:entlthatCable. facilities

avail ;ale and are interconnected."

80

are:-

And "CATV operators w should be

ble to furnish studio facilities and technical assistance as part
f the service, but should have no control over program content ex:ept as may be required by the Commission's rules and applicable
.aw."

However, the Commission adopted no rules on the subject, believing further study was required.

It similarly reserved

ludgment on (a) "whether automatic services should be subject to
lisplacement if there is a greater demand for leased channels than
an be ac.:lommodated;" >and (b) _"a possible ceiling on the number of

broadcast signals that may be carried where channel scarcity is a

Factor.
On reconsideration, the FCC made clear that the program ,content rules applicable to local originations (equal time,

Fairness, sponsor identification, and lottery'information)

'apply to

)rograms originated by others than the CATV operator, when presented
)n the channel or channels controlled by the CATV operator."
In both the original proceeding and on reconsideration,
the FCC declined to adopt a proposal of the National Association of
iducational Broadcasters to establish "nrioritit-s of service to be
required of CATV systems, i.e.

television signals required to be

tarried by: owe rules, State el. local requirements
n' with educational agencies
use in conjunction

It

public service

common carrier service."

also rejected a proposed requirement that 'cablecasters coordinate

educational and public service programming with affected educational

institutions

for determination
mediUm.

concluded that such matters were not ripe

The

partly

Contemporaneous

ecause of lack of experience with the new
hoWeVe

in the Second turther gotice of
?.

P"Posed Rulemaking, the FCC affirmed that it "must make an effort

to insure the cl':Jvelopment of sufficient channel availability
on all

new CATV systems to serve specific recognizedfunctions."

In addi-

tion to the CATV's own local origination channel, these functions
were enumerated as follows:

"(a) Local government chsmel At least one channel for use without charge by local governments and for free broadcasts during primary and general elections.
"(b) Local public access channels.
In order to
facilitate further presentation of views, cable systems will be required to make channel time available on one or more channels at no
cost to local citizens and groups which are not engaged in programming
for advertising revenue, but which desire to present views on matters
of concern to them.
"(c) Leased channels. Cable operators would make
available to third parties, either permanently or on a one-shot
basis, channels for commercial operation by third-parties.

"(d) Channels devoted to instructional uses (eg.,
course conducted for students either by or in coordination
with
public or private institutions; instruction'by professional groups
for their members (doctors, engineers, etc.); lectures). We ask
for comments on the number of such channels (e.g., a specified number;
a percentage of the system's capacity).
"Thus, whatever the channel capacity of a system
operating in one of these large markets, we propose that it be required to set aside a specific number of channels for each of the
above purposes, cablecasting (originations), and of course, the
carriage of local signals; after fulfillment of these requirements,
the system could, then import distant signals and provide automatic
services. A further proposal upon which we request comments is to
require the 20-channel (and larger) system to provide no less than
50% of its channels (on a when demand basis) for the purposes specified in (a)-0), above."
The FCC also pointed out that,

since an important

goal is the availability, of channels for leased purposes, the Com-

mission wculd have to take all appropriate actions to insure such
ava lability

.g .

that the rates charged in such channels are rea-

sonable and nondiscriminatory).
nels increases

Indeed, as the use of 'leased chan-

there might well be need to reevaluate the role of

the CATV system as an originator of programming
owner of transmission facilities."
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rather than the

H. Concentration of Media Control
In its 1968 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the FCC
requested comments on three types of concentration of control affecting CATV systems:

(1) cross-ownership of CATV systems and other

media of mass communications serving the same area; (2) common ownership of multiple CATV systems serving different areas;: and (3) CATV

operator control over multiple channels of program origination on
the same system.

Each area will be considered separately.

1. Cross-ownerlhip of CATV systems and other media.
In its Second Report and Order, issued in 1970, the FCC proscl",bed

ownership of a CATV
system by
s.
';('1) A national television network (such as ABC, CBS,
OT NBC); or

"(2) A television broadcast station whose predicted
Grade B contour...overlaps in whole or in part
the service area of, such system (i.e., the. area
"hin which the system is serving subscribers);
"(3) A television translator station authorized to
serve a community within which the system is
serving subscribers."
As to the first prohibition, the FCC emphasized "the
fact that the networks already have a predominant position nationwide
through their affiliated stations in all markets, their control over
network programming presented in' prime time, and their share of the
national television audience.'

As to the second prohibition

the FCC adverted to

its traditional policy of attempting to assure a multiplicity of
diflerent- 'voices° within the same market.

As CATV systems become

,

originators of tpLogramming, they become separate 'voices,
role'in molding niiblic opinion.

At the same time,

8

with a

here was evidence

that 30% of all CATV systems were owned by broadcasters, and that
46% of all recently started systems were owned by broadcasters.

The

FCC found that there was "no evidence, or reason to assume, that a

CATV system's local program origination would suffer if denied the
assistance of a co-owned local television station; indeed such joint
ownership might discourage effective CATV program origination, insofar as it threatened to reduce the station's own program audience."
The FCC observed that it "would consider waivers on
an ad hoc basis where it is clearly established that a cross-ownership
ban would not result in greater diversity," as, for example, where

no one is willing-to apply

for

.

an available broadcast channel in a

sparsely populated area except a local CATV operator interested in

providing CATV-originated programming to a wider area.

The FCC also

noted that it had no objection to television broadcaster ownership
CATV systems in areas they did not serve; indeed, the FCC indicated that such a possibility was advantageous, since it afforded

television broadcasters an opportunity to bring themselves into conformity with the local cross-ownership proscription by exchanging
CATV systems.

A

to the third prohibition. the FCC said only:

"In our case-by-case consideration of existing translator-CATV crossoWnership

,

we have observed that such combinations are unlikely to

yield the best translator service to the public."

It expressed its

willingness to entertain waivers.

As to new
___ acquisitions, ownership interests or franchises not in existence on July 1, 1970, these prohibitions became
effective

ugus.; 10

1970.

As

existing interests - -those antedating
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July 1, 1970--a three- year period was afforded for divestiture, until
xti,Jr3i.

10,

L973,

In a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking issued contemporaneously with the Second Report and Order, the FCC said:

"Althougq the Commission is not at this time favorably
disposed toward exemption of non-commercial educational stations from
these cross-ownership strictures, it invites, and will fully consider,
further comments concerning the desirability and possible specific
provisions of such an exenption. The Commission is, of course, aware
that-operation of a local CATV system might be financially beneficial
to the ETV station. At the same time, however, it desires to provide
local television audiences with a multiplicity of separately controlled
'voices;' and notes that a CATV system in the same locality is not
the only potential source of funds npeded to operate ala.ETV, .station. "__
In the same Notice, the FCC raised questions concerning common ownership of radio and CATV systems

and newspapers and

CATV systems, where the various media served the same area.
As-to the former, the. FCC observed that CATV systems

may be more competitive with radio than with television.

As far as

originations are concerned, both are locally oriented, are likely
to deal with local issues, and will draw primarily on local adverti'..4.ers.

On the other hand, common use of studio facilities, equip-

ment and personnel would facilitate CATV program origination, and in
many areas there already exists a multiplicity of radio 'voices."
In addition to the extremes of a complete ban of common ownership in
the same area, or no ban at all, the FCC raised questions as to (i)
selective ban (e.g.
the pose

in markets With less than 5 AM outlets); (ii)

_iity of shared facilities (joint use of technical facili-

ties and personnel between separately ownes1 CATV= systems and local
radio stations )

and (iii) use by the radio station of a common

carrier channel on the CATV system to supplement local broadcast
originations.

As to CATV-newspaper affiliations, the Commission
deemed it wise to postpone decision pending the outcome of its rule-

making proceeding concerned with newspaper television affiliations
in the same market.

In any case, newspapers should have access to

CATV systems, on fair terms, for facsimile delivery of printed newspapers-:

2. Common ownership of CATV systems in different markets. ,ConcernedL that large-scale CATV operations may be imminent,

the FCC proposed to limit multiple ownership before excessive concentration-came about and presented serious problems of dives-titure_._

It= did not consider common ownership to be essential either for net-

work interconnection or for the provision of other common carrier
services

but left open the possibility that some fairly high degree.

of multiple ownership might be necessary to provide a financial base
for programming efforts around which CATV networks might be built.

It also left open the question of divestiture of systems inconsistent
with the proposal ultimately adopted.
The FCC made two alternative proposals:
First amp...sal.

"(a) For the purposes. of this proposal

--

(1) Where a CATV system (including all
parties under common control) airectly
or indirectly owns operates controls
or has an interest in other CATV systems within the same SMSA (Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area, as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau), all
of the related CATV sYstems within the
same SMSA shall be collectively viewed
as one system; and

(2) Systems with fewer than 1000 subscribers
need not be counted.*

"(b) No CATV system (including all parties under
common control) shall be permitted to carry
the signal of any television broadcast station
if such system directly or indirectly owns,
operates, controls, or has an interest in
more than 50 CATV systems, of which -(1) No more than 1 may be located within the
top 3 SMSA's;
(2.) No more than 2 may be located within the
top 10 SMSA's;

(3) No more than 3 may be located within the
top 25 SMSA's;
(4) No more than 4 may be located within the
top SO SMSA's;
(5) No more than 7 may be located with the
top 100 SMSA's;
(6) No more than 10 may be located within
adjoining States; and
(7) No more than 5 may be 1oc.,Lca witnin the
same State only 1 of which may be located
within a top-I00 SMSA.

Where the CATV system (including all parties
under common control) owns, operates, controls,
or has an interest in more than 1 television
broadcast station or more than 2 AM or FM
stations or more than 2 newspapers, the maximum number of CATV shall not exceed 25, and
the maximums within SMSA's and States are -(1) No more than 1 within the top 10 SMSA's;

(2) No more than 2 within the top. SO SMSA's;
(3) No more than 4 within the top 100 SMSA's;

(4) No more than 5 within the same State or
adjoining States; and
(5) No more, than 1 within a top 100 SMSA

the same State."

* "We note that the record in this proceeding' reflects that almost
70 Percent of all existing CATV sYstems had fewer than 1000
scribers in 196. However, we raise the question of whether the
exemption for systems .to be counted should not be 3500the number
selected for mandatory origination." (Footnote by the FCC.)
L,-;7

Second Proposal.

"In the alternative (or as a companion provision),
the Commission proposes that- "(a) No CATV system (including all parties under common control) shall be permitted to carry the signal of any television broadcast station if such
system alone, or together with other CATV systems
which it directly or indirectly owns, operates,
controls, or has an interest in, serves more than
2,000,000 subscribers: Provided however, That -11

(b) Where such a system, or group of systems, has
acquired that number of subscribers, it may increase its roster of subscribers up to an additional 10 percent -- but only within the communities which it already serves.
(The purpose
of this proviso is to avoid a situation in which
a group of systems, having reached an arbitrary
limit nationwide, would be prevented from extending service to residents of a community in which
it already is operating. The additional leeway
of 200,000 should give ample opportunity to avoid
such a situation -- and to provide time for voluntary divestiture of systems and their subscribers
in certain communities in order to permit further
expansion in others.)"

In this connection, it may be noted that the Commission
recently approved the merger of H

B Communications and Teleprompter,

the first and fourth largest CATV owners in the country.

The con-

solidated enterprise, with 129 systems and 413,000 subscribers, accounts for approximately 10% of all CATV homes in the nation.

merger required FCC approval because transfers
censes were involved.

Other CATV mergers

This

of microwave li-

not involving such trans-

fers, have been occurring with some frequency, including some recent
(and smaller)

by TeleP"mPter*
3. CATV control of multiple channels.

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the FCC

In the 1968

in accordance with its tra-

ditional anti-dui:110/Y policy, Proposed "to limit the number of chan-

nels on which CATV originated programming may be presimted to one

not including any channels devoted to services of an automated nature
such as time and weather, news ticker, stock market ticker, etc."
Additional origination would be programmed by othersion channels
leased to them by the CATV system on a common carrierNbasis.

The problem was discussed in the 1969 First Report and
Order.

The one channel limitation was based on the FCC's "tentative

view that one entity should not control the content of the program
materials on all cable channels not used for carriage of broadcast
signals."

Comments filed in the proceeding "raised the issue of

whether there should be.a limitation based on percentage of channels
(e.g.

,

to take into account the difference between a 12-channel and

a 40-channe system), or whether there should be an initial period
in which the CATV operator would not be restricted to only one channel for origination."

The First Report and Order did not resolve

the issue and it has not been raised in subsequent determinations

and proposals of the Commission, except for a comment in the Second
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that, at some point, it may be
appropriate to sever the transmission and origination functions of
cable systems.

4. Limitations on other affiliations.

In the First

Report

"Diversification .rules would be desirable even. if
CATV operations, were Limited to:carriage of broa&cast signals-and
common carrier activities, in view of ;.the limited..number ,(;tf-- broad-

cast and newspaper median in.411'communitieS'and'the Potential'
importance of cable facilities-in'providing many. communications
serrices.J'

And in the contemporaneous Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the FCC
requested comments as

'whether other CATV-ownershiP Patterns

warrant consideration under the public interest standard

.,

1-1)ip of CATV systems by microwave carriers,
CATV-equipment manu-

Acturers, national news magazines, advertising agencies)

."

I. Technical Standards

In 5ts 1968 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,
the FCC requ.ested comments on the general question of
whether technical stand-

ards should be made applicabIe to CATV systems.

In a Notice of Pro-

posed Rulemaking, released July 1, 1970, the FCC
made proposals, and
requosted comments, in four separate areas.

1. Minimum cklatElakusitE.

Noting the growth of CATV

inteest in the large urban markets, the possibility of a nationally
as well as internationally interconnected cable
grid, and the potential of CATV to alleviate the problem of availability
of

time

(replacing an economy of scarcity with an economy of abundance), the

FCC placed CATV operators on notice that it intends

to require min-

imum system capacities adequate to serve foreseeable demand, and thus
cautions operators to avoid the economic burden of installing systems

of inadequate capacity that will soon need to be expanded at extra
cost." The FCC observed that there had been predictions of
"ever
increasing demand for cable channel capacities (some estimates ranging
above 100);

that 20-channel systems were then being proposed by
CATV operators for major markets;
indications

major markets the largest possible channel capacity, as ,a required
minimum which is compatible. with the technology and with the rapid
development of cable systems. ' It requested comments on

(a) What the minimum number of channels should be in
the major. markets (here apparently referring to the top SO markets).?

(b) Whether some lesser figure should be applicable to
systems operating in the smaller markets, and,if so, the, number of

channels and the method by which such markets should be identified?
(c) How any such regulation should be made effective
insofar as timing is concerned (e.g., in respect of existing systems,
:systems under construction, systems being planned) ?

What period

should be permitted for conversion or revision of construction or
plans?

20 Two-way capability.
ments were limited.

On this subject the FCC's com-

It said

"We intend that future cable systems should be installed
in such a manner that, with the additional provision of no more than
appropriate sending devices for individual subscribers and minimal
equipment (such as iumpers. additional switch contacts, or plug-in
conncctors, for cxample),each subscriber may be afforded a me.nc for
directly communicating with, a local program origination point. The
return communication capability should provide at least the capacity
equivalent to a single 4kHz message channel and be shared ,with a
limited number of other subscribers so that cuing problemg are
avoided.
It is not our purpose at this time to prescribe how return
communications should be facilitated nor to require that all subscribers avail themselves of this capability, but that future systems
be designed to accommodate 2-way communication for those subscribers
des;ring it."

3. CompluniajmiALlatial!Eolers.

Observing that CATV

"hag the potential to be 4 vehicle to much needed community expression,

the FCC stated that "cable systems should supply a separate

channel,

muni y within its franchised area," and that
possess the local capability for productidi

for each distinct com'each community* (should)
f vaterial .to .be cablecast

(1) How this objective might be achieved?

cable systems to franchised areas of limited size"?

By "limiting

By requiring

systems "to have technical facilities in each community--the studios,
equipment and distribution facilities--designed to facilitate local
access and service"?

By other arrangements under which each com-

munity within the franchise area of the system would be "equipped
with production capability for the programming of its community channel"?

(2) How is "community" to be defined?
The FCC observed:

"It would be possible to define 'communities' along
ethnic, governmental, or historical 1ines,as well as the more conventional geographic boundaries. We propose to leave the details
of such determinations to franchising authorities and cable system
owners, but we do request comments on what should be appropriate
general Commission guidelines in this area (e.g., 25,000 to 50,000
_households generally as a 'community').
4. Standards of performance. The FCC proposed technical
standards of performance, in considerable detail, which are set forth
in Appendix A..

Some general observations are

(1) The standards are aimed primarily at "furthering
the quality of service rendered the public;" but the FCC also hoped
that they would assure "a degree of compatability among systems
which in the future may beLuseful for accomplishing system interconnection."
(2) The standards prescribe minimum levels of performante. at .ubscriber terminals

not the methods or kinds of equipment

the cable system must use

(3) Anpol reports concerning system performance are
required in connection with certain tests.

Additional tests may be

required, and individual subscribers should be Assured good quality
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service independently of the system's compliance with the general
standards (which do not provide absolute assurance that service to
an individual subscriber is satisfactory).

(4) Certain standards not imposed at the outset may be
added subsequently, as the state of technology and regulatory experience indicate.

Thus, no standards were proposed for carriage of FM

signals, or. with respect to "the allowable degree of 'ghosting' or

interference caused by reflections, or for phase relationships in
the system, all of which intimately affect the quality of color television technology."
(5) While not required by the proposed standards, the

FCC expressed its "strong belief that every good CATV system should
be well endowed with monitoring check points and that an in-house
program of monitoring them is necessary."
(6) The FCC agreed that its standards should be "sufficiently flexible to permit operation of multi-pair cable techniques
or switched techniques."

The standards proposed were directed pri-

marily to "the single coaxial cable which carries a plurality of
standard television broadcast signals qccupying individual frequency
bands in the cable."

But the FCC would consider other systems 'pro-

vided an adequate engineering showing is made as to the quality of
service such (systems) would render."

(7) The detailed technical standards are closely related

to technical standards applicable to over-the-air television broadcasting

inter alia
as inicated,
c

by various cross references to

broadcasting standards.

(8) The FCC proposed to permit existing CATV systems
three years from the effective date of the technical standards to
bring their systems into compliance.

J. Reporting Requirements

In the 1966 Second Report, in which
it asserted jurisdiction over all CATV systems, the FCC
required the filing of a
single report by each CATV system
providing information about the
system's operations.
The FCC's 1968 Notice of Proposed
,Rulemaking

proposed that CATV systems file annual
reports.

More recently, in

early 1970, the FCC proposed a form of annual
report for CATV systems which requires submis:;hm r tile following
information.
1. System data.

Community served; its population and

location; the date of commencement of CATV service;
channel capacity
of CATV system; number of subscribers (classified
into four groups-residences apartments, commercial Customers, such as hotels,
and

institutional customers, such as schools and
hospitals); number of
homes and apartment units adjacent to cable;
number of drops; number
of miles of cable; location of headend
antenna; copy of franchise.
2. Service data.

Subscriber fees

(installation, monthly,

other); stations carried (their location,'their
broadcast channel,
their channel on the CATV system, their mode of reception
by the CATV
system--off-the-air, microwave); CATV channels used for automated
services, giving number of channels and hours
per week (time and
weather, news ticker, stock ticker, other);
CATV channels used for
other services (burglar alarm fire alarm -police
surveillance,
facsimile reproduction access to computers, other);
CATV channels
used for non automated programmingj; CATV
channels leased to others;
CATV channels not used; AM and FM signals
carried; extent of importation of distant; signals (relation of CATV
system to 35-mile zone
of major and smaller television markets).
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3. Ownership information.

Nature of owning enterprise;

idtitity of individual owner or members of partnership; as to corpor-

ate owners--capitalization, officers, directors, stockholders with
more than a 1% interest, and similar information as to all controlled
or controlling corporations

(with ownership of 25% share of the

corporation's voting stock as the criterion); identification of family
relationships among enumerated principals; identification of any
ownership interests held in a fiduciary capacity; identification of
cross-ownership interests between CATV principals and AM, FM or
television stations, other CATV systems, daily newspapers, other pub-

lishing enterprises, communications common carriers, entertainment
enterprises, and banking and financial institutions; felony convictions
of any of the principals; alien status of any of the principals.
4

Information on none automated programming.

Number of

channels and hours per week of programming from diverse sources- -

local live (including any program, 51% or more contributed by station,

even if shown on delayed basis), film, video tape, CATV network or
interconnection, other; percentages of programs by different types

(all as defined in some detail)--News, Sports, Public Affairs
gious, Instructional, Entertainment

Reli-

Public Service, Children, Other;

public service announcements (number during three designated portions
of the day); equipment employed in origipations (by make, model and

Year where applicable)--black and white cameras
equipment
lighting

film projectors and film chains

viOe

color cameras, audio
tape recorder

monitoring and test equipment, control console,, modulator

to convert audio, and video signals to proper channel frequencies,

mobile van for transporting equipment, studio (including its dimensions)

other equipment,

9R

5. Information on advertising support.

As to both auto-

mated and non-automated programming--percentage of
program time
sponsored; minutes of commercial advertising per hour of
program
origination; percentage of advertising drawn from different sources
(local, nearby communities, regional, national, other);
advertising
rates.

6. Information on programming by others.

Number of chan-

nels leased to others; identity of channel lessees;
duration of
leases; compensation for leases, if any; principal types of programs

carried by lessees; extent of supervision over programs of lessees;

policy of CATV system and charges for use of channels on a short-term
basis.

7. Financial data.

Subscriber revenues (for installation,

subscription, maintenance, other); non-subscriber revenues (from

advertising, sale of time or lease of facilities); other operating
revenues; total operating revenues; service expense (divided into six
subheadings); program expense (divided into five subheadings); selling and general and administrative expense (divided into five subheadings); depreciation (specifying class of property, original cost,
depreciation reserve, property life depreciation method); total
operating expenses; operating income or loss; assets (investments,
net tangible property construction work in progress
other); liabilities (no details); net worth; number of employees (full time
and part time); revenues related to program originations

(from leasing'

of channels
fees

commercial advertising

allocable portion of subscriber

other fees or revenues); operating expenses related to program

originations (seven subheadings); income or loss related to program
originations.

It is proposed that the report be filed annually, and
also within 30 days after certain events (such as changes in ownership).

A separate ?port must be filed for each CATV system; and

each community is considered to be a separate system even though
served by a single headend antenna under unified ownership.

K. Federal-State-Local Relations
its 1968 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the FCC
observed:

"Cable television service has tended to develop on a
noncompetitive, monopolistic basis in the areas served.
The normal
protection afforded consumers by providing a choice between alternative suppliers has not, in most instances, been available to the
cable television subscriber. This, consideration involves such matters
as quality of service and repair, the reasonableness of the rates
charged, teChnical standards, and so forth. Such protection has
traditionally been provided the public by some form of government
regulation of.monopoly services.
We do not now urge the application
of. our jurisdiction to the licensing of CATV systems by the F.C.C.
We do, however, believe that local, state and federal governmental
agencies must face up to providing some means of consumer protection
While we recognize that other problems are involved
in this area.
(such as rates to the public and-regulation of any common carrier
`activities of CATV operators.) ,it follows that local ent2,ties,
either at the State or municipal level depending on State law, should-among other things--be concerned with various licensing considerations pertinent to the public interest judgment to be made by the
-local authority (e.g., the legal, technical, financial and character
vaiifications of the franchise applicant; the area to be served;
the showing as to plans or arrangements for pole line attachmPni-4
with a public utility or arrangements with a common carrier or other
appropriate feasibility plans; the provision of channels for.public
or municipal use), Such regulation, while called for in the case
of present CATV.operations, would be particularly appropriate in
light of CATV operations with originations.
Indeed, a question is
presented whether these are matters as to which we should strongly
urge local consideration or should make their consideration and disposition by local autherities, where appropriate under local law,
a condition for the carriage of broadcast signals. Finally, in'those
relatively few instances where there need be no local franchise 'consideration, we request comments on whether Federal consideration is
not then appropriate..."
The 1968 Notice also posed the questions:
"What should be the division of regulatory functions
between federal and state or local authorities with respect to the
local communications system or systemS, e.g., construction of facili
ties, terms and conditions,of access by those offering communications
licensing etc"'
services, services and charges to tilt
"Which aspects of the local system or systems would require uniformity and centralized regulation or would be important to
the effectuation of national communications policies which aspects
would be primarily cf local concern and appropriately subject to
state or local regulation, and which aspects might better be left
unregulated?'

In the same proceeding, in connection with its plv1,0.,11

for local origination, the FCC commented:
condition carriage of broad"While we are pperate to a significant excast signals on a requiremer
41 this obligation might bL let
tent as a local outlet by °I
in a variety of ways and would De an appropriate area for additional
requirements by the locality. Although we think commendable the
suggestion that municipalities reserve some channel capacity for
their own use without charge, a requirement of this nature is appropriately the function of local or state franchising authorities.

In the First Report and Order, which adopted the local
origination

proposal,

this point was reaffirmed.

The avigination

and localities might impose additional obligations for origination.
See

p. 73,

restraints

alma, However, states and localitieS could not impose
on originations which the FCC had found to be in the

public interest.
In subsequent proceedings, the FCC4 proposed rules con-

cerned with areas which initially it had left to local supervision.
Thus

extensive technical standards have been proposed.

supra.

See pp. 90-93,

And in the Second Further Notice of Proposed ailemaking, the

FCC adVanced proposals in the very area it previously had indicated
was appropriate for local regulation--i.e., the nature and extent of
affirmative obligations on CATV. systemt tix provide channels in addi-

tion to those required for, compliance with FCC rules (channels for

carriage of local signals and one channel for local origination).
See pp.

81-82, supra. Finally

in July 1970, contemporaneously with

the latter two pronouncements, the'FCC issued a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking concerned with Federal-State-Local relationships in the
CATV field.
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The FCC obsexvcd that:

"With respect to choice of the

CATV operator on the basis of his character and the nature of his
proposal, areas to be served, and services and charges to the public,
local authority has been the sole regulating entity."

It indicated

its tentative view that local authority to act in these areas rested
on the FCC's policy determination to decline to act, rather on any
lack of legal authority in the FCC.

The FCC then outlined three main

approaches to the Federal-local relationship:
"(i) Federal licensing of all CATV systems on the (basis
of various provisions of the Communications Act.) Obviously, for
this approach to be effective, considerable resources would have to
be made available to this agency.
"(ii) Federal regulations, enforced by (cease and desist) proceedings...This is in effect the approach which we have been
following.
It is effective in many areas, but-clearly has limitations.

"(iii) Federal regulations of some aspects, with local
regulation of others, under federal prescription of standards for
local regulators.
This approach recognizes that although practical
considerations argue in favor of leaving important aspects of cable
regulation to State and local government, cable is nonetheless an
integral Part of the inter-State movement of electronic communica.4.4.4.
tions...In these circumstances, it is appropriate for this agency to
establish uniform or minimum standards to which local actions must
conform.
For example, the Commission is promoting cable origination.
Clearly, the cable operator should be one of good character, who is
serving equitably the areas in his community, or the origination re
quirement of this agency will be undermined to a great degree. It
follows, as we stated in...the December 13th Notice, that the local
entity should focus on these matters (e.g., the legal, te.chnical,
financial and character qualifications of the franchise applicant;
the area to be served, the showing as to plans or arrangements for
pole line attachments with a public utility or arrangements with a
common carrier or other appropriate feasibility plans; the reasonableness of the rates to be charged; the quality of service and repair in specific areas, etc.). Under this approach, these matters
would remain- with the local entity, but it would certify to this
agency, prior to our= -authorizing the use of broadcast signals as the
base of CATV operation, that it had considered them. Further, there
could be specifications by this agency of a program of continuing
regulation by the local entity of such matters as rates, repair serVices, expansion timetables."

and requested comment on what standards .should be adopted as applicable

to local regulation.

It also noted the problem of "preventing 'over-

building', i.e., duplicative construction of CATV systems in circumstances where it does not serve the public interest."

Finally, the

FCC observed that its program in the Second Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking for supportir
S% of gross revenues tol

ETV--by requiring CATV contributions of
4...s purposecould be frustrated if CATV

systems were overhgroenea with local franchise fees.

proposed

It therefore

o fix 2% of the CATV's gross revenues as the maximum local

'franchise fee

subject to possible grandfathering of existing arrange-

ments outside the "core city of the 100 largest mar%ets."
latter markets

As to the

the FCC felt that the cities would not be deprived

of revenues, since, if its proposal resulted in the growth of CATV,
the cities could derive more revenues through 2% of a large CATV
gross than through a larger percentage of a small gross.
The FCC made

that its proposals were concerned

solely with video services, and did not encompass use of. CATV for other

communications services

The General Counsel of the Nationa

Association of

Regulatory Utilities Commissioners recently has filed comments in the

proceeding, opposing the extension of FCC jurisdiction to the regu
lation of CATV franchising, rate regulation, and supervision of CATV
services.

The NARUC General Counsel maintains that there should be

line of demarcation between matters such as these, which are of
local concern and subject to state and local regulation, ;and matters
of federal concern, such as program carriage--analageus to the dis-

tin ction made between the authority of, federal and state agencies
in the case of telephone companies.
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In support of his view, the NARUC General Counsel contends that:

"Knowledge concerning the legal, technical, financial

and character qualifications of the franchise applicant is uniquely
within the province of State and local authorities." Moreover:
"Service standards and rate structures necessarily must vary from
State to State and eJen within a single State," and the FCC
"does
not have the funds, or the personnpl,...to regulate the local
aspects
of CAT\
rat Counsel's objection extends to the prescrip-

tion of Federal guidelines for regulation of local matters, but no
specific comment is directed to the proposed FCC limitation
on local
franchise fees.

TheNARUC General Counsel.also contends that the FCC
"does not possess the requisite jurisdiction under the Act to further intrude into the regulation
atiens."

The a.,therities cited

of the local aspects of CATV oper.16

t

1.41

not very persuasive'.

A

this assertion are
(1) FCC statements

indicating an unwillingness to act on local CATV matters, and en\

couaging state aritrlocal regulation; and (2) several

court decisions

upholding stateand local regulation in tile absence of contrary FCC
regulation.

Neither go to the FCC's p22or. to regulate such local

aspects of CATV operations as fr4nchises, rates and service,
leading case (U.S.

holding the

Southwestern Cable), in up-

of the FCC to regulate CAT'! sysieMs,

said:

"Nor can we doubt that CATV, systems are engaged in
interstate commerce even where,, as here, the intercepted.signals.
emanate from stationsiocated within the saMe.State in which the
CATV system' opeTates."

The Court then reviewed the relation of CATV operations to television

report, anL, without commenting on the validity of the specific
regulations adopted, stated:
The. FCC's authority "is restricted to that reasonably
aL.Tillary 4o the effective performance of the Commission's various
responsibilities for the regulation of television broadcasting."

It is this language

and the practical considerations

noted earlier in the General Counsel's brief, which provide the best
basis for resisting federal regulation of specific aspects of CATV
operations.

To the extent that it can be persuasively argued: (1)

that a particular phase of CATV regulation
ciliary" to effective broadcast regulation, or (2) that the practicalities

of Ova

situation are, such that the local concern far sur-

passes any minor broadcasting interest
mounted.

perhaps a legal case can be

But the same considerations also are pertinent to making

a presentation to the FCC on policy grounds
that will be followed hereafter.
the FCC has Plenary authority

and this is the approach

In short, without conceding that

an effort will be made to indicate

those areas where state or local regulation should prevail (or:Should
coexist with federal regulation)
currencs o

with a view to achieving FCC con -

In the event of an, impasse, litigation may be requi-red.

IV. State Regulation of Cable Television
While there has been some variatioa from state to state
in the application of state regulatory measures to cable television,
there also has been a degree of consistency.
_

A. The General A roach of State Public
Service omm ssions
In the absence of special legislation

the states have

been virtually unanimous in concluding that CATV systems are not
public utilities subject to regulation by the state's public service
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commission.
position.

The New York Public Service Commission has taken this
The only recent

contrary ruling is in Hawaii.

Special

statutes have been enacted subjecting cable systems to varying degrees of public service commission control in Connecticut, Nevada,
Rhode Island, VerMont and Hawaii.

Similarly, most state commissions have disclaimed authority to regulate the leasing of pole space by telephone companies
and electric utilities to CATV systems.

Again, the New York Public

Service Commission has taken this position.

There are rulings in

a few states, relying on special statutory provisions, which hold
that telephone companies are under a duty not to discriminate in
pole leasing arrangements.
Finally, virtually all state commissions have approved

tariffs by telephone companies offering to provide transmission service for CATV systems (connecting the system's headend antenna and
its 'drops" to subscribers).

New York

like most other commissions

(Florida is an exception), has held that such a service by a tele-

phone company is a public utility offering subject to tariff.

At

the same time, most commissions (New York included), have declined
to require that telephone companies determine whether the. CATV sys-

tems they serve have necessary local authorization.before providing
service.

And several state commissions have refused to disapprove

tariff offering because the CATV system making use of the tele-

phone facilities would compete with another CATV system in the same
area.

In view of the FCC's assumption of jurisdiction over
CATV channel service Provided bY telephone companies (see pp. 69-72,
supra), the validity of these state tariffs is open to serious
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question.

The relay of broadcast signals is clearly an interstate

service subject to the telephone company's FCC tariff; but the state
tariffs may continue to be operative as regards locally originated
programming.

In view of the recency of the special statutes applij:

cable to CATV, there is very little experience with state co mission
regulation of cable television.

There are two court cases which

sustain state commission regulation in the face of arguments based
on federal preemption; and one of these was affirmed summarily by

the United States Supreme Court.

fication of new CATV operators

But both cases involved the certito the exclusion of disappointed

applicants and the rationale of both cases was that the states re-

mained free to regulate this aspect of CATV operations in the absence
of any FCC regulation of the matter.

It appeared to be conceded

that, to the extent the FCC acted, state regulation would be preempted.

Bo Special State Regulatory Provisions
State regulatory measures r. enacted and proposed

may be

briefly summarized.
1.,Connecticut.

In 1963 and 1965 ,Connecticut amended

its public service law to classify community antenna television com-

panies using public thoroughfares as "public service companies" and
placed them under the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission:
This subiected CATV systems to most of the usual regulatory' require-

ments applicable to public utilities, including adequacy and safety
of facilities; requirement of service to all; rate and tariff regulation; supervision of accounts and requirement of reports; securities
regulation; and regulatory control of mergers, sales of utility
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property, and-dissolution of utit_Ity companies.

These statutory

provisions are the ones applicable to public service companies
generally.

The only provisions specifically applicable to CATV
are those dealing with the provision of new service. A certificato
of public convenience and neces^ity

uki

eu from the Connecticut

Commission before a CATV system may be constructed or operated
in
the State. The certificate carries with it the right to occupy public highways; is not transferable without the consent of the
Connecticut Commissicm; and is subject to amendment

revocation.or

suspension by the Commission for "due cause shown" (including revocation for non-exercise within two years of issuq. At the time of
issue, or from time to time thereafter, the Commission may specify
"such terms and conditions as the public interest may require."

The

only-

stated -4^r c-rt;-FArtiop is that

the rnmmicQinp "shall

take into consideratlon the public need for the proposed service,
the suitability of the applicant (or applicant's corporate manage
ment)y the financial zesprousibiliry of the applicant and the ability
of the applicant to perfdrm efficiently the service
for which au-

statute also authorizes other public
servmce companies te.
only

CATV systems (presumably

those which have been certificated) pursuant

o rates filed

with the Commission.
Nevada.

his Nevada legislation of 1967 Is similar

to that of Connecticut ip subjecting CATV systems

the usual regu-

latory controls' but its kr.ovisions are directed more specifically
at CATV systems. The purpose-of the legislation
stated to be to
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"(a) Provide fair regulation of CATV companies in the
interest of the public, to promote adequate, economical and efficient
CATV system service to citizens and residents of this state;
"(b) Provide just and -easonable rates and charges' for
CATV system services without unjust discrimination, undue preferences
cir, advantages, or unfair or destructive competitive practices;

"(c) Encourage and promote harmony between CATV companies and their subscribers;
"(d) Cooperate with other states and with the Federal
Government in promoting and_coordinating efforts to regulate effectively CATV companies in the public interest; and
"(e) Vest authority in the (Nevada Public Service Commission) to regulate CATV companies and their. rates, services and
operations, in the manner and in accordance with the policies sot
forth in this chapter."
CATV companies are defined as those operating over public thoroughfares, but exclusive of (i) regulated telephone

tele-

graph or electric utilities leasing wires or cables to CATV systems;
(ii) telephone or telegraph companies providing channel service to

CATV systems pursuant to published tariffs; (iii) CATV systems serving
fewer than 50 subscribers; and (iv) CATV systems serving only the
residents of, one or more apartment dwellings under common ownership
.or control (and related commercial establishments).

Certification is required to construct, operate or extend a CATV system

and the standard stated is the same as in the

Connecticut legislation:
ation

"the commission shall take into consider-

among other things, the public need for the proposed service...,

the suitability of the applicant, the financial responsibility of
the applicant

and the ability of the applicant to perform effici-

ently the< service for whichaUthority is requested."
The commission also has authority:

(1) To order a CATV system to "construct and operate any
reasonable extension of its existing CATV system withinthe certificated territory";
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Tn order a CATV sy 'em to "make any reasonable re

pair or impromer.t of or in addition to such system;"
(3) To visit the premises and examine the records and
facilities of CATV systems;
(4) To revoke, suspend or alter any certificate of a
-CATV system for willful violation of the Act or regulations or orders

of the Commission thereunder.

(5) To supervise and regulate CATV systems generally,
including their "property, easements, property rights, equipment,
facilities, contracts, certificates

and franchises so far as may be

necessary to carry out-the purposes of the (Act,) and to do all
things whether specifically designated in the legislation or in addition thereto

which are necessary or convenient in the exercise of

such power and jurisdiction."
(6) To approve or disapprove leases or rental of facilities to CATV systems or arrangements to provide channel,service.
(7) To approve or disapprove mergers of CATV sYstems

with "another organization in this state."
The duties'of CATV companies are defined in these
terms:

"1. Every CATV company...shall provide safe and adequate
service, equipment and facilities for the operation of its CATV system.

"2. No CATV company may demand or receive a greater
less or different compensation for providing CATV service than the
rates and charges specified in the tariff in effect at the time.
"3. All rates, charges and classifications for the ser
vice rendered by a CATV company shall be just and reasonable.

"4. No CATV'comPanY may.make 'anyunjustortunreasonable
discrimination in rates, charges 'claisi fications practices, re ulations,facilities or services for or in 'Connection- with. like service,
r

directly or indirectly, by any means or device, or make or give any
undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any particular person, class of persons, or locality or subject any particular person,
class of persons, or locality to any undue or unreasonable prejudice
or disadvantage.
"5. Every CATV company...shall obey and comply with the
rules, regulations and orders adopted by the commission under provisions of this chapter."
The Nevada statute, however, wlso defines community
antenna systems as "public utilities" and, as a consequence, subjects
them to statutory provisions governing public utilities generally.

Some of these duplicate the CATV provisions; some of them supplement
the CATV provisions; and some of them cover entirely new matter.
a system with over 25 subscribers and$15,000 annual revenues

Thus

is seemingly subjected to all of the usual utility regulatory controls:

requirement of reasonably adequate service; specification

of service standards; commission power to order repairs and installa.!

IAA FhY \o

MosAnh.P.,Wle,

filing of tariffs; requirement of maintaining uniform systems of ac .
counts and furnishing reports to the commission; requirement of certification

with power in the commission in respect of transfers or

suspensions of certificates; prohibition against discontinuance,

modification or restriction of service without commission approval;
and regulation of securities issues.

Although the specific CATV

provisions make cross-reference to-the more general public utility
provisions, it is not clear how the two sets of provisions relate to
one another where there is a conflict or inconsistency.
things, the general Public utility provisions do

Among other

not, apply

to firms

earning annual revenues of less than $15 000 'which, at current subscriber rates, would exclude systems larger than those which are exempted from the specific CATV provisions
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3. Rhode Island.

In 1969, the Rhode Island Division

of Public Utilities was given jurisdiction over CATV systems operating in the State (excluding telephone, telegraph or electric public

utilities), but the nature of the jurisdiction was stated in general
terms.
CATV systems were declared to be "communications carriers"
and subject to "such reasonable rules and regulations as the division
may presclibe with reference to the erection and maintenance of
(CATV facilities in public thoroughfares) in order to safeguard the
safety of the public and to preserve the environment and scenic

assets of the state"
"shall supervise and regulate every CATV company operating within this state so far as may be necessary to prevent such
operation from having detrimental consequences to the public interest, and for this purpose may promulgate and enforce such reasonable rules and regulations as it, may deem necessary with reference
to the issuance of certificates P territory of operation abandonment
of facilities, elimination of unjust discrimination among subscribers,
financial responsibility and insurance covering personal injury and
property damage, safety of equipment and operation and filing of
reports. No certificates shall be issued or remain valid unless
the applicant has filed with the division and revised to keep current a schedule of rates and charges for its services. Such rates
and charges shall be reasonably compensatory so as not to encourage
unfair or destructive competitive practices and shall be applied without discrimination."
The statute is specific on only two subjects:

:

certi-

fication of operations and placement of poles and cables.

Certification is required in order to operate a CATV
system and is to be issued if 'the applicant is, of good character
and is fit, willing, technically qualified; and financially able
properly to perform the service proposed and to conform to, the requirements orders rules and'regulations of the division and (if)
,

the proposed operation will be consistent with, the public interest."
Division approval is: required for r-transfer of a certificate. The
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certificate is to "specify the service to be rendered, the routes of
aerial and underground feeder and distribution cables, the area of
operation, and any plans, contracts or arrangements for pole line
attachments with a public utility or arrangements with a common carrier, and other appropriate feasibility plans."

The Division may

revoke, suspend or alter a certificate for wilful violation of the
Act or Division regulations or orders thereunder, "or for failure to
commence operations within a reasonable time, -or for other reasonable
cause.

If a holder of a certificate after commencing operations shall

fail for a continuous period of sixty (60) days to render proper ser-

vice without good reason therefor, the administrator (of the division) shall revoke such certificate.. .(T)he (division) may revoke
or refuse to renew the license of any CATV company whose programs
originating within this state are offensive to commonly accepted
standards of morality and decency of the community."

As to the placement of poles and cables

the statute

requires municipal consent prior to any construction employing public thoroughfares. "All such equipment, fixtures and facilities shall

be so placed or constructed as not unreasonably to inconvenience
travel on the highway or use thereof by public utilities or other
persons or companies having rights therein."

_4. Vermont.
was given

general supervision' over CATV companies, except nonpro-

fit organizations.

fication

In 1969; the Vermont Public Service Board

The only specific provisions pertained to certi

abandonment and fees.
A

CATV system.

certificate of public good'

is required'to operate

And the system also is required to hold a license

"issued annually under rules and regulations prescribed by the board."

No standards are specified, but applicants
are required to furnish
data on the "owners or incorpoi-ators of
the company, a description,
of the territory proposed to be served,
a statement as to the proposed financing for the company, and
such other information as the
board by rule requires."
Prior approval of the board is required before
a CATV
company may abandon or curtail any service.

A schedule of annual license fees
is prescribed which
is related to the gross operating
revenues of the CATV system
the preceding year. The proceeFtsiare
paid into a fund to support
the Board's engineering and accounting
staff.

However, the newly enacted CATV provisions
also provide
that CATV companies 'shall have the
privileges provided in and be
subject to the provisions of Chapters 1
through 7 of this title.
The described chapters encompass most of the
usual public utility
regulatory provisions, some of which overlap
areas covered by the
specific CATV provisions:

incorporation of public service corpora
tions and commencement of service;
control over adequacy of service
and equipment; supervision of rates

including prohibitions against

discrimination; regulation of holding companies,
mergers, sales of,
utility property and securities
issues; requirements as to uniform
systems of accounts and, reports to the board;
and conferral of the
right of eminent domain upon the systems.
It is unclear to what
extent these other provisions can be made
fully applicable to CATV
systems but there is no apparent conflict in the
two sets of provisions.
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5.

Hawaii.

The most recently enacted legislation
pertaining
to CATV regulation ,at the state level
is that of Hawaii. In 1970, the
legislature vested in the Director of
l'eaulatory kaencies "Dower and
jurisdiction to supervise and regulate every
CATV system operating within thisJptate so far as may be
necessary to carry nut the purpnses of
this chapter." The principal
authority vested in the Director is to
issue nonexclusive "CATV permits",
which-authorize CATNT systems to
use public rights of way. Exempterl from the
coverage of the act are
(a) regulated telephone companies
or other utilities leasing facilities
or providing channel service to CATV
companies, (b) CATV companies not
using public rights of way, (c) non-profit
CATV systems serving less
than 100 subscribers, or (d) CATV systems using
a master antenna and
an intprnal diQtribilt4nn syntcm to

the residents of

onc:.

vi, moLrd

apartment houses or hotels under
common ownership (and businesses on
the pLemises).

Except for systems presently operating and entitled
to "grandfather rights" as defined by the
statute, no CATV service may be initiated or extended without
obtaining ,a CATV permit. The application for
the permit hall set forth "such facts
as the director may prescribe as
to the citizenship,
character, and financi41, technical and other quallfications of the person seeking to,
operate the CATV system, and .complete
information as to the principals
and ultimate beneficial! owners (including nominal and beneficial
owners of more than 10% of a corporate
applicant's stock) and such other
information as the director deems
appropriate and proper.' Also
each 'applicant shall make full dis closure as to the true ownership
of the facilities to be employed in

!

rendering service, as to the source of funds for the purchase, lease,
rental, and installation of such facilities...,, and as to his ability

to extend service at a reasonable cost to the potential subscribers in
the proposed service area.

Each application shall set forth the rates

to be charged, the services to be offered, the facilities to be
employed, the general routes of the wires, cables, conduits, or other
devices used in the redistribution of signals, the service area Or

areas, the commencement and completion dates of construction of the
CATV system, and the proposed dati service will be available to the
areas
aras named."

The applicant must agree in advance to avoid all unnecessary

damage to trees, structures and improvements along its route; to'indemnify the State and county for any liabilities they may incur as a
result of installation of the system; to provide a cable drop, at
reduced rates or at no cost, to any school adjacent to the cable; to
remove its facilities upon expiration or termination of the permit;
to submit a performance bond, prior to commencement of construction,
no less than 50% of the cost of construction, to assure "satisfactory
completion of installation-of the CATV system in accordance with the
schedule of installation proposed in the application.
The CATV Permittif issued, authorizes use of public highways

for twenty years
each.

and is renewable for terms of

ten,

to twenty years

Such use is subject to State laws and regulations pertaining

to use of the highways and the construction of utility facilities.
The Director has discretion to issue part of the authority sought,

and to impose "such terms, limitations, and conditions which he
deems
the public interest may require." The permit is non-exclusive, and
is to include a description of the area to be served and the approximate date on which service is to

commv..hce.

In deciding whether to issue a permit, the Dire=tor "shall
take into consideration, among other things, the public need for the
proposed service or acquisition, the ability of the applicant to offer
service at reasonable cost to the subscribers, the suitability of the

applicant, the financial responsibilityof the applicant, the a4ility
of the applicant to perform efficiently the service for which authority
is requested, and any objections arising from the public hearing, lithe
CATV advisory committee, or elsewhere." (The statute establishes a
five-member CATV advisory committee to advise the Director in the

execution of his duties with respect to CATV systems.)

"In determining

the area which is to be serviced by the CATV company, the directqr shall
take into account the geography and topography of the proposed sOvice
area, and both the present operations and the planned and potential
expansion of the applicants

As to rates

and other CATV companies."

in addition to the preceding references, the

Statute provi

"The director shall require each CATV companY to submdt a
schedule of its rates and all terms and
conditions of
such
form and on such notice as the director may prescribe. service
The duty of
the director shall be to maintain surYeillance over such filed rates
and terms, and conditions of service
to insure that the rates and terms
and conditions of service are fair both ,to the Public and to the CATV
company, taking into account the geographic, topographic, and economic
characteristics of the service area and the economics of Providing
CATV, service to sub'scribersv in the service area.
.

"Any' disagreement between the'director and a CATV commuly.
rates' shall .be.resolved'by the director
after a hearing has been.

over. its filed schedule or

The Director may promulgate "such rules and regulations as

are necessary to carry out this chapter, including rules and regulations establishing criteria which:

"(1) Categorize CATV companies according to their method
fq operation or, any other appropriate criteria;

"(2) Identify general aeqaTements for the designation of
service areas;, and

"(3) Govern the quality of the signal required to be transmitted by the CATV systm."
The Director also has power to approve or disapprove provisions of contracts between CATV compAaies and public utilities
concerning use of the latter 's property (except where the matter is

regulated by the FCC or the state public utilities commission); to
inspect and examine records and facilities of CATV companies, with
power to compel attendance of witnesses and production of records;
and to cancel CATV permits on a number of grounds-- including-repeated

failure to maintain signal quality under standards prescribed by the
Director; inability to provide CATV service at reasonable cost; and
violation of the statute

the Director's regulations or the CATV

company's Permit.
CATV permits may, be transferred only with the consent of

the Director.

CATV companies are required to file annual reports.

It should be noted that prior to the enactment of this
statute, the Attorney General of Hawaii ruled that CATV companies were
public utilities within the terms of the existing public utility

-an

statute .

However,, there was no provision under that statute, or

under municipal_ ---regatior._, which required a CATV system to obtain a
franchise or
befam commencing operations.

prepared under the auspices of the
National Associatitur of R=milatory Utility Commissioners. In 1966,
6. Moe l; ;:statute-

the NARUC General Counsel, pursuant to a resolution of the 1965
NARUC Annual Convention, prepared a "Model
Television System Act."

tate Community Antenna

The Act has many siuldarities to the Nevada

legislation previously described (i.e., the-specific CATV provisions),
and is set forth as Appendix B.

The Model Act provides for certi-

fication of new CATV systems; regulatory approval of the transfer of
CATV certificates; revocation of certificates for wilful violations;

regulation of rates; control over abandonments, adequacy of service,
and discrimination; requirements as to financial vesponsibility, insurance, uniform systems of accounts,

records, reports ,and safety

of operations and equipment; regulatory authority to compel extensions
and repairs, to grant the right of eminent domain and to control the
placement of poles and cables; regulatory control over leasing of
channels by CATV.systems from telephone companies; regulation of
securities issues and mergers; regulatory authority to compel joint
use of utility pales by CATV systems; and an optional provision on
control of municipal franchises.

In 1970, an Ad Hoc Committee on CATV Regulation proposed
to the NARUC Executive Committee an alternative statute:
State CATV Regulatory Surveillance Act."

the "Model

The latter act was con-

sidered 'less objectionable by the CATV industly."

The principal

difference between the Model Surveillance Act .and the earlier Model

Act is that in the subsequent proposal CATV sYstems are declared not
to be public utilities; regulation of ra.te4 is precluded; and no

provision

is made for eminent domain or a uniform system of accounts.

provisions as to certification

transfer and revocation of certifi-

cates are retained, as are provisions pertaining to adequacy of service, abandonments

discrimination, records and reports
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safety of

operations and equipment, financial responsibility and insurance,

compulsory improvements or additions, and joint use of other utility
poles.

A provision is added limiting the amount of municipal fees.

A copy of the Model Surveillance Act is attached as Appendix C.
7. The Kelly Bill.

There have been a significant num-

ber of bills proposed in the New York legislature over the last
several years.

It would be impossible to review all of them.

They

vary considerably in detail, but most resemble one or another of the
regulatory measures previously discussed.

The Kelly bill, Assembly

6700-A in the last session, warrants detailed consideration on
(a) the approach taken is distinctive; (b) there

several grounds:

have been several extended hearings on the proposal; and (c) the
proposal is backed by a significant research effort on the part of
the Assembly Central Staff.
In essence, the Kelly bill proposes a continuation of

the pres ent system of municipal franchising, supervision of such
franchising by a newly formed commission, and a series of restric-

tions to be imposed upon the issuance of franchises and the activities
of CATV operators.
here.

Only the highlights of the bill will be reported

The complete text of the bill (including amendments) is repro-

duced as Appendix D.

The Kelly bill wuld be applicable to all CATV systems

the residents of one or more apartment dwellings under common owner

ship or control

(including related commercial establishments). The

bill is specifically made applicable

CATV systems which Provide

service exclusively through the facilities of a telephone- company.

All cable systems would require
a municipal franchise

as a prerequisite to operation,

Sc ::h a franchise would confer the

right to use public thoroughfares,

But the franchise would have to

be approved by a newly created State
Commission on Cable Television.
The seven members of the proposed Commission "shall be representatiVe
of the broad range of interests and
disciplines related to telecommunications needs including so far as possible, the
fields of
broadcasting, educational television, cable
television, communication system regulation and communication
electronics and at least
two members shall represent consumer interests."
The duties of the
Commission are enumerated as follows. The Commission
shall:

"(a) establish standards for franchising
procedures
and practices of municipalities;

"(b) establish standardS for provisions
to be included
in :cable television franChiseS;
"(c)'establish guidelines for equipment, service and
safety of cable television systems for use by'municipalities;
".(d) provide advisory assistance
to municipalities in
matters relating to cable television;

"(e) review: and act upon applications
of apprOval in accordance with such standar4s and for certificates
as hereinafter
proyided;.

"(f) represent the interests of the people of the state
before the federal communications commission
and inform municipalities of developments at the federal level;

"(g) consult with the cable television industry, other
states and agencies of this state to promote the rapid
and harmonious
development of cable television...
In exercising its function of issuing certificates of
approval "the commission shall take into consideration,
among other
things the public interest,
the suitability of the applicant, the
financial responsibility of the applicant
the ability of the applicant
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to perform efficiently the service for which authority is requested
and the substantial conformity of franchise provisions with standards
set by the commission."

The following are disqualified from holding

CATV franchises after the effective date of the statute:

"any com-

pany engaged in the business of newspaper publication, public utili-'

ties, radio or television broadcasting or production of program
materials for interstate distribution including movies, entertainment
and sports."

There is a grandfather clause to protect existing operations.

amendment

But a certificate of approval is required in the event of
extension or transfer of the franchise.

Furthermore, any

franchise not exercised by "substantial performance" within one year
of the effective date of the Act would be invalidated, and a new
franchise and certificate of approval would be required.

Cable television systems would be required:
(1) To furnish such reports to the Commission as it may
require;

(2) To pay to the Commission two percent of gross annual revenues (subject to specified minima);
(3)

To obtain Commission approval for any merger with

"another organization;"
(4) To obtain Commission approval to lease or rent
cable '4 '.,7,*::ribution facilities or cable channel

service;

(5) To refrain from engaging in the business of manufacturing

selling, renting, installing or servicing any "hardware"

related to cable operations or subscriber equipment (divestiture is
required for existing operations

(6) To avoid unjust or unreasonable discriminations
and undue and unreasonable preferences or advantages;
(7) To refrain from entering into contracts with bt.

ing owners that would interfere with existing rights of a .tenant

avail himself of master or individual antenna equipment;

(8) To provide safe and adequate service, equipment
and facilities "in accordance with the highest and best acceptec
standards of the industry;"

(9) To maintain and service its facilities, and to
taro a local office available to subscribers;

(10) To obtain the approval of the Commission prig=

abandonment of all or part of its system or facilities;

(11) To abide by the safety standards of the munic
pality within which it operates;

(12) To abide by rate schedules "fixed by Law or b:

order of the commission or by agreement of any municipality and

cal authority," and not to collect any rate except in accordancwith such schedule.

The final requirement, added by an amendment, seem
be at variance with the general tenor of the bill

which is to

frain from subjecting CATV systems to full public utility regul
Thus, among other things, the declaration of legislative findin
and intent states that CATV 'oi)erations must be protected from
restraint and regulation so as to assure the maximum penetratio

cable television services to homes in this state as rapidly as
nomically feasible, that municipalities Could benefit7from valu
educational and public services through cable television System

and that cable television is in a period of rapid growth and corporateconsolidation and many municipalities lack the resources to protect subscriber and public interest in franchise negotiations."

V. Municipal Regulation of Cable Television

Most local regulation of CATV systems has been undertaken
pursuant to the franchises of municipal authorities, based on their

power to control access to public streets and thoroughfares within
their boundaries. Here there is much wider variation and much greater
uncertainty.

A. Municipal Franchises Generally
In numerous cases, local franchises have been held to be
invalid:

sometimes because franchising procedures, prescribed by
state statute, were not followed; sometimes because the CATV system
(not being a public utility under state law) was not eligible for a
franchise under the pertinent state statute; sometimes because the

franchise, in imposing a variety of regulatory conditions, was held
- to exceed the authority of the municipality over its streets and
invade the regulatory prerogatives of the state government under the
police power; and in one recent case (Wonderland Ventures) it was

held that-a franchise fee on the gross receipts of a CATV system was
invalid as a tax on the revenues of interstate commerce. All but the

last decision involve rulings on issues of state law, and on each
is possible to find decisions to the contrary.

Some states have

statutes authorizing municipal fxanchising of CATV systems and, in
some caseo, imposing limitations and procedures.
B. Franchises in New York
In New York State, the courts have held

CATV systems

are eligible to receive franchises from municipalities for the use of
their streets, amt that the attachment of regulatory conditions does

not invalidate the franchise.

But the courts also, have held that, if

the CATV system transmits its signals through the facilities of a duly
franchised telephone company, rather than through its own lines, the
CATV system need not obtain a franchise from the municipality in
which it is operating.

Franchises in New York State are required by law to be
non-exclusive, and there are provisions requiring that the award of a
franchise be preceded by notice and a public hearing.
1. General franchise provisions.

Municipal franchises

vary greatly, but most contain certain common provisions. (The term
"franchise" is used in its broadest sense
permit to use public thoroughfares.)

to cover any license or

The following generalizations

are based on an examination of 18 franchises

submitted as rtlpresenta-

tive by the New York Cable Television Association.
a, Franchise term.

Of the 18 franchises submitted only

six--or one-third--had definite terms running from the effective date
of the franchise:

Olean (10 years), Moreau (10 years)

East Fishkill

(10 years), Haverstraw (25 years), Cicero (30 years), and Penn Yan (30
years).

Another five franchises had terms which were somewhat less

definite but reasonably ascertainable:

Geddes (15 years from date first

customer is provided service),

10- years

by successive terms of 10 and

company),

,

followed

Schenectady (two successive ten-year terms, unless contrary, notice is
given by either: party, one year before' enci,of first term)
(initial term of 25 years

New. Willdsor

renewable by town for an additional 28.,years),

Lake George (initial term of 10 years, renewable by company for an
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additional 10 years, with rates subject to
renegotiation and possible
arbitration at time of renewal).
The remaining seven franchises have
terms described in
language of varying degrees of vagueness
and complexity. The Auburn
franchise, with an initial term of 15
years, provides:
"In the event this Ordinance is
by the Company, and the relationshipchgween strictly complied with
the Company and City is
found to be mutually advantageous, fYie
said
Company
shall at the expiration of the time set in, this Ordinance;
be
entitled
to a renewal
of the Ordinance under s;milar terms and
conditions
to
be.arrived
at
between the parties at that time.",

The Groton franchise, with an
initial period of 10 years,
provides that the "Grantee shall hi;ve the first
privilege of being
granted an extension of this franche for a further
term of five years
.41
...on such terms as may be agreed
between the Village and the
Grantee." The Pittsford franchise
h an initial term of 20 years,
provides that, upon notice fromr-th
,grantee, the municipality
"will

negotiate with the grantee

fora renewal or extension of this franchise

And the Jamestown franchise

with a 15 year initial term, has
a similar
provision that, upon notice from the grantee,
"the parties (will)
commence negotiations immediately'theTeafter in
good faith looking to a
furiler extension (of the franchise)
upon mutually acceptable terms."
It is possible that these
four rene al-rclauSes all are too
vague to
effect extensions of the franchises-- exond their
initial terms over
the opposition of the municipalities
involved.

However, two franchises--for Gates
and Greece- are more
specific.
Both are for initial 20 year terms
and both provide that if,
after notice and negotiations, the
parties are unable to agree upon a
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renewal, an arbitration panel "shall be duly empowered to arbitrate
the respective differences of the parties."
"While this panel shall not be considered an adjudicatory
body, it shall operate under the rules of evidence and shall, submit a
formal report of its findings to the, grantee and grantor... Renewal
of the Ordinance shall be for a period of twenty (20) years in the same
form as the instant Ordinance."

The Corning franchise is wholly indefinite as to duration.
b. Franchise exclusivity.

Only about half of the

franchises examined (10) expressly provide that they are non-exclusive.
None purports to be totally exclusive.

However, one franchise (New

Windsor) provides that areas being served by the franchised CATV system
would not be franchised to other systems -although areas not served
could be franchised to others if the franchise-holder

after notice,

did not extend service to such unserved areas.
c.

Franchise fees.

Franchise fees, normally expressed

as a percentage of gross revenues, vary considerably.

Fof the 18 fran-

chises examined, the range is from zero to 6%:
Zero
1%
2%

East Fishkill ($500 per Year)
Corning, Groton

Penn Yan,` Jamestown
2.5% - Cicero (fil-st 8 years)
3%

- Cicero (latter 22 years), Oneida, Moreau (plus
single payment of $4,500), New Windsor, Auburn,
Schenectady (first 5 years)
4% - Schenectady (second 5 years), Olean
5% - Ha.verstram, Geddes, Greece, Gates, Pittsford
6% - Lake George

Hcmever, there are variations in addition to the stipulated
percentages.

111 se include (1) the base (some. include

all gross receipts;

most are United' to gross monthly rentals and exclude installation charges) ;
(2)

the presence or absence of dollar minima (for onel or more years) ; and
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(3) the presence or absence of "favored
nation" clauses (giving the
municipality the benefit of a higher franchise fee
if one is granted
elsewhere in the county).

d. Rates to subscribers.

amined

Of the 18 franchises exonly seven contain wholly firm rate
commitments (to remain

in

effect absent mutual agreement between the
municipality and the CATV
system to change rates). Considering only the
b*sic installation and
monthly rental charges, these are
Installation

Corning
Haverstraw
Jamestown
Moreau
Olean
Penn Yan
Pittsford

$19.95
10.00
30.00
25.00
16.50
18.00
20.00

One additional franchise
rates will be filed

Monthly_Rental
$4.50
5.00
4.90
5.00
5.50
5.50
5.00

Cicero, provides that unspecified

and that these will not be
subject to change with-

out town approval.

An additional seven franchises contain
initial rates, but
include in them various mechanisms for change.
Installation

Auburn
East Fishkill
Gates
Geddes
Greece
Groton
Lake George

Auburn

$15.00 to $20.00
0 to 20.00
(in 'cabled areas)
$10.00
cabled areas)
25.00'

15.00

Monthly Rental
$5.00
4.85
4.75
5.00
4.75
4.50
5.00

"Rates charged by the Company. ?shall be fair and reasonable
and designed to meet all necessary
costs of the service, 'including a
fair rate of return on the cost, operation,
maintenance, development
and replacement of its
Properties under efficieht and economical management.
The Company agrees
that it shall be subject to all
authority now
hereafter possessed by the City, or any other
regulatory body having

competent jurisdiction to fix just, reasonable and compensatory television signal distribution rates.
(The initial rates) shall remain in
effect until changed or modified in accordance with the general standards
set out in this section...
The Company...shall serve upon the city any
(changes in its) schedule of charges at least 30 days prior to their
effective date."
East Fishkill.
Rates shall be reduced if the Company provides CATV
service to iiiother town in the same county at rates lower than those
"Any increase of the maximum charges...shall first be
specified.
approved by the Town Board...and such increase shall be permitted only
upon a showini of necessity based upon increased costs.'
Gates. A "change (up or down) in the basic price will be permitted
1751571 thirty (30) days' written notice by the grantee...if the cumulative
percent change in the price is not more than the cumulative price change
in the cost of living as measured by the official standard of the United
States,", using December 1968 as abase. If the grantee proposes a
greater change in price and the municipality disapproves, the Municipa
lity's Executive "will hold an administrative hearing (at which the
rules of evidence will be followed)...at which time the grantee and the
Municipality's Executive will offer evidence to show what a fair price
should be. The test of a fair price will be the Price which will produce a fair rate of return on the value of the total investment, needed
to provide CATV service to subscribers in Rochester at the time such"a
determination is made. Further, a fair rate of return is defined as
that rate of earnings which will enable the grantee to maintain its
credit and the integrity of the value of its capital and permit the
grantee to attract capital in the market place. at reasonable cost rates
in competition with other companies with similar risk characteristics
for a reasonable time Period in the futIre. The total income or return
available to pay for the use of such capital will not be more or less
than the rate of income earned by other investors in similar. or comparable companies with corresponding risks and uncertainties...

"If, in the future the State of New York or the Federal
Government regulates the rates of the grantee for the service provided
for in this license, this section shall be of no effect during such
state or federal regulation to the extent of any conflict therewith."
Geddes.
"Rates chargeu by the Company for service hereunder shall be
riTYind reasonable. The Company agrees that it shall be subject to
all authority now or hereafter possessed by the Town, or any other
regulatory body having competent jurisdiction, to fix just, reasonable
and compensatory television signal distribution rates." The initial
rates "shall not be inceased
r
approval (31 the Town Board, but
the Board will not unreasonably withhold its approval for increases
in the rates if conditions warrant the same."

Groton.
"The rates and charges established by this
franchise shall.
Ecif-Te7 increased without prior approval of
the
Village
Board of
Trustees. Such increase shall be permitted only
if
increased
costs
of operation show such increase to be reasonutle
and necessary.
Similarly, the rates and charges may be decreased by the Village
Board provided such decrease shall permit the Grantee a reasonable
profit or return on his investment.

Lake George.
"Any increase in the maximum charges must first be
approved by the Town Board..., and will be permitted
if increased
costs show it to be reasonably necessary."

There are no rate provisions in the New Windsor, Oneida
or Schenectady franchises, although the latter requires
the Company to
furnish the City a schedule of rates.

Most of the franchises with rate provisions contain specifications for rates in addition to the basic
installation and rental
charges quoted above. Some are quite cryptic
and others quite extensive (covering additonal sets, removals, restorals
and the lik ). Some
permit rates to be negotiated with commercial
custamers, and in some
instances (notably installaiions beyond a prescribed
distance from the

most comprehensive prohibition against discrimination appears in the
Auburn franchise:
"The Company shall not, as to rates,, charges,
facilities, rules, regulations or in any other respect, makeservice
or grant
any preference or advantage to any person, nor subject
any
person
to
any prejudice or disadvantage.
"The Company shall file with the
its policy for extending service to sparselY City Clerk a statement of
settled sections within the
City.
Such policy shall not discriminate with
respect to any applicants
so that all applicants will be entitled to service at the same rates as
applicable to =all users."

number of other frees, but wbject always to qualification.

Thus,

as to Gates, Greece

Pittsford,, the franchises though containing
general anti-discrdrThdrzra.tion clauses provide that "any area within -the
Municipality with 60 homes per mile of system may be added to the
system on a schedule that is convenient and reasonable to said grantee.
As to Geddes, Penn Yan New Windsor a.nd Schenectady, the general antidiscrimination clause is followed by a proviso to the effect that

"nothing in this permit and franchise shall be deemed to prohibit the
establishment of ..a graduated scale of charges and classified rate
schedules to which any customer coming within such classification would
be entitled." In addition, the latter franchise has a special provision
pertaining to unserved areas:
"The Town Board recognizes that it may not be feasible to
- provide ,service to all areas of the-Town simultaneously, due
to economic
considerations. Therefore, the Company shall have the right to
determine the order in which it will provide service to various geographic
locations within the Town. However, should the. Company fail to
service to any locations (within two years of the franchise date),provide
-and
should another qualified firm offer to serve such locations in accord
ance with the terms of this Contrafcit,, the Town shall :notify the Company
in writing that it has received sucli, an offer. The Company Strall then
have six months from tiiii-ate of such notification
tam provide
service to the locatiamar-.mrecifiecl, If such service im-which
°as not commenced
within sal& six-month ree=iod, the Town may contract for service in the
aforementioned

locationswith any firm it may

select."

In lieu IrE
i-discrionination clauses, some fraan=liises
simply require servictmizm all who desire it. The Jamestown franchise,
for example4 yrovides: 41(Gm-antee
individual or corporal:lona to have access. to the services of
of this Franchise subject only to the payment" of stipulated
The Groton franchise is similar. However, there are qualifications in
other franchises. The. Lake George franchise states: "Distribution

facilities will be installed in those
areas of the Town which are
populated, or have a population density
of approximately 40 homes per
lineal mile." The Moreau franchise
contains a similar qualification.
The population density exclusion is 60
dwellings per lineal mile in
the franchise 6f East Fishkill.
The Corning franchise simply requires
that the franchisee
shall supply CATV 'service to all
persons desiring the service offered
in any area of the City where said cable is installed"
upon payment of
stipulated charges. The Schenectady
franchise requires service to
residents 'wherever practicable." Four franchises
are silent on the
subject of discrimination and duty to serve.

One franchise provision which bears on discrimination,
and
the duty of the Company to serve,
that enabling the company to promul_gate rules.
In the Geddes franchise, for example
the Company has the
authority
"to promulgate such rules, regulations,
terms and-,conditions
governing the conduct of its business
as
shall
be
reasonably
enable the Company to exercise its rights
necessary to
and perform its obligations
under this permit and franchise, and
to assure an uninterrupted service
to each and all of its-customers.
Provided, however, that such rules,
regulations, terms and conditions shall
visions hereof or of laws of the State not be in conflict with the pro
of New York, and shall, where
applicable, be subject to approval
by the regulatory body, local, State
or Federal, having jurisdiction over the Company's
operations."

The Auburn and Penn Yan franchises are similar,
A more
abbreviated provision appears in the New ,Witridso
and Schenectady franchises.

f. Free services and facilities.

Of the 18 franchises

examined, 14 Provide some form of free or reduced-rate
service to, schools
or municipal buildings or both. The general
pattern includes, as a

-
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minimum, waiver of monthly rental charges for one or more "drops" at
schools.

One franchise (East Fishkill) also provides for

a 30.%

-reduction in rates for certain elderly persons.

Seven franchises provide for provision of a channel for
community or educational use
channei to be made 'available
scribers in the City of Olean"

to the sub-

Haverstrawl
channel to be made available for 'municipal
and educational closed circuit programming."
Oneida: no charge "for transmitting any education program
on any channeIEZT4contemplated or hereafter to be made available."
East Fishiciii:

system to be made "available to the Town in
accordance with reasonable rules and regulations," with the Company to
furnish studios and equipment.
Cicero:

facilities for

reservation mf "one channel and the requisite
originated educational programs."

Moreau:
requirement of "facilities for transmitting local
civic events and affairs.'
Lake George::
requirement of one 'closed circuit channel
fcr exclusive community lime."

With the exception of the Oneida_fmanchise--which is

ambiguous as to the nature of the CATV operatoes obligation--none of
these franchises are clear on whether the channels will be furnished free
of charge, although such is the probable intent.
A number of franchises also provide. that the CATV system 's

poles may be used, withoOt charge, for town police and fire alarm systems.
.

Schedules for construction and operation.

The

franchises vary widely as to..the time at which construction and service

shall commence:
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Jamestown:
franchise is void if no pole attachment agreement
is obtained within one year of date of franchise, or if no construction
is undertaken within one year of FCC microwave approval of three independent New York City channels.

Greece: construction shall commence within 360 days after
procurement o pole attachment agreements and necessary consents from
the FCC to carry distant signals.
Gates:

'same as Greece.

Moreau: installation.shall commence within 30 days after
obtaining microwave authority from FCC and consummation of pole
attachment agreement with
companies.

utility

Oneida: service shall begin within 15 months of franchise
execution.

Haverstraw: construction shall commence within 6 months of
pole attachment agreements and continue "with due diligence until
completion."
Lake George: construction shall, be commenced within one
year of :franchise date and service provided to customers not later than
February 1, 1971 (date of franchise is December 31, 1969).

Schenectady: application shall be made to FCC for microwave'
authority within 60 days, and construction small be commenced within
15 months of effective date of franchise.

East Fishkill: service shall begin within twelve months
after

cutie

of. Tranchise.

Cicero: installation_ shall abe commenced within 90 days after
effective da't-Orfranchise and extensions and service shall be pursued

with "due; diligence."

New Windsor: installation shall commence within six months
after completion of pole attachment agreements, and service shall be
made available within six months, from the date on which construction is
begun or within two years from the date of the franchise, whichever is
earlier.
in operation within nine

months from

Geddes: service shall begin within 18 months after the company has obt"ST.Te-dall necessary local, state and, federal authorizations ,
including approval to, carry proposed distant signals and pole attachment
agreements with utilities.

Pittsford.: construction shall commence within 360 calendar
days after procuring the-:netessay pole-71ine attathments, and necessary
consents from the FCC to.-.receive signals
Olean: service shall commence within six :months of execution
--of franChise agreement.
franchise shall be contingent .up :on execution o
Penn Yan:
Role attachment agreement with utility within 12 months of date of
franchise., and construction within 18 months.

Auburn: service shall legin within one year- of the effective
odate of the franchise, or within ame year after all necessary permits
and authorizations (including utiYfty attachment agTeements and micromave authority) are received, whichever is later.
Corning: none.

In Considering the effectiveness of the

requirements, con-

sideration must be given to the pagalation dens±ty exclusions, and other
noted above in connection with anti-discrimination pro-

qualifications

be noted that provisions:peTtmaming to the

visions .
.

.

commencemeaZ p-

.

initiation of construction, UL C VCR.
e

CASUcl.A.L,

not accompanied by provisions governing, the ex.tension of service to
areas :in the franchised territniy.
h.

Construction andLimaintenance

oe

systems

general, the franchises require that the CATV system zuse the poles of
existing utilities where available, and, if additional poles are necessary
-that the CATV system obtain municipal approval for-the construction of

such poles.

Facilities are required to be constructed in such a way .as

not to obstruct traffic or interfere with use of public ways; and, in
=some cases

undergroundin

to place their facilities

s mandated where other utilities are required
underground.

The CATV system is resPOnsible

for the expense of any = repairs its installations may require to be Made

to public property and for the expense of 'relocating its facilities if

necessary to accommodate changes in municipal facilities.
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Construction generally is required to conform::' o the National
Electric Safety Code and all state and local laws.

In add-nn,

some

franchises specify the type and placement of facilities; atnfa. a few require
that resident employees be available
Greece

Pittsford

Gates).

to repair CATV faces Maverstraw,

A number impose such general reguirements as

that the system shall be "maintained in safe condition"

(fia-ling);

installations shall be "of permanent nature, durable aaaaJmiltalled in
accordance with good engineering practice"

(Lake Geo=ge54.

shall be installed and maintained "in accordance with thre
of good engineering practices'

facilities "shall at all times be kept and maintained in

Pittsford).

est standards

(Cicero); the system shdLLumpintain "high

quality standards prevailing in the television cable i

substantial condition

te CATV system

and in good order and repair" (Gate

Olean, New Windsor aad Schenectady fr.

(Penn Yan);

Ante

suitable,

(Greece,

s incorporate

language from various of the previous examples.
Service stazdards:

programming and :relBaspects.

Of the 18 franchises examined, 10 specify the minimum nuthrrmf channels

Groton
0neida,_PennYan (six from western Isittwi Work and three
to be imported by microwave)
Cbrning
jamestoWn, Auburn (including one educational),
Olean (plus FM),''East', Fishkill (plus FM; also
11 of 12 channels assigned to specificstations).
Fifteen:',Geddes--(pluSFM)
TWenty:
Lake George (including.9 assigned to siwcified
teleyision.'statigna1Hone channel fOrtdime weather
And 4iUblic. service, announcements; .one-:t.Iannel for
-neWs tickeri and -one:channel for communivy use).

Seven franchises, require the carriage of all local signals
(Gates, Geddes, Greece

Jamestown, Oneida, Pittsford, Schenectady), and

one requires that, if distant signals are imported, all local signals shal:

Three franchises proscribe pay television (Jamestow;

be carried (Corring).

Olean and Schenectady), and one (Olean) prohibits as well (i) origination
(except automatic unsponsored time and weather), (ii) advertising (except
as such is involved in the retransmission of broadcast television signals),

and (iii) duplication of the local television station (to the point of
permitting cancellation of the franchise if the

local television station

is forced off the air).
In addition

a number of franchises expressly require 24-hour

operation SO that television signals can be received at any time (Olean,
Lake George, Oneida

East Fishkill).

C".06r4

4-1 ri-ers

+ nor. ei

1

.2

A nAnarl° ovNmtc:-

Six of the 18 franchises examined, require that the CATV system be capable

of color transmission, at least 'where technical y feasible"' (glean,
Oneida

East Fishkill, Greece, Gates, Pittsford).

Five specify that

local office be maintained to receive complaints (Haverstraw, Penn Yan,
Greece

Gates, Pittsford).

Six

require prior notice of any-interruption

in service except in the case of emergency (Auburn
Pittsford, Gates

Greece

.

Geddes, Penn Yam,

Several state, in general terMs, that reception

by non-subscribers shall not be subject to, interference (Moreau, Lake
George

SchenectadThand a few spedify that signal quality shall conform

to FCC standards

Greece

Pittsford)0

are more detailed in some franchises.

But technical specifications

Thus, the Oneida franchise requires

"Radiation from the system shall be less than the following:
0 to 54 mc.
b. 64 to 132 mc.
c. 132 to 216 mc.
d. 216 mc. up
a.

15
20
50
15

microvolts
microvolts
microvolts
microvolts

per
per
per
per

meter
meter
meter
meter

at 100 foot
at it) Pddt

at 10 feet
at 100 feet

"Radiation shall be measured in accordance with sub-part B
of the Federal Communications Commission's specifications, paragraph
15.161.

"The system shall provide a signal of no less than 1,000
microvolts per meter across a 300 ohm termination at the point to which
the receiver is normally connected on all utilized channels.
"The system amplitude vs. frequency response shall not vary
more than 2 decibels across the 6 mc band width of any television channel
utilized.

"The signal to noise ratio on any television channel utilized
shall be no less than 40 db.
"60 cycle hummodulation shall not exceed 2 percent.
"Cross modulation effects on any channel shag be at least
40 db. below the picture, carrier level.
"All measurements shall be made in accordance with good
practicc."

Detailed specifications of a similar character are included
in the. Olean franchise

character
Cicero

are,

and specifications of a somewhat different

included in the Corning franchise.

See Appendix E

and East Fishkill franchises refer to system specifications, but

none were attached

the documents examined.

Most franchises do not contain detailed technical specifications.

They provide-instead for service quality in general terms. .Thus,

Pittsford franchise provides:
"The grantee shall:

Produce a picture meeting all technicial standards
escribed, or to be prescribed, by the rules :'and regulations of (the
(1)

Limit failures to a minimum by locating and correcting
malfunctions promptly.
(2)

Demonstrate by instruments and otherwise to subscribers
that a signal of adequate strength and quality is being delivered.
(3)

"The grantee shall render efficient service, make repairs
promptly, and interrupt service only for good cause and for the shortest
time possible..."
The Greece and Gates franchises are similar.

The Groton franchise provides that the grantee shall furnish
"a wire service capable of producing as good a quality of
television picture or reception as may be practicable from time to time,
and shall make all reasonable and practicable betterments of said services
as improvements in the sciencies of the carrying of television signals
shall warrant, as well as in the elimination of radio interference."
The Lake George, East Fishkill and Moreau franchises are
similar.

More abbreviated general service standards appear in the

franchises of Penn Yen, New Windsor

SChenectady and Haverstraw.

"The Company shall maintain and operate its system and render
efficient service in accordance with the rules and regulations as are, or
may be set fbrth by the Board as Provided for in Section 12 of this
resolution, or by any regulatory body, State or Federal, having jurisdiction of the Company's-operations.
"Sec. 12... The right is hereby reserved to the Town to adopt,
in addition tothe provisions herein contained and existing applicable
ordinances, such additional regulations as it shall find necessary in the
exercise of the police power, provided that such regulations, by ordinance
or otherwise, shall be reasonable, and not in conflict with the rights
herein granted, and shall not be in conflict with the laws of the State
of New York."
The Auburn franchise is similara

No general service standard appears in the Cicero or
Jamestown franchises.

Me Oneida franchise contains a clause proscribing

signal degradation.
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Several franchises contain additional provisions of interest
in relation to maintenance of service.
accordtince

1

After requiring "serviLc

(h the best accepted standards of the industry, so as to

provide its subscribers with, the high6Pst possible level of quality and

reliability," the New Windsor franchise provides that:

"At such time as certain standards are established by a
Federal and/or State regulatory agency for performance of cable television
systems, then the system operated by the Company in the Town shall comply
with such standardsn"

The Olean franchise, in addition to the detailed technical
specifications noted above, provides:

"City may employ a representative of a recognized national
manufacturing company or an independent CATV consultant of recognized
stature within the industry at the sole expense of the Company to
inspect in the presence of City employees and Company employees the
technical operation of the physical facilities of the Company.
"...The person so emplc)yed will render...a report as to the
adequacy of service .being renderedtogether with recommendations as to
their improvement ... The CempanY agrees to take such action as is
recommended in the report: within a reasonable time after` receipt of
.

copy .thereof .."

The Moreau. franChiSe in addition to the general service
standard no ted aboVe

previdf0S:that

at theoption of the town, :a clause

may be added to the franchise requiring "prompt and diligent steps''

the Company to remedy "any complaint of sub standard signal or reception,
or of interference with signal or reception, either by a subscriber or
non-subscriber' within 9 6 hours. if not remedied within this time, the

complaint must be submitted to a "CATV Grievance Committee"
have authority to determine the source of the L.:0;1T.! aint

the CATV Company to remedy the situation

caused by its fault.
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which will

and to require

with all due diligence" if

"In the event that said problem is of such aggravated
nature as to seriously impair complainant's reception, and an unreasonable
length of time will be required to remedy the situation,. (the Company)
agrees that during this period (a) if complainant is a subscriber, all
rental fee shall be waived, and (b) if complainant is a non-subscriber,
free use of the system shall be provided until the condition has been
--alleviated."
k.

Service ztandards:

innovation.

As noted above, several

franchises provide, in general terms, for improvements in the CATV system
to match advances in the art.

In addition, several franchises (Greece,

Gates, Pittsford) provide:

"It shall be the policy of the Municipality liberally to
amend this franchise upon application of the grantee, when necessary
to enable the grantee to take advantage of any developments in the field
of transmission of television and radio signals which will afford it an
opportunity more effectively, efficiently or economically to serve its
Provided, however, that this Section shall not be construed
customers.
to require the Municipality to make any amendment or to prohibit it from
unilaterally chamging its policy stated herein."
The same franchises contain these provisions:
"The grantee shall, at all times during the life of the franchis
be subject LU all lawrui eXeicise of the police powei by the Muaiciparity
and to such reasonable regulation as the Municipality shall. hereafter
provide.

"The right is hereby reserved to the Municipality or the Counci
to prescribe, in addition to the provisions contained herein, and in
applicable ordinances, such additional regulations as it shall find
necessary, provided that such regulations, by ordinance or otherwise,
shall be reasonable."
The Gates and Greece franchises add at the end:
the rights herein granted."

"and not in conflict with

It is possible that clauses of this type, or

of the type noted in the preceding section (the Geddes franchise, section
12), might provide a basis for municipal requirement of system improvement
Rights of subsequent town regulation are reserved in the franchises of
Auburn

Cicero' Groton, Olean

Penn Yan and Corning (the latter as to,

reception of ETV and FM radio signa s only).

One.significant.limitation on future innovation may be the
manner in Which the franchise. grants are phrased.Virtnally all of them

describe CATV s stems as engaged in the reception

transmission and

distribution of television (and sometimes radio) signals.

The Greece,

Gates, Pittsford and Lake George franchises describe this function as
the "primary" purpose of the system, presumably leaving roam for additional
incidental activities.

The New Windsor franchise encompasses the

"transmission of visual and/or audio signals by means of electrical
impulses over coaxial cables or other suitable means, consistent with the
services being offered and the state-of-the-art within the industry,"
and the Olean franchise is slightly ambiguous in its reference to
"television electronic, electrical and radio signals, audio and video."
The Havcrstraw and Oneida franchises are so cryptic that some latitude
for new operations may be found in their lack of specificity.

Only the

Schenectady franchise is broadly worded to encompass transmission of
"television, radio, electrical and electronic energy, pictures, sounds,

signals, impulses and communications, uni-directional and multi-directiona1
of every nature and description, audio and video, embracing any and all of
the frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum, and to otherwise engage

in the business, services and activities generally known and practiced
now and in the future by community antenna television and audio communications services."
1.

Business restrictions.

Fifteen of the eighteen franchise:

preclude the CATV operator from engaging in the business of selling or repairing television sets.

Two additional franchises (and two of the above

fifteen) preclude the CATV operator from designating the source (or, in
one case, the type) of television equipment employed by the subscriber.
Transfer.

Fifteen of the eighteen franchises preclude

transfer of the franchise without the consent of the municipality.

One

franchise bars assignment altogether (Pittsford); one appears to permit
an unconsented assignment as long as proper notice to the municipal
authorities is given (Moreau); and one franchise says nothing on the
subject (Jamestown).

Despite the prevalence of franchise transfer provisions, they
vary markedly in scope.

Some apply to the system property, while most

are limited to the franchise itself.

Some expressly apply to mortgages;

some expressly do not; and some are silent on the point.

franchises expressly encompass transfers of the stock

Only three

of the franchised

corporation ( Auburn, Ea t Fishkill, Schenectady).
n.

Abandonment.

Abandonment of CATV operations is not

mentioned in most franchises, presumably imposing on the CATV operator
the obligation to continue service for the duration of the franchise.

However, two franchises provide that the CATV operator may abandon

oporaions on notice to the municipality:

Jamestown requires 90 days

notice, and New Windsor 60 days notice.
o.

Reports and inspections.

Most franchises require the

franchised operator to supply various reports and documents to the town.
These include:

Certifications or statements of gross income:
Other financial statements:

eleven

four

Copies of documents filed with other govermental
authorities:

four

Maps and plats of existing or proposed construction
Plans and progress reports:
Company rules:

.two
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five

six

Performance data:

one

Any report required by the city:

two

All but two franchises contain some kind of reporting requirement, but there is no franchise with a requirement of a uniform
system of accounts, and the four that require

financial statements are

either cryptic;, in their terminology or call for very limited financial

information.

Six franchises provide for an audit or inspection of books
and records of the company; and three permit the municipality to inspect the
company's properties as well.

But one franchise is limited to inspection

of gross income records and company rules; one is limited to company

properties; and seven have no provision whatever for inspection of company records or property.
p.

Insurance and indemnification.

require some form of insurance.

All eighteen franchises

All but one require public liability

insurance, and nine require workmen's compensation coverage as well. All
but one include undertakings by the CATV system to indemnify the city
for any damages or liabilities incurred by the latter as a result of the
system's operations.
q.

Performance bonds and right of, cancellation.

Eight of

the eighteen franchises require a deposit, surety or performance bond

to secure faithful performance of the CATV operator's responsibilities, in
the following amounts:
$5,000
$10,000

-

$20,00.0

-

$25 000

-

one
three
on6
three

The $20,000 performance bond (Moreau) is required to be accompanied by
an

"escrow account (containing) so much of the installation
charges paid to the Grantee by the purchasers of this service as would
adquately reimburse such customers in the event of failure to continue
the service contracted for, and the Grantee shall certify to the accuracy
of account to the Town...quarterly.'
Fourteen of the eighteen franchises afford the town a right

of cancellation in the event of violation of the franchise by the CATV
operator (and sometimes certain other contingencies,notably insolvency
of the operator).

One franchise (Moreau) apparently limits the right of

cancellation to instances in which the franchise operator fails to pay
its fees to the town or to render reports related to such fees.

Three

franchises are silent on the matter of cancellation.

One franchise (Groton) provides for fines in addition to a
right of raprpllatinp:

$cn c,...

..
::

circ4- .r4ninf.; ....,
'"

__ y(Finn
,wv
...r_.A

9

....--1,

r

subsequent violations.
r.

SuperSedint_kEWation.

conformity to federal

Most of the franchises require

state and local law on a wide variety of subjects.

But several franchises are more specific on the subject of subsequently
enacted regulatory measures.

The presence of such a provision in the

New Windsor franchise, relative to service quality, alreadY has been noted.
Also noted above is the provision in the Gates,

Greece and Pittsford

franchises providing for supersession of their rate provisions in the
event of future federal or state regulation of rates.

In addition,

the latter three franchises provide:
The, provisions of this franchise of any right privilege
"(a)
or license granted hereunder shall be subject to any federal (including
Federal Communications Commission) and state legislation, rules or
regulations enacted or adopted or which shall hereafter be adopted

pertaining to the construction, operation, and maintenance of closedcircuit television transmission and transmission and distribution
systems commonly known as CATV.
",(b)
If any agency of the Federal government or the State
of New York shall, by law, be given general authority and regulatory
control over grantee, which authority shall supersede the authority of
Municipality to issue the rights and privileges granted by Municipality
to grantee under this franchise, then all obligations of grantee to
Municipality under this franchise shall likewise cease and be unenforceable
at law."

The Jamestown franchise provides more simply:
"In the event that by law jurisdiction over (the CATV system)
is given to the Federal Communications Commission, the New York Public
Service Commission, or any other State or Federal governmental body,
Grantee hereby agrees to comply with whatever requirements may be
imposed as .a result thereof, including modifications of the rates (to
subscribers) and fees (to the City), irrespective of the fact that Grantee
has commenced operations prior to such jurisdiction having been asserted."

s.

Status of the system on termination of the franchise.

Four franchises provide that, upon expiration or other termination
of the franchise, the CATV operator shall remove all its facilities
from public thoroughfares (Schenectady, Jamestown
George).

Olean, Lake

Two other franchises are similar except that they provide

that, with the consent of the town, some of the CATV facilities
may be abandoned in place (Oneida, East Fishkill).
Three franchises do not deal with the ultimate disposition of the system, but do provide that the CATV oper-tor may
be required to maintain and operate the system, following termination
of the franchise, while the town determines upon a future course' of

action (Penn Yan, Geddes

Auburn).

Two franchises deal with limited contingencies only
The Groton franchise provides that, if the revocation of the
franchise is attributable to bankruptcy or franchise violation by
the CATV operator, the town "shall issue such directions as may be
reasonable with respect to,the disposition of the cable and other
equipment and appurtenances of the Grantee."
franchise provides that

The New Windsor

if the franchise is terminated at the

option of the company, the company shall have six months to remove
its facilities from public thoroughfares; any, company property not

so removed shall become the property of the town.
Seven franchises contain no provision whatever dealing,

with the status of the system upon expiration or other termination
of the franchiSe.
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2. Franchises in New York City,

Since 1965, three

cable television companies have been authorized to operate in New
York City under interim franchises.

In 1968, Mayor Lindsay received

a compTehensive report from his Advisory Task Force on'CATV and
Telecommunications

headed by Fred W° Friendly.

In 1970, New York

City awarded long-term contracts to two of the three existing franchisees. Because New York encompasses such a large percentage of.
the State's population, and because both the task force report and
the franchises are among the most sophisticated attempts at achieving
effective municipal regulation, both will be considered in some
detail°
a. Task force recommendations,

The task force recommended

that the City be divided into approximately ten areas, each to be
served by a separate cable company.
The recommendation for separate service areas was based
on these considerations:

(1) A cable system "does not have a costly

central facility as does

for example

a telephone system;", "there

would be no large savings if a single system were required for the
entire City;"

(2) Technological compatibility can be achieved

through regulation

so there is no technological necessity for a

single system. (3) A single system might result in undue diffusion
of effort which would slow down the introduction of cable television.
(4) The multiplicity of systems would enable each to serve as a yardstick for the otheTs.

The recommendation for a single CATV system in each area
was defended on these grounds:
(1) an unlimited number of systems,
leading to say ten systems in an area, would result in high costs
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and high charges to subscribers; (2) with such a number, there would
be inconvenience resulting from laying many cables in the same
street; (3) with only two or three systems per area

there may be

some beneficial competition without these adverse consequences, but
probably it would be short-lived:

"Either one system would come to

dominate a cable television service area because it offered superior
service, with its rivals ultimately abandoning the field, or the
rival systems would collude and coexist

0.4.out competing "

According to the task force report, the cable operator
for each area should be selected according to these criteria:

(1) It must be financially and technically qualified and
of good general character.

(2) It must submit a plan indicating mode and timing of
installation (backed by a performance bond).
(3) It must not be a local television station or be
affiliated with such a station.

(4) A selection among qualified applicants for an area
should be made by open, competitive bidding, based on payment of a
percentage of gross revenues to the City.
(5) Multiple ownership of the various City cable systems
should not be permittedo
The task force recommended that the, franchises be for

ten-year terms with opportunity for renewal.
The, t ask, force recommended that ,all systems have at least

18 channels; that the systems be compatible and interconnected; and

that the City regulate the quality oftechnical perfonmance.
Assuming 18 channels, the task force recommended that
they be allocated as follows:
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(a) Eleven channels

carriage of local signals.

(b) Three channels reserved for the City for

icipal

purposes (2:12, in-school instruction,, vocational training programs,

provision of space to private nonprofit organizations or Witical
candidates, service to particular ethnic groups).
(c) Two chapels for leasing to others, wf.th preference
an a one chamnel, to

service organizations (rates to b

regulated

by the City).
(d) Two channels to be operated by the cable -0)41%erator,

one for public service programs ad_ the other as -a geaeraL J,Omoadcaster.

As addat-Aonad-channels become available, the ta5k force

recommended that they be allocated along similar lines.
The task force would permit financing of pr418Tams by

commercials or by subscription.

Rut the City would get 'a minimum

of 25% of revenues from pay television.

The task force saw this

point as applicable to four channels ((c) and (d), above).
The task force further recommended:.

1. That franchises not be transferable without the consent of the City.
2

That CATV systems not be permitted to discriminate

among areas to be served, serving the rich but not the poor--everyone
wishing to subscribe should have CATV service available

.

3. That landlords be required to permit tenants to subscribe

obtaining the required right of way by eminent domain pro-

ceedings if necessary.

4. That CATV systems using telephone facilities be re-

quired to obtain a municipal franchise and be subjected to municipal
regulation (including the payment of franchise fees).
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S. That the City secure for CATV operators space in the

ducts operated by New York Telephone Company or its subsidiary, exercising existing contract rights to duct access in Manhattan and the
Bronx and eminent domain proceedings in the other boroughs if
necessary.

6. That the rates, of CATV systems be regulated at regular

intervals--on the one hand, to protect the subscriber against excessive charges, and, on the other, to provide the cable television
company with a fair return and the incentive to serve its F,ubscribers
well

7. That irn the event of poor performance, renewal of a

franchise should be denied, "and new applicants for the particular
cable television service area should be invited to come forward.

The City Government also should retain the right during the life of
an authorization to terminate it where there is a substantial failure
or inability to perforiA."

8. That a new municipal office for cable television and
cable telecommunications should be established to supervise cable
television operations and advise the Mayor and Board of Estimate of
any actions that may be warranted.

b. The 1970 franchises

In 1970, the New York City Board

of Estimate awarded identical franchises to two CATV companies, one
for the northern half of Manhattan and one for the southern half.
The term cf:

franchise is twenty years

subject to reopening and

renegotiation of all provisions after ten years (except as to duration
of the franchiSe and identity of the franchisee)

arbitration.

The franchises are non-exclusive and are not transferable except with the consent of the City.
The terms of the franchlses are quite complex and provide
for channels in addition to the eleven devoted to carriage of local
signals:
"City Channels" means channels on the System which
are reserved by this contract for use by the City.

"Public Channels" means channels on the System which
are reserved by this contract for carriage of program material
provided by persons who lease channel time and,if necessary,studio
facilities, from the Company...
"Company Channel" means the channel on the System which
is reserved by this contract for the carriage of program material
originated by the Company or by another person in accordance with
the F.C.C.'s cablecasting rules and regulations.
"Additional Channels" means the channels on the System
so designated in this, contract which the Company may use for such
purposes as automated programming, Additional Service, over-the-air
television broadcasts authorized but not required by the
to
be carried on the Company's System, or other video and/or F.C.C.
audio
programming. ."
G

"Additional Service" means any communications service
other than Basic Service, provided over its System by the Company
directly or as a carrier for its subsidiaries, affiliates or any
other person engaged in communications services including,by
way of example but not limited to, burglar alarm, data or other
electronic intelligence transmission, facsimile reproduction, meter
reading, and home shopping.
"Basic Service" means the simultaneous delivery by the
Company to television receivers (or any other suitable type of audiovideo communication receivers), of all subscribers in the District
of all signals of over-the-air television broadcasters required by
the Federal Communications Commission to be carried by a community
antenna television system as defined by the F.C.C.; the Company
Channel; City Channels except as ,may be designated for special purposes by the Director of Communications; Public Channels; and Additional Channels at the option of the Company:"

At the outset the franchisee is required to transmit 17
channels to residential subscribers to be used as follows: eleven
channels for local signals

one Company Channel

two City Channels and one Additional Channel.

two Public Channels,

Within three years,

the system is required to be capable of delivering 24 channels to
residential subscribers.

The seven additional channels are to be

assigned as follows:

one City Channel, two Public Channels,and
(one is specified),
three Additional Channels/ In order to assure that subscribers are
able to receive all channels, the cable company is required to pro-

vide all customers with "converters," with a capacity of 24 channels,
by the end of 1971.

A converter is defined as "an electronic device

which converts signals to a frequency not susceptible to interference
within the television receiver of a subscriber, and by an appropriate
channel selector also permits a subscriber to view all signals delivered at designated dial locations."

With respect to City Channels, Public Channels, and
Additional Channels, the franchises include the following specific
provisions:

"For the purpose of permitting the simultaneous transmission into any one or more subdistricts of isolated, discrete
signals of City Channels, Public Channels, and the Company Channel,
the Company shall within four (4) years from the effective date of
this contract have arranged the System so that it is capable of
such transmission to no less than ten (10) subdistricts, each 'containing approximately the same number of dwelling units. Furthermore, the Company shall immediately undertake the development of
a plan to divide the District into the greatest number of sub=
districts possible, which subdistricts may be variously, combined
so as to constitute neighborhood communities, school districts,
Congrassional districts, State Senate and Assembly districts, and
the like, for the simultaneous transmission into any one or illore
of such subdistricts of such isolated, discrete signals.
Such
plan shall be submitted to the Director of Franchises within a
reasonable time after the effective date of this contract. The
Director shall approve or modify .such plan giving due 'regird to
economic, technological and engineering considerations, Within a
reasonable time thereafter, such plan shall be implemented and the
System be capable of simultaneous transmission of such isolated
signals.
It is the intention of the parties under this subdivision
that the System be capable of simultaneous delivery of different
programming to each subdistrict at the same dial locations.
"Withont'charge to the City, the Company shall proYide
all facilities necessary to pick up the signals of City Channels
and transmit them throughout the System from a studio whose
location.in the e-District shall be designated by the Director of
Communications after consultation with the. Company.

"For the presentation
programming on Public Channels,
the Company shall lease time and, If necessary, adequate studio,
facilities to members of the public- at rates filed pursuant to Sectii
6 of this contract, and pursuant tr_ rules and regulations promulgates
by the Director of Franchises. Appropriate technical assistance sha:
also be furnished by the Company, Time shall be leased on a firstcome, first-served basis, except that the Company shall endeavor to
lease such channel time to as many, different persons as is practical;
it being the intent of the parties that such Public Channels serve as
a significant source of diversified expression,
In order that there
be a maximum opportunity for freedom of expression by members of the
public, such programming shall bn free from any control by the Compar
as to program content, except as is required to protect the Company
from liability under applicable lawn The Director of Franchises may_
direct that the Company discontinue, or not deliver, a program on
the Public Channels which he finds to be essentially promotional or
otherwise related primarily to the conduct of .a business, trade, or
profession; provided, however, that this provision shall not be construed as a prohibition of advertiser-supported programming on Public
Channels, Such a direction shall not prejudice any person's right
to utilize any other transmission service offered by the Company.

"Priority on Additional Channels shall be given to the
use of the System's transmission capability by persons other than the
Company, its subsidiaries and affiliates, to provide auxiliary communications services of kinds different from those provided over the
other types of Channels specified herein- There shall be open, nondiscriminatory access to such Channels within the limits of available capacity
However, to the extent such channels are not so used,
they may be used for audio-video programming by others who lease time
segments thereon or for auxiliary services rendered by the Company,
its subsidiaries or affiliates. When any of such channels are used
for audio-video programming, the Company may determine the reasonable length of time segments to be leased, impose reasonable limitations on the general type of programs for which such, segments are
made available, and itself use segments which it is unable to lease
to other persons.
If at any time after five years from the effective
date of this contract the Board determines,following a public hearing
on notice, that rendition of any ;auxiliary service by the Company or
a subsidiary or affiliate has tended to create a monopoly or to restrain trade, the Board may issue such direction relating thereto as
it deems appropriate to protect the public interest, including an
order to discontinue one or more particular services or to divest
any financial interest in the entity operating such service or services within a reasonable time.
.

"At .those daily time :segments -during which no signals
are transmitted over Public 'Channels'or City Channels; the Company
may..utilize such-channels for any .purpose .consistent with the pro-.
visions of'this contract. Upon request of the:Company, the Director
of Communications shall notify'the Company as far in advance as is
practical of any contemplated fallow time on City Ichannels.

"The Company shall not engage in Pay Television, nor
shall it deliver signals of any person engaged in Pay Television,
unless and until affirmatively authorized by the F.C.C.
It is understood by the parties that the failure of the F.C6C. to prohibit Pay
Television, as is presently the case, shall not constitute such an
affirmative authorization. When and if so authorized, the Company
shall not engage in, nor deliver the signals of any person engaged
in, Pay Television until the amount of compensation payable to the

City -b-y--thc

C'"1-'

-ether person engt-m-e-din

PayrdieVisroiritas-- ' '

been fixed by the Board. Such compensation shall not exceed tweatyfive (25) percent of the Gross Receipts attributable to such Pay
vision.
The irctor
e
of C ommunications shall thereafter designatTelee
a dial locatDion therefor.

"In the operation of the .Company Channel, the Company
provide, on a non-discriminatory basis, a reasonable amount of
floc: time to legally qualified candidates for public office.

shall

"Pay television" is defined to mean "the delivery over the System of

video signals in intelligible form to Residential Subscribers for a
fee or charge (over and above the charge for Basic Service) on a per

program, per channel or other

subscription basis."

The franchises impose various obligations on the cable

companies with respect

to the construction and

maintenance of

their

"The Company shall extend the installation of cables
amplifiers and related equipment throughout the District as rapidly
as is practicable, Within four (4) years from the effective date
of this contract, the Company's trunk line installations of cable,
amplifiers, and related equipment shall be capable of providing Basic
Service to every block within the District. Thereafter, the Board
may impose such fu-rth,er construction obligations. as are necessary
to, bring Basic Service to any building within the District.
"Upon the reasonable request for service by any person
located within the District, the Company shall promptly furnish the
requested service to such person. A request for service shall be
unreasonable, for the purpose. of this subdivision, if occurring within four (4) years from the effective date of this contract and no
trunk line installation capable of servicing that person's block has
as yet been installed, or if occurring at any time and direct access
cannot be obtained to such person's premises and all other means of
access are highly impracticable.
"The Company shall put, keep and maintain all parts of
the System in good condition throughout the term of this contract.

"The Company shall respond to all service calls
twenty-four (24) hours and correct malfunctions as promptly within
as
possibre, but in all events within forty-eight (48) hours after
notice thereof. For that purpose, the Company shall maintain
a
ceopetent staff of employees sufficient to provide adequate
and
prompt service to its subscribers.

"The Director of Fratihises, after consultation with
the Director of Communications, May, from tame to time, issue
reasonable rules and regulations concerning the construccion, such
oper
ation and maint4nancg,of the System as
are
coni-eeeceme-wirh
the-pft
visions of this contract.

"The Company shall undertake any construction and installation as may be necessary to keep pace with the
latest develo]
ments in the state of the art, whether with respect, to
increasing
channel capacity, furnishing improved converters, instituting
two
way services, or otherwise.

"After consultation with the Director of Communications,
if the Director of Franchises determines,
giving due regard to
technological limitations, that any- part or all of the System shoul
be improved or upgraded (including, without limitation, the increas
ing of channel capacity, the furnishing of improved
converters, ane
the institution of two-way transmission), he ma order,
such improve
ment or upgrading of the System to be effected by the Company withi
a reasonable time thereafter.
If the Company disputes any such determination or the reasonable time within< which it is to
be imple-e
mented, it may...demand that the matter be arbitrated..."
The franchisee also must carry out construction in accordance with
normal building permit procedures governing such matters; not inter
fere with City public works; relocate "its lines at its own
expense
if required by City construction; not interfere with the signals of
any electrical systems in any buildings wired by the system nor interfere with an inhabitant °s right to utilize an individual or mast

Empire City

able; and interconnect with CATV systems in adjacent territories
(and have the capability within four years to interconnect with

any

broadband communications system
As to service, the franchises provide (in addition to
the above provisions relating to service and maintenance):

"The Company shall fuirnish to its subscribers and
tomers fore all services the best possible signals available under
the circumstances existing at the -lme, to the satisfaction of the
Director of Communications, and shaiA provide quality reception of
its Basic Service to each subscriber so that both sound and picture
are produced free from visible and audible distortion and ghost images on standard television receivers in good repair."
=76

On rates, the franchises provide:
"Rates for Basic> Service to Residential Subscribers
shall not exceed the folloving amounts:

1. For service, $5 a month for the first outlet and
$1 a month for each additional outlet.
For each converter, $1 a month.

For installation of each outlet, $9095 and for
moving and reconnecting an outlet, $9.950
"The Company shall file with the Director of Franchises
descyibe all services offered, all rates and
schedules which
charges of any kiLd, and all terms or conditions relating thereto.
No rates or charges shall be made except as they appear on a. schedule
so filed.
"All rates, charges, and terms ov conditions relating
thereto shall be non-discriminatory,
"The Board may at any time increase or decrease any
rate, require discontinuance of any scheduled service, or revise or
delete any term or condition applicable thereto upon a determination,
made after a public hearing following notice to the Company, that a
particular rate, service or term or condition (1) explicity or implicity violates this contract or (2) has the effect of unreasonably
restricting the use of Plthlic Channels,
.

"The Board may reduce rates for Basic Service at any
time after five (5) years from the effective date of this contract
and rates for Additional Service after eight (8) years from the effective date of this contract upon a determinatio, made after a public
hearing following notice to the Company, that such rates or a par
ticular rate can be reduced without impairing the ability of the Com-::pang to render service and derive a reasonable profit therefrom."
The compensatiom to the city consists of'5% of gross
revenues from residential subscribers, subject to certain minima;
10% of other gross :revenues; and up to 25% of gross revenues

pay television,

from,

In addition, no charge shall be made for the City
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Channels; one iree outlet shall be provided for every floor of "all
prisons, reformatories, detention centers, hospitals, police and
fire stations, day care centers and public schools;" a 25% discount
shall be provided for Basic Service to other city agencies and to
nonprofit and governmental institutions; and a 33-1/3% discount shall
beraccorded for any Adttitiorial SerrireTYVVided the city°

The City has the right

to inspect the system s facili-

ties, books and records; and the companies are obliged to furnish

planning, construction, operational and financial reports to the City.
At the requbst of the Director of Communicationsl_the cable company
must send questionnaires to designated subscribers eliciting 'their
appraisal of the service they receive," with responses to.the
Director of Communications.

The City has the right to cancel the

franchise for noncompliance with the terms of the franchise; noncompliance with any reasonable order, direction or permit issued
by a. city agency pursuant to a provision of the franchise; non

compliance with any reasonable regulation of the Director of Fran
chises which` is consistent with the franchise; or inoperativeness

of the system for 10 consecutive days or for 30 days in any 12 consecutive, months.

There are procedures under whichr the City may

acquire the facilities of the company in the event of cancellation
or expiration of the franchise (ultimately subject to arbitration).
The franchises also contain provisions which:

i

1. Permit the city to interrupt the system's programming
the event of an emergency.
2. Prohibit the cable company from repairing television

sets.
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3. Require indemnification of the city for any liability
incurred on account of the franchisee's operations

and require the

cable company to maintain-specifi d types and amounts of liability
insurance.
4. Requi-w. t

-ma4A4enance-afa.12514Q00 :,anti: to..nr°vide*

security for faithful performance of the obligations of the franchise.
5. Require the cable company to engage in collective
bargaining with its employees and not to discriminate in hiring.
Prohibit cross-ownership or other affiliation with
another, cable system in the City; a radio or television station whose

signals are carried on the system on .a regular basis; any television
network other than a network consisting entirely or, substantially of
cable systems; or any newspaper or magazine whose principal circu
lation market is New York City.
Require the cable company to match any terms more
favorable to the City in the event of different terms in franchises

subsequently issued pursuant to competitive bidding (subject to
arbitration).
80

Require the system

under certain circumstances.
complete text of the City franchises.is. set forth in
Appendix F,
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VI. Cable Television in New. York State
and: in,
Nation
A. Cable Television In New York- State,

According to information furnished by the New York
Cable Television Association:

There are 138 operating CATV systems in New York State,
e
serving about 299,000 subscribers.

This constitutes approximately

5% of all teIeVi_SionHhOuSeholds in the State..

The total population of communities znd areaS.nbw Wired
for CATV includes 863,975 tOqeY4s.ion houSehOlds.

Thus, the nuMber

of subScribers represents about 359 of the total number of petential
subscribers in areas with access to CATV.

Between 1966 and 1970, CATV has grown-from 92 systems
with 175,000 subscribers to the present 138 systems with 299 000
subscribers.

Franchises are outstanding in. 63 communities where CATV

systems are not operational.

Of these, 45 are located within the

35-mile zone of major markets and thus are "frozen" insofar as importation of distant signals are concerned.

An additional 11 are

within the Grade A contours of major markets and must obtain a waiver
under the. FCC's 1966 rules in order.to import distant signals.

Seven

are within the 35 mile zone of a small market and, while not 'frozen"

under the 1968 rulemaking, are subject to the restrictions there
stated (one of these also is within the Grade A contour of a major
market).

Only one outstanding franchise is neither within the Grade

A contour of a major'
market.

nor within the 35-mile zone of a small

Of the total of 63 franchise holders, 23 are seeking
waivers of top 100 market limitations and 13 are subject to a mandatory stay because of petitions for special relief filed under the
FCC's rules.

Seven of the total of 63 have proposed construction

within the next six montin:
There also are 251 additional franchise applications
being processed in the State by various municipalities.

Of operational CATV systems, the average number of channels carried is eight.

The average installation charge is $35.00 and

the average monthly subscriber's fee is $4.65.

More recently author-

ized systems haVe installation charges averaging $21.00 and monthly

service charges averaging $5400.

Forty-six systems are capable of

originating programming (this figure, however, includes systems with
no more than automated services)
The size distribution of existing systems is as follows:Number of:-subscribers

Number of systems

Under 500.
500 - 1,000
1 000
1 500
1,500 - 2,000
2,000
2,500
2,500
3,090
3,000 - 3,500
3,500 - 5,000
5,000-- 8,000

55
16
18
9
8
3
4
a
9
8

Over 8,Oci3O

138

This enumeration, however
multiple ownership of systems .
own more than one system.

does not take account of

There are eleven companies which

These are:
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Number of
systems

Owner

Number of
subscribers

Percent of
total
subscribers

Bradley TV Cable Service Inc.

3

2,030

0.7%

C & U Video

6

2 317

0.8%

Champlain Cablevision

2

975

0.3%

Newhouse Broadcasting Co.

8

27 357

TeleCable Corp.

3

2,600

0.9%

54 800

3.8.3%

5,220

1.7%

8,450

2.8.%

7,679

2.6%

TelePrompter Corp.

Alan Gerry
Jerrold Corp.

5

Long

2.6%
107%

41.G%

Under recently adopted FCC rules

uphelo on reconsideration and judicial review, NBC would be required
to divest itself of its two systems, and Newhouse would be required
o (Livest itself of four of its systems with 16,186 subscribersleaving it with "4 systems and 11 Ill'subSCribers, amounting to 3.7%
of total New. York State CATV subscribers.

On the other hand, there are substantial systems in
New York that are not' affiliated with any multiple owner:
. tems serving Manhattan (Manhattan Cable

two sys-

19,541, and Comtel, 11,000),

and systems serving2BinIghamton (16 211), Ithaca (12,000) And Utica

(10,000).The subscribers:of .these systems, combined.with the subscribers of the top :5 multiple owners (Newhouse

errold

TelePrompter

Long Island Cablevision and NBC), amount to 174 838.
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Even

after giving effect to possible divestiture of 16,186 subscribers
by Newhouse, these 10 systems would serve 158,652 subscribers or
over 53% of New York State's CATV homes. (No consideration has been
given to the effect of NBC's possible divestiture, since NBC could
sell its systems as a package.)

In response to questions concerning the basis of CATV
charges, no answer was forthcoming other than that such charges,

particularly the monthly service charge

are "traditional" in the

industry.

Examination of financial data supplied by the State
covering 93 CATV systems for

Board of Equalization and Assessment

the year 1969, indicated the following industry-wide results (ex
cluding 7 with incomplete reports):
86

Number of systems (some multiple owned)

Net investment and working capital

$27 553 902

Gross earnings

$14 788 711

Net earnings

$

Return on net investment and working
capital

Operating Revenues as percentage o
net investment

2

182 173

7.92%
560 70%

The earnings of individual systems varied as, follows (all

percentages computed in relation to net investment, plus working
capital):

-Gross Revenues

Return
Over 100%
80-100%
60-80%

Uhder

$25,000-

$t009,000-

.$25,000

$100 '000

$250,000

5

.1

.2

2
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$2509000$1'000,000

Over
$1 000 000

Gross Revenues (continued)
Return

Under
$25,000

$25,000$100,000

$100,000$250.000

40-60%

Over
$1,000,000

1

20-40%.

5

2

10.2.0$

5

5

4

5

5

6

Loss

Total

$250,000$1,000,000

8

33

Evaluation of these results is complicated by three
factors:

(1) in some instances the commonly owned systems`

ofa

multiple owner are counted as a single system and in some instances
the commonly owned systems are tabulated as separate systems; (2)
all financial reports were summary in nature and generally were not

audited; and (3) depreciation in the industry is taken over a relatively short projected life

resulting in relatively low earnings on

investment for systems with low accrued depreciation and relatively

high earnings on investment for systems with high accrued depreciation.
See Appendix G.

B. Cable Television in the Nation
For purposes of comparison and perspective, it may beuseful to consider some national data.

CATV growth

in the nation

as a whole, is as follows:
Systems
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

70
150
300
400
450
500
525
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Subscribers
14,000
30,000
651000
150,000
300,000
350,000
450,000

Systems
1959

Subscribers

560
640
700
800

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

550,000
650,000
725,000

850000

1,000
1,200
1,325
1,570
1,770
2,000
2,260
2,350

950,000
1:0854000

1;575,000
2,1.004000

2,800,000

34600000
445004000

There were. 2,530 systems operating in November 1970,

serving 4,286 communities.

In addition, there were 2,323 outstand-

ing franchises issued to systems not operating and 1 460_ communities

in which 2,552 franchise applications were pending.

The size distribution of CATV systems nationally is as
follows (size is as of Feliruary 1969 for systems operating on March

9,

1970):

000 and over
10,000
19,999
5 000
9,999
3,500
4,999
2 GOO - 3;499
1,000 . 1,999
20

500
SO

8

50

144
123
279

423
427
730

999
499

49 and under

46

Not available

260
20490

Many of these systems are under common ownership.
largest -system, Teleprompter

The

accounts for about 10% of all CATV

homes. the-four largest systems account for about 20% of all CATV
homes; and the eight largest account for about 30% of .all CATV
homes

.

As to ownership by other media4- the percentages of ;systems

are
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Systems

Broadcasters
Telephone companies
Newspaper-publishing firms

910.

146
207

Percent
36,5%
5,8
8.2

Financial data for the industry at the national level
appears to be unavailable.

The ch-annel capacities of existtugXTV systems in

n(G,

1970, for the nation as a whole, are as follows:
Over 12
6

-

1,720
459

12

5 only
sub-5
Not available

61
164

2,490

Of these systems

1,019 are engaged in automated origi-

nations (time, weather, news ticker, etc.) and 226 are planning to
engage in such operations.

A total of 399 systems are engaged in

more extensive local originations (live or film or both) and 273
planning to engage in such operations.
not. mutually

exclusive

The two categories are

and there is overlap in the figures given.
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VII.

Positions of Various Parties Concernin
Regulation of Cable Television by New
York State

In recent hearings before AssemblYman Kelly's Committee,

)ncerned with Assemblyman Kelly's proposed CATV legislation, and in
ther pronouncements

filings and publications, a number of distinct

iterests and positions have become 'videnf.
A.

Consumer Interests

There has been no organized consumer opposition to CATV
Derations, and, relatively speaking, a paucity of consumer complaints.
le complaint heard most often-pertains to landlord interfetence with
tenant's access to CATV services-0

While the general,:lack of con,-

umet complaints is pertinent,: it is: -kardly dispositive,

and Imarticulate

ypically are poorly

.ConSumet5

Particularly

s here, no regulatory body has comprehensive jurisdiction over the
usiness involved.

CATV is still in its promotional phase, and, in

rder to obtain and retain customers, it usually must provide good

ervice at reasonable prices; the same pressure may not exist as CATV
ecomes more. firmly entrenched.

And it appears to be conceded that

ATV will develop largely along monopolistic lines -- i.e. one CATV
ystem for any given area.

is

In light of the monopoly character of the buSiness

and

potential importance to subscribers as its services expand

the

overnment will have to 'Consider.. such traditional areas as

rate

egulatiOn; adequacy of service; and duty to serve without discrimnation.

All are complex,, but the question of adequa.cy of service
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has particularly unique aspects,

The issues

are-:

(a) What kindS of"technical standards are appropriate
in terms of .(i) quality of reception, -(di)
number of channels, and
(iii) auxiliary aspects (localized service and presence of

liMited two-way capability)?
(b) How well does-the system meet the technical
standards
it purports to follow, in terms of number of outages, frequeacy
of
repair, and promptness and efficacy of repair?
How well dOes the programming of the system meet
the wishes of subscribers?
In many cases, CATV operators have discretion both as to the distant signals they will import and the
types
of prograMs they will originate.
(d) As and when additional services are offered (other
than the relay and origination of television programs) ,
further
questions will arise as..to the types of
supplemental offerings the
standards appropriately to be applied, and the efficacy of enforcement of, these standards'.

Be Educational Interests

One of the few groups actively pressing for state
legislation at this time is the education group (school administrators, educational television operators etc.). They seek two things:
(1) access to a minimum number of CATV channels for
educational purposes (in addition to the CATV system's carriage

of local or

distant over-the-air ETV signals
of the CATV system to assist

and (2) some share of the proceeds
financing 'educational programs.

The

figure most often mentioned in connection with the first objective
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is 20% of available channels without charge to the /educational
system.

The second claim is more nebulous.

Some educators seek to

rave a financial stake in the CATV system and receive a share of the
profits; others urge a percentage of gross revenues.

It seems to be

conceded that there is no current problem of channel access, since

most CATVs, with excess channel capacity, are prepared to make
channels available to educators o- request.

There is not the same

general willingness by CATV operators to make a firm commitment on
future channel availability or to provide financial support for educational programming.
C.

Ci7i1 Liberties, Intellectual
4.3inct Related Interests

A rather diffuse
,----..concerned about_ the

share this conCern) .

of individuals and groups are

direction of CATrirtechnology--(Some edUCatorS aiso
They seek to fare :the State assert regulatory

authority with a view to chanOng the-structure of the CATV industry

and pressing for certain types of technological change.
of these parties

In the view

CATV should be operated as a common carrier. it

should not be involved in program production and other mass media
operations; and it should provide a maximum number of channels with
two-way capability

that both individuals and business firms will

have access to broadband communications as and when desired:
the former should be able

material (selected from a
watch

(b) the

(a)

'dial a program' or other informational,
atalogue )

at whateVer time he wi'shes-to
access ':o. broadband chimie3T.: for

data transmission and other business purposes.at economical rates.,
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Educators are concerned about the availability of two-way systems
for instructional purposes.
D. Municipalities

Municipalities generally are opposed to State regulation
of CATV.

Arguments of "home rule" are advanced, and there is some
feeling that local regulation will be more responsive to the wishes
of the community.

Naturally, there also is great concern about

possible loss or diminution of franchise fees if State regulation
ensles; and there is some intergovernmental jealousy about spheres
influence.
Privately, municipal representatives appear less
dogmatic and -recognize that they would have difficulty 'effectuating

certain types of regulatory control.
E. CATV Industry
The `:ATV industry is strongly opposed to State regulation.

They state that all possible areas of regulation either are preempted
by_ FCC regulation or are adequately handled at the local level.

They

argue that they are an infant industry, the growth and development
of which would be 'hampered/by still another layer of regulation
possibly an additional -*.mposition of fees).

and

They also argue that

their record of performance is good and that they must ,continue to
,erform well if they are to compete effectively for the consumer's

mtertainment dollar (as against "free" over-the-air televiiion, movies,
;porting events, etc.).
Two points rare particularly pressed.

First, it is con-

:ended that CATV, service, unlike other utility services, is not
!s-s:ential 'and .there. are .avdilable competitive alternatives (notably

But except as these alternatives

over-the-air television signals).

suffice to control the conduct of the CATV monopolist, the argument
telephone--all were'luxuries when

is unpersuasive: gas, electricity
they were first introduced.

.

And the availability of alternatives

(e.g. fuel oil in place of natural gas) is not dispositive

long

as there are those who do not regard the alternative as satisfactory
(i

and wis

do not regard over-the-air signals as satisfactory

viewers wl

to have CATV service available).

The second point is that state regulation, where tried,
has proved to be a failure.
cited.

Connee.ticut1 is

he exaMple-tenerally

With regulation dating back to 1963, Connecticut has yet,to

achieve an operational CATV system.

The argument may have value in

Pointing up the need to avoid the mistakes made by Connecticut at

both the legislative and administrative levels

But this one example

does not establish that proper state legislation
ministered

effectively ad

cannotphave a beneficial rather than a harmful effect on

CATV development.

Recently, the CATV industry haS been seeking total
federal preemption over all phases of CATV regulation.
F. The Federal. Communications Commission
actions
The FCC properly construes its legally authorized/as preemp-

tive when they conflict with inconsistent state or local regulations.
However, the FCC does not appear to,wish to preempt the entire field of
CATV regulation, but rather to deveiep,seme kind of working Telationship
with state -arid- local.' authorities.:

Unquestionably

there-are some-

areas--such as distant signal importation and copyright liability--
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where federal law might well be considered to exclude any state
regulation.

But there are other areas--such as rates and service--

where' the FCC appears to be looking to the states for assistance.
G.

Other Groups

No mention is made here of the interests of broadcasters
and copyright owners, since their interests in CATV, while very real,
are almost certainly going to be resolved at the federal level.

Nor

is any consideration given to the interests of theater owners, since
their interest is related ,solely to the supprsAon of a competitive

mode, which, to be effective, must attract the patronage of consumers
and `be

by them

'VIII Variations in Cable Operations and Potential
for Future Operations
A. Functional Variations in CATV Operations

Much of the discussion of the need for cable television
regulation involves controversie

.

the capabilitiesof-CkTV

systems-- what they are, and what they might become.

While it is

impossible to anticipate and describe all of the potential uses to.

which CATV systems might be put, a summary description of the areas of
discussion will be attempted.
1. The video relay function.

The initial, and still the

primary, function of CATV systems is to receive over-the-air television
.

signals at the head-end antenna and transmit then= after. suitable con--

version, amplification and filtering---to the sets of subscribers.
This function serves three interrelated functions: (1) it itakes

available which formerly were unavailable as a
terrain;

ls

result .3f distance or

(2) it increases the number or available signals by importing

additional signals from distant markets; and ,(3)

it improves reception

in areas, such as New York City,where buildings or other impediments
cause "ghosting" or other signal degradation (particularly troublesome
to the subscriber in the case of color television).

It is the practice

also to relay FM radio signals where.channel capacity is available.
There is no question that the first-two Situations noted above (signal
availability and signal augmPntation) are the economic. mainstays of the

CATV industry as currently-constituted.

Technological.advances in
relay include p-rog

A.ve increas4

systems can:carry-- ffrom
:romp
more channels are not:

ation

o television signal

the number of channels CATV
20- so that systems of 40 or.;

3

in contemplation (Teleprompter s new ampli-

fiers all have capabilities for handling 27 channels and a 42-channel
system is under construction at San Jose).
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There also area experiments

under way which would permit the substitution of short-haul microwave
techniques for cable in areas where the cost of installing cable is
very high

in effect, these short-haul microwave

relays would replace

some of the coaxial cable, the "trunk lines", running from the head-end
antenna to the subscribers' homes).
2.The video origination function.

Beginning with automated

services--time, weather,news ticker, stock ticker--CATV systems have
been expanding their capacity to produce videcL programming of their own.
-Now a -substantial- and- gruwing- WiAo'rity-Of sySteMS "carry prograilISWhidh-

are not picked up off the air--feature films; loCal sports events;
locally produced news, documentary and talent shows; and some syndicated
film.

While activity in this area is growing, originations still con-

stitute a very

fraction of the output of a minority of the industry.

Originations may become more prominent as separate CATV
networks come into being, or the CATV market becomes large enough to
obtain rights to major entertainment offerings to the exclusion of over-

the-air broadcast.

These two conditions both may be necessary and

network operations may be accelerated by developments in satellite

technology, which is particularly promising in the area of video net-

working (since the-same signal can be transmitted simultaneously to a
number of CATV system ant?nnas).

Another element of CATV originations which has promising
implications is signal filtration--enabling programs of interest to a
particular portion of the CATV's service area to be directed to that
area (for examplp, a political subdivision, or a neighborhood ,mbroiled

in a parAcular local i3ue), while the remainder of the CATV system

receives other programming (of interest to them) on the same channel.
While filtering (or subdistricting)

is required under the New York

City franchises,and is being considered in a pending FCC rule-making,
it is not now an established aspect of CATV operations.

The use of per-program charges also might arxelerate originations in certain areas, particularly first-run movies and nontelevised sporting events.
3. Other one-way broadband functions.

The foregoing

ex Austs existing CATV functions(except for a few pilot operations).
But the potential obviously i3 much greater.

Possible proximate uses

of CATV include:

Facsimile distribution of newspapers.
relays and video originations

Like video

newspapers are a mass media requiring

distribution in one direction only.

With the addition of suitable

sending and receiving devices (now being tested in connection with
over-the-air television), a CATV system could use one or more of its
channels to distri")ute newspapers.

The only problem here appears to

be economic feasibility.
b. Marketing.

CATV channels, if sufficiently numerous,

could be used formarketing merchandise.

A subscriber could select

a

particular store (or particular line or merchandise, according to h w

the channels are arrang),a:id watch the channel until an item of
has been selected., The selection then'could'be ordered -by

telephone frOmtho ,q1propriatestore--asis now done after consulting
.mail ()Her catalogues or nem)aper advertisement!.
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This: type of

operation is simply a specialised form of video
origination, and requires no additional equipment.
Its implPmertation probably will
depend on a substantial increase in channel
capacity and appropriate

classifications of channels sufficient to alter
customer buying practices (or appeal to particular kinds of buying
practices).
c. Mail, telegram and -aessage delivery.

Use of CATV for

this purpose would require a combination of facsimile
reproduction and
a filtration process which directed dispatches to individual
customers
(mass mailings or general notices would bt the
same operationally as

newspaper distribution, With perhaps some filtation process to
pass limited distributions).

encom_-.

Like all of the functions previously

discussed

this function involves one-way distribution and thus is
compatible with this technological, aspect of current CATV operations.
However, these messages are individual messages, not mass messages,
so
the filtration: system would have to be so arranged
that, through coding,

a particular message reaches the set of the proper subscriber
and no
one else. This involves a filtration system of much
greater complexity,
and places a burden on the capacity of the
system--since whatever
channel capacity or portion of channel capacity is
being used to deliver
a particular message cannot be employed simultaneously
for other
messages; the entire path of the one -way system from point of origin
to the subscriber's set

s`preempted for the duration of tle message.

(for this purpose a "path" may be intervals in the division of
a channel.

by various multiplexing techniques).
is a promising one since: (1)

However, the prospect nonetheless
be transmitted in off-peak
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hours of the late night and early mcrning when there is little other
demand for channel capacity; the channels are wide (6 MHz), so messages
could be transmitted without consuming much time; and th.. wide channels

lend themselves to subdivision for this purpose, including various

multiplexing techniques. (This discussion assumes that the message
reaches the CATV origin point by some non-CATV process--telephone or
other lines from local areas, and intercity microwave

from remote areas.

.4.-Liwited two-way capability:-There has beem-r7onsiderable

discussion of using CATV for two-way transmissions, but the concept is
not free from ambiguity.

On the one hand

haviak.'a limited return capability ( .g.

band channel to the point of origin).

there is the possibility of
a single narrow band or broad-

On the other, there is the possi-

bility of having multiple broad bands channeled in a variety of directions.

The nature and importance of, the distinction will be illustrated

in the examples +hat follow.
a. Marketing.

As noted above, the subscriber could use

the telephone to communicate with the store-to make a purchase seen
while watching a video- market display origination.

The alternative

would be to have a telephone channel running to the point of origin as

part of the CATV system

iv-which the selection cou d be registered in

much the same way as if the order were transmitted by tclephone.

The

CATV sYstem would then arrange to relay the orders to the appropriate
store.

Since such a one-way return ,zhannel would preclude questions

and discu sions \ProbablY
phone.

would be less advantageous
- 'than the tele.-

b. Polls and voting.

The same telephone grade channel

running in the reverse direction could be used

register votes or

other responses to a program recelved over a CATV broadband channel.
For this limited purpose, the reverse one-way channel
probably would be
preferable to an independent telephone connection.

c. Instructional television. The same operational format
would permit students to give responses to questions
posed by an instructional program over a broadband channel. For examinations
or selftesting, the previously described technology probably would
suffice. But
if the nature of the message received by the student
from the set is to
vary in accordance with his answer to a question,it would
be necessary
to use multiple channels (or a subdivision of channels)
and a fairly
complicated filtration process.

To permit a full-scale dialogue,it

would be necessary to have more than the limited two-way capability
here under discussion.
d. Program selection. The has been much discussion of
the .possibility of a subscriber ordering a program out of a catalogue

and viewing it at a time of his own selection,- Limited
two-way capability would suffice tc) place the order--only a telephone
grade bandwidth

(or less) is needed for this purpose.

But the CATV system would have

to provide a separate "path" (here, presumably
the, point of origin to

a full channel)

subscriber's premises.

This involves caliacity

far beyond anything tlat present CATV systems, or prospective CATV
IiiCely to be

to handle (in contrast to mail

which can

be compressed into shert time intervals and/or
narrow channel space and
sent with substantial discretion as to timing).
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A pilot system on Cape Cod is being developed to enable
subscribers to dial programs; but the system requires separate cable
pairs from the CATV exchange to the individual subscriber.

It is esti-

mated that larger versions, would require 10 exchanges-per square-mile.The alternative to switched systems (discussed-hereafter) is- a radial-

system-of this type with separate-paths-from-point of- origin to each
subscriber.

If multiple exchanges-are employed; presumably 'switching

capacity also- will be needed-0-

In-either-case.; a-technology-would be,-

/;;involved that seems well beyond the present generation of CATV systems.

e. Other ordering of information services.

With respect'

to remote viewing of library boo's, or access to computers, the problem
The telephone grade line to the origin probably

is much the same.

would suffice, but would the system have sufficient separate "paths"
to various subscribers

allinfY for diverse services at different times?

f. Protective st

blem is posed.
the subscriber.

ces.
__

Here a somewhat different pro-

There is no need for the CATV system to communicate with
The problem.is.te view the-subscriber4s-premises.te--

protect-against-fire

burglary or other-damage

.The-function-is,se-

disparate.from.the normal-CATV-funetion-that-it-is difficuit-to-see-why
it should be related to-CATV--(as,-opposed-to the telephone-network)-1.-But
undoubtedly,

is technically feasible, and' 'reverse" broadbands-could

permit a viewer at the origin Ire-'scan-each-subscriber s'premises;---The

problem would be to hire a sufficientnumber of viewers at the-origin
point, since there is a limit to how-many sets a single
watch.

( If watching is not involved

automatic-signal,

and the, alarm is some'kind of

then a narrowband return-channel should suffice.

The same technOlogy would accommodate meter reading.)

S. Unlimited two-way capability.

If broadbands are to be

dedicated to individual uses and if one sender is

;_o_be able to reach

different receivers, probably it will be necessary to go to a circuit
switched system analogous to the telephone, or.at least a messageswitched system operated by store-and-forward computers.

Both would be

a substantial technological leap beyond existing CATV systems.

But

without such switching capability it is difficult to conceive of the
CATV distribution system (in contrast ito some of its :interconnecting

facilities) being used for some of the purposes frequently mentioned:
data transmission, and face-to-face or multi-party video conferences
(for educational, marketing, financial or other purposes).

For such

purposes, and also for some of the purposes previously mentioned
(notably ordering programs or information unique to each subscriber)

,

a whole new generation of CATV systems will be required, probably in4olving separate cable pairs from each subscriber to a switching center

analogous to the present telephone network).

6. samlia.

Based on this very s.implified discussion of the

present and potential technological dimensions of CATV, it would seem
desirakle to press ahead in areas involving filtration

maximum chnnel

capacity, and limited two-way capacity (a telephone grade channel in
the reverse direction

However

two-way,broadband transmission appears

to present a substantial advance over present technology and should not
be permitted to detain

existing CATV systems: 1, 2 (including filtration), 3a, 3b, 3c(as to mass

mailings), 4a, 4b, 4c (short of full-scale dialogue).

The _following

appear more problematical: 3c (as to individual mailings), 4d, 4e, 4f.
Unlimited two-way capability (

seems remote.

B. Prospects. for CATV Development
...

The extent to which the potential of CATV becomes a reality
depends upon technological considerations only in part.

The major pro-

blems are economic and political. ..To consider 'these; factors, it.is

well to distinguish New York City (and immediate environs) from the
remainder of the State.
1

Development in New York City.

New York City is almost

unique among American communities in that the future of CATV in the
City is wholly independent of the problem of importation of distant
signals (and thus is largely independent of FCC poliCy).

New York

City has a plenitude of off-theair broadcast signals and the CATV
entrepreneKr is not going to obtain subscribers by undertaking to
import additional signals (the desimed signals, sought to be imported
elsewhere

come from New York City). The promotion of CATV in New York

City will depend on

(a) the extent to which improvements in television

reception is valued by television viewers; (b) the extent to which CATV
systems 4.6.n

deliver attractive

not available of

cne air, such as Ranger and Knickerbocker home games

and uninterrupted movies; and (c) the extent to which CATV services
,

ancillary nature--such as a stock ticker, or closed circuit

programs for speclalized audiences (doctors
expand the number of subscribers.
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businessmen, administrators

As the CATV market expands,

and more subscribers are attracted, more funds become
available tothe CATV operator to bid for attractive originations and to exploreadditional ancillary services--which, in turn, provide the foundation
for further expansion.
Because the New York City, situation is so unique, it is
impossible to predict with any pretense of accuracy the extent to
which CATV service may grow there. But the City market is
so large--

over 2,700,000 television households in New York City and almost
1,000,000 additional television homes in the immediate New York State
environs--that even if CATV penetration is limited to modest proportions--say 20t--the resulting market would suffice-to support a number
of. CATV systems. larger than the largest existing systeh (San Diego,
39,000
000= subscribers). At present rates and in the ,absence of any

special charges for particular programs or ancillary services, theannual revenue from a system of 100,000 subscribers would exceed five
million dollars.

The only obstacle to growth in the New York City area is
the danger of perverse governmental policy.
If experimentation is
restricted; if revenues are depressed by stringent rate regulation

or excessive fees or taxes; if the entry of new systems is retarded -the necessary cycle of (a) attractive programming, (b) increased

penetration

(d) augmented programming,

be stopped short of its fUll potential-. -Thue, as to New-York--

City, regulation should be held to a minimum;

The most-useful-thing-

thatthe-government-could do at this time is to assure that landlords
.,.,(Ibmotimpese:ObStadles
'

controlled- buildings

to

tenant subscription-to CATV.

In-rent

landitiidiarej'PerMitted to assess: tenants:::

additional per month for CATV service.
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-In both rent-controlled and non-rent-controlled buildings, landlords can

insist upon payment from the CATV operator to permit entry to the building.

Both practices have a retarding influence on CATV penetration and,

as a consequence, restrict its development

2. peyelpiuleALIa_EgalreAs of New York State.

The

remainder of New York State is not unlike the remainder of the natio-.

except that it is more heavily urbanized.than most sections.

The

critical factor here is the importation of distant signals, and the
major problem is FCC policy.

With a relaxation of FCC policy on dis-

tant signals, it is not unrealistic to expect that CATV systems would
penetrate to the extent of 40% to SO% of television households, even
in urban areas with three network signals available.
46. L
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4.1,

1.1161.7%,

u,,,an areas

of the United States where distant signal importation has been permitted.
For such significant markets as Buffalo

Syracuise, Albany-Troy7

Schenectady, Rochester and Binghamton, the potential is sizeable.

The

television households in tlesemarkets (most but not all of which are in
New York State) total over two million--enough for eight to ten CATV.
systems with over 100 000 subscribers each if 40 to SO% penetration is

assumed,
As noted above, the principal impediment to the development
of CATV in New York State
distant signal importation policy.

If the state is interested in

furthering CATV development, it should consider participating actively
in seeking to resolve the distant signal problem.

3- Th2mR42Ilijaa_RE(211D2521siyslapaL=tof CA7V requires capital-

The development

Capital may come from.two general souvces:

(i) government, or (ii) private industry.

With the budgetary problems

facing federal, state and localgovernmental bodies today, it is beyond
the realm-of possibility that any - substantial amount of capital-will.

be forthcoming from public sources (although public participation-mayprove. possible. in some instances)'.*, -This-leaves-the-problem of-capital

supply to the private sectorrwhich, as.is.well' known

will.advance

funds only when the anticipated return more than-- compensates, for the

risk involved.

CATV is promising, but it is alovio a risky business.

This means that the anticipated return--while not quantifiable in pre-cise terms--will have to be substantial.
upon two things:

Substantial returns depend

(a) substantial gross revenues, and (b) A significant

mal-gin of profit from those revenues.
.

(a) The only present source of substantial revenues for

CATV systems is the mass television audience--interested in imported
signals, attractive originations

and.improved-reception.

No one has

suggested,any other source-of substantial-revenues-for the-CATV.industry

as presently-constituted: .a-one-way mass-medium with signifieantrbut
not~ unlimited;-channel-capacity --UnIess-CATV-can-obtain-substantial

revenues by attracting'iarge-segments.of-the-television.audience;-its
growth unquestionably will be.retarded-; if-not halted-entirely:-

(b) The ability of CATV to retain a substantial margin-of

its revenues as profits is threatened by the prospect of stringent
rate regulation on the one hand, and the payment of extensive fees-on
the other (to municipalities, to copyrigh'. owners, to educational
television).

The reduction of the profit margin can be just as. damaging

the development of CATV as the reduction of goss revenues.

* Revenue bond financing m y be available for CATV operations
of Proven feasibility.

If the

margin becomes inadequate, the necessary private capital will not be
forthcoming,

At some point in the industry's development, rate regulation
may be useful not only in preventing consumer exploitation, but in
expanding the demand for the industry's product--which probably is
sensitive to price reductions.

But this is not the present problem.

Many of the proponents of CATV development seem unwilling
to face these realities.

They are interested in the potential of CATV

for providing many services other than additional popular programming
for the mass television audience7-edUcational purposes, governmental
purposes, business purposeS-.

But unless some other motive force for

development is uncovered, these other purposes will have to remain
secondary to mass appeal televiSionrprogramming.

Without the impetus

provided by the latter,CATV will not be available to serve any
purpose.

This approach has its drawbacks.

A system de3igned for mass

appeal television programming may not serve as well some of the other
purposes envisaged.

But many of the other purposes are compatible with

CATV's primary role (particularly through use of filtration devices,
large channel capacity and limited two-way capability, as r.escribed
above).

Those which are not--which require unlimited two-way capability

and switching--may have to wait for the next generation

CATV develop-

ment or may have to come via another route (i.e. , the telephone company).

But there is much-to be gained from more extended development of the
present.generation of CATV systems (with, perhaps, some limited modifications

and, in the absence of a massive governmental financial
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commitment, there seems to be no alternative to following the route
dictated by the mass television audience.

It is difficult to predict, at this point in time, how long
it will take for the non-video functions of CATV to develop.

The one

thing that is certain is that if t .e video functions do not develop
(through signal importations

program originations, and improved

reception), nothing__ else will be forthcoming from CATV.

Unfortunately,

the only road to the long-run is through the short-run.
In order to dispel any misconception, it should be emphasized that the short-run potential of CATV is not insubstantial. The

Wishes of millions of teleVision viewers for additional mass appeal

programming are not to be ignored-without regard to how others may
judge

the nature or quality of that programming. :These persons act

as free men, and as consumers, just as much when they watch television
as when they decide where to live, what to purchase, and how they will
spend their'le:isure time generally.

In.addition, the aVailability of

programming for minority interests.', farlocal political and community
affairs

for educational and goVernmental purpoSes

CATY-Twith, perhaps

will be expanded by

some appropriate regulatory inducement. And even

as presently structuredi the CATV industry offers ample opportunity
fOr experimentation with new techniques in ethical:lona' instructioniin
:Larketing, and in a variety

of other areas.

Although the millenium of universal two-way switched

broadband cormunications may not be reached at the outset, substantial

IX. Recommendations and Conclusions
It is recommended that CATV operations be subjected to
State regulation; that the agency exercising such regulatory author-

ity be the New York Public Service Commission; but that the regulatory
legislation adopted be carefully limited to take account of the existence of extensive federal and municipal regulation in this field.

A.Franchising
As to existing CATV companies actually engaged in operations, it is recommended that the new legislation confirm their

franchises (subject to any infirmities which are in issue in pending
litigation and subject also to compliance with Commission regulations,
infra).

There is no indication that any existing CATV operator is

unfit.

As to outstanding unexercised franchises, it is recommended
that they also be confirmed if either (i) the franchdse holder and
the franchise meet minimum Commission requirements, infra; or (ii)

prior to the effective date of the Act, the franchise holder has en
caveats as-operating systems).
of
its
system
(subject to the same/
gaged in substantial construction
As to the issuance of new franchises,

recommended

that the choice be left to the municipality to be served, subject
to the following limitations:

(a) The applicant shall meet such minimum qualifications
as to technical

financial and character fitness as the Commission

may by regulation prescribe.

(b) The system Proposed bY the applicant shall meet such
minimum requirements as to constrt.

i0.

nd operation as the Com-

mission may by regulation prescribe, including any aspects that
might bear on the envirohniwIto
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(c) The applicant shall file, simultaneously with the

municipality and the Commission, such information as the municipality
and the Commission require.

The Commission shall by regulation prescribe the information it requires,relating to (i) the system proposed to be constructed by the applicant; (ii) the applicant's proposed mode of operation; and (iii) the technical, financial and

character qualifications of the applicant to construct and operate
the system proposed.

The Commission may, by specific order, require

the submission of supplemental information.
(d) No municipal franchise shall become effective unless

it has been approved by the Commission.

However, the'bases upon which

the Commission may disapprove a franchise shall be limited to the
(i) the applicant does not conform to the minimum financial

technical and character qualifications prescribed by the Com-

mission; (ii) the system proposed does not meet the minimum requjrements of the Commission as to either construction or operation;
(iii) the grant of the application would violate a regulation or

policy of the Commission in an area of CATV operations which the
Commission

by statute, has been specifically empowered to adopt

(see discussions under specific headings, infra).

The result of this proposal is that the CoMmission is
given full authority to assure that CATV operators,and their systems

meet minimum standards (which may be related to the size of the
community to be served), but that 'where there is more than one
qualified applicant, the choice among them is left to the municipality.
The reasons for this approach are as follows:
(1) As long as minimum criteria are satisfied, and no

express Commission regulation or policy is contravened, it is extremely
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difficult to make a choice among qualified applicants--particularly
from a distance.

The FCC's sufferings under the burden of compara-

tive television proceedings amply demonstrates the morass into which
an agency can sink in attempting to make such choices.
'(2) In an emerging industry, the terms of the franchise
are likely to be a matter of bargaining between the municipality on
the one hand, and

the various applicants on the other.

As long as

minimum criteria are met, and no express Commission regulation or
policy is contravened, the local governing body would appear to be
the most appropriate agency for determining which "package" of arrangements is most beneficial to the particular community.
(3) To be sure, local agencies may be corrupt or may show
favoritism to an applicant based on extraneous considerations (e.g..,

But state agencies are not immune from

political affiliations).

these vices, and probably it is le:;s damaging to the State if the

officials of some town or city behave improperly in a single case
than if a State agency does so in a whole series of cases (as the
FCC did in the fifties in respect of television licenses).

Moreover,

assuming compliance with all Commission criteria, regulations and
policies, it is very doubtful (a) that it will make much difference
who obtains the franchise, .or

(b) if it does make a difference :al a

particular case, that the Commission will be able to predict the
difference in advance.

One possible exception is where the contestants

are a business firm on the one hand, and some form of nonprofit
organization on the other.

But this kind of choice--which goes

directly to the 'package' of benefits to be derived- seems like one
the municipality should be able to make for itself.
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There is one situation in which the Public Service
Commission should have power to certificate a CATV system directly.

Where it appears that a viable CATV system requires a franchise from
more than one community, and the communities involved are unable to
coordinate their franchising functions and agree upon a common form
of franchise for a single operator, the Public Service Commission
should have power to resolve-the impasse by directly certificating a
CATIT operator and specifying the terms and conditions of its operations.

But the initial authority would continue to rest with the

municipalities.

In addition to the foregoing powers, the Commission should
have an advisory role in the Iranchising field:

(a) preparing model

franchises for use by municipalities of different size.s; and (b)

providing consultation services for municipalities seeking guidance.
This may be -particularly valuable where the desirable boundaries
a CATV system do not coincide with. political boundaries.

The role described above is a limited one, but one that
is considered necessary.

Municipalities are not experienced in this

area,and franchising of CATV systems will not recur with sufficient
frequency to permit-the development of municipal expertise.

Unguided

municipal franchising of other utility services in the past generally
has proved to be disasterous.

And

as a practical matter, if the

State does not intervene here, the FCC will preempt the field by
licensing all CATV systems and prescribing its own standards.

From-

the point of view of both speed of decision, and sensitivity to
loCal problems,

believed that the Public Service Commission

would be preferable.tothe FCC.

(In the area of intercity bus li-

censes, for example, where approval by 'both the Public Service.Com-

mission and the Municipalities concerned is requited,the Comnission s
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decision almost -always precedes the various municipalities'_decisions.)
Finally, there appears to be no al*ernative where viable CATV bound-

aries do not coincide with municipal boundaries.
The question of multiple franchises for the same area
For the reasons
will be discussed in several subsequent contexts.
that the Commission have authorthere indicated, it is not recommended
community. However,
ity to preclude multiple operations in the same

the case of a transfer, reCommission approval should be required in
newal or amendment of a franchise.
No mention has been made of regulatory restrictions per-

exclusivity, or the procedures
taining,to franchise term, franchise
these points
for obtaining franchises. Minimum requirements covering
might well be added, although probably they would be superfluous.
Franchises are now required by State law to be
State law requires that the award of franchises be pre-

ceded by notice and public hearing

(and State advisory services are

recommended herein).

And, as indicated in subsequent discussions, objectionby. State regulatory measable franchise provisions can be overrides
However, a limit of 20 years on any franchise term would not
ures.

be unreasonable.
B. Rates.

It is recommended-that the Commission not undertake
It is
general rate regulation of CATV systems at the Present time.
actions to the followrecommended that the Commission limit its rate

ing areas:
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(1) Where-a CATV franchise stipulates-the rate -to be

charged, the Commission shall assist the municipality in assuring
that the rate stipulation is respected.
(2) Where a CATV franchise does not stipulate. the rate

to be charged, either generally or in a particular context, the
Commission shall fix a rate equal to the rate generally being stip-

ulated_in similar franchises issued at about the same time in the
same area.

(3) Whether or not required by the franchise, discrimination among subscribers similarly situated shall be prohibited.

Any provision to the contrary in any franchise, existing or newly
issued, shall be declared void as against public policy.

However,

free or reduced rates to governmental, educational or charitable institutions shall not be considered to be unjustly discriminatory.
(4) No provision in any franchise relatiag to rates shall
be binding upon a municipality for an initial period longer than
ten years or a subsequent ,period longer than five years.

If a CATV

system declines to renegotiate rates (on an unrestricted basis)

ten years after the date of initial issue of the franchise, or
five years after the date of any renewal, or if the municipality and CATV operator are unable to come to agreement on rates
prior to the expiration of the initial ten-year period or subsequent
five-year period, the Commission, oa petition, of the municipality,

shall order the CATV operator to present its financial records in
conformity with the Commission's system of accounts

and shall adjuSt_

the CATV operator's rates, based on these records, to meet the operator's revenue requirements - -all in accordance with normal public

utility ratemaking standards.
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(5) in the event of conversion of a CATV operat-cr to a
"communications common carrier" (see infra), the Commission shall
have authority to regulate the CATV operator's rates in the same
manner as any other common carrier.
(6) In the event the CATV system fails to meet any
statutory or franchise obligation, the Commission may order an appro-

priate reduction in rates (see infra).

In the event service improve-

ments are directed, rates may be revised upward (see infra).
Rate regulatory authority is circumscribed, in the manner
described above, because:

-(a) At the moment, there appears to be no pressing consumer demand for rate regulation, and a firm's ability to earn "exindustry is a desircess profits" during the promotional phase of an

able stimulant to industry development.
(b) Franchise rates often are part of a bargain, and, to

the extent other overriding considerations ar

not involved,, it would

be-unfair to tamper with but one aspect of the bargain.
(c) The exceptions to this proposition are intended to

cover franchises.lacking rate provisions (point (2)); possible instances of rate discrimination (point (3)); situations where a municipality has acted improvidently in binding itself to particular
rates for too long a period of time (point (4)); situations
discussed later

to be

where the nature of the CATV system's operations

are radically changed (point (5)); and situations where the CATV

operator has failed to meet its obligations or is unable to meet new

(d) Fixing rates for CATV operations in

normal utility techniques would be extremely difficult at this time

because of the large number of CATV systems in New York (presently
j452 operating, franchised, or.being franchised in the State); the
if;small size of many of the State's CATV systems (the majority of oper-

ating systems have less than 1,000 subscribers); and the variations
in system operations depending on eommunity size and nature and extent of original programming.

Hopefully, most rate questi6ns will:

be decided in franchise negotiations or renegotiations and Commission
intervention will not be required except in extreme situations.
Yet the situations described above do appear to be appropriate for Commission intervention, and,- through proper procedures,

the interests of all parties can be protected.

Additional areas for

Commission intervention may become apparent in the future if munici-

palities do not adequately protect the interests of all their residents.
C. Service:

General Quality of Existing Service

The most serious deficiency in present franchise terms
is in the area of service; service requirements are highly variable
and most clauses are vague and general.

While there does not appear

to be great discontent among subscribers on this score at present,
many of the disco dant notes come under this heading.

With respect

to service, it is proposed to supplant franchise regulation in a
u
nmber
of areas.

Where construction or operation of a CATV system is

unreasonably delayed, or extension of CATV service to all areas within the system's franchised territory is unreasonably withheld 'the
Commission may either

) vacate the franchise for non-use, or (b)

order the construction and operation needed to remove the unreasonable

delay or withholding of service.

In determining whether delay or
sal
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withholding of service is unreasonable, economic feasibility shall
be the principal criterion.
(2) A

in accordance wi*

ems shall be constructed and operated
-,Alnical standards as the

CC and the Public

Service Commission shall promulgate to assure high quality of service.

This Commission should urge the FCC that, whatever stance it

ultimately takes on technical standards, the determination should
not be preemptive of supplemental State standards (at least in the
absence of an FCC determination that the supplemental standards conflict with-federal standards).

(3) All CATV systems shall maintain local offices or
local telephone connections in the communities they serve; all deficiencies in service shall be promptly remedied; and the municipality

and the Commission shall be notified, not less often than every three
months, of the complaints of subscribers received during the report-

ing period and the manner in whichthey have been met (including the
time required to make any necessary repairs or adjustments).
(4) The responsibility for assuring a high level of,ser-.

vice shall be exercised jointly by the Commission and the municipality
involved.

Either may act on a subscriber complaint, but the primary

responsibility for day-to-day surveillance should continue to rest
with the municipality.

The Commission should act only if (i) it re-

ceives complaints directly from subscribers; or (ii) the municipality

requests its assistance; or (iii) it is apparent

after a review of

the CATV's reports and consultations with municipal officials, that
Commission action is required in order to assure adequate service.
If good CATV service is to be assured, it is essential

that standards more definite than.those included in most franchises
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be articulated at the State level, keeping in mind the possible need
for different standards for -communities of different size.

Most com-

munities have not negotiated franchise service provisions sufficiently
protective of the interests of their residents.

Most communities

lack the manpower and tc:hnical,expertise needed to formulate and im-

plement meaningful service standards. And,finally, most franchises do
not provide sufficiently effective remedies for dealing with service
problems.

Provisions for rate reductions are rare or non-existent.

Provisions for bonds for faithful performance

or security deposits,

pr(;s- ent in some instances; but the amounts stipulated are grossly

Provisons for cancellation are common, but the ambiguity

inadequate.

of the service requirement of the franchise

the Draconian nature of

the remedy, and the possible unavailability of a substitute cable
system, make cancellation an incomplete solution to the service problem.

The Commission would be in a position to articulate definite

service standards; revise them as necessary in light of the state
of the art; police them with experienced personnel where called upon
to do so; and anforce them

where necessary, with rate reductions or

other appropriate measures*

It is not intended to exclude municipalities from the
service area.

Any service requirements in the franchise

sistent with federal or state requirements
dissatisfied with an existing operator

not incon

should be preserved.

If

the municipality should be

free to franchise a competitor under the same conditions as any new
entrant might be franchised (and to. cancel the outstanding franchise
if grounds exist).

And the initial responsibility for enforcing

service standards (point(4).above)

is left to municipalities for

the most part.

The service area is one in whiCh the cooperative

endeavors of both the Commission and the municipality involved could
be usefully employed for the benefit of subscribers.
Nor are the imposition of service obligations unfair to
existing CATV operators.

Surely tney will not maintain that they

opportunity to unreasonably withhold or circum-

bargained '01

scribe serv.,L,o, or to render service of inferior quality; or to fail

to remedy service deficiencies promptly.

Any such bargain would be

unconscionable and unenforceable by a firm occupying a monopoly position.

The provisions for requiring.adeT ate service merely articulate,

and make more enforceable, an aspect of the franchise that should be
implicit in any bargain concluded in good faith, and is made explicit
in many franchises--albeit in highly general terms.
D. Serve ce

Mater Changes in Existing Service

The preceding aiscussion was conterned with maintaining
adequate levels of service of the type envisaged when the franchise
was granted.
expand

As the state of the art advances

larger number of

it may be desirable torequirre:

channels

or community needs

(b) two-way capability, (c) community origination centers

or filtration arrangements, (d) additional facilities for intercon-

nection, or (e) other major changes in the system.
ments may be imposed by the FCC.

It

Some such require,

probable that the State also

will be able to act in this area as long as federal standards are
not contravened.

In the granting of new franchises
presented.

no problem would be

The franchise would have to conform to FCC ad State

regulations as of the time it was executed, and such regulations
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could encompass all requirements thought essential at the-time.
For example, where school district boundaries do not conform to
municipal boundaries, a requirement of common operation or interconnection of CATV systems could be imposed to facilitate programming
by the school district .

Where, however, extensions or improvements

in service are to be imposed on existing CATV systems, a serious
-1-oblem may be presented in-creating an imbalance in the franchise
..rgain.

The franchise rates may not suffice, to cover the costs of

providing additional services.

Accordingly, it is recommended:

(1) That the Public Service Commission be authorized to
-require changes in CATV operations--such as additional channels,

two-way capability, additional origin' points, filtratiOn devices,

,and interconnection facilities--where necessary either to conform
to FCC requirements or to implement a Statewide objective of overriding concern.
(2) That in the event such clhanges are ordered, the

Public Service Commission shall consider the magnitude of the costs
involved and, if the costs are substantial

permit the CATV systems

to increase their rates to recoup the additional costs.

If the

change is made to enable new service offerings, the costs may be
recouped by rates charged for the new service offerings.

the case of changes which are not required
by the FCC, and are matters primarily of local rather than Statewide

concern, the Commission may order a CATV system operator to canvass

its subscribers as to their wishes, indicating the changes proposed
and the additional rates

required (if any) to

If
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the changes.

canges, the Commission shall otd r their implementation and authorize
the additional rates (if any

needed to implement the changes.

The fluidity of CATV technology, and the potential of.

LJTV to serve diverse needs, require a mechanism more flexible than
that afforded by the typical franchise.

States will have to yield

to the FCC on such matters,.,.nd the municipalities will have to yield

But considerable discretion should remain at both

to the State

the State and municipal level,

This is an area wherethe-future is particularL difficult to predict.

The recommendaLions set forth above are intended

to accommodate discretionary action at both the State and municipal
levels, to meet changes in technology and community needs, and, at
the same time, protect CATV systems against unfair impositions
which vary markedly from the requirements of their franchises.
E. Inte,connection and System Coordination .

Subject to the requirements of the preceding section,

the Commission should have authority to require the interconnection
of CATV systems subject

matter is not

covered by most franchises, nor by any FCC regulation.

While the

requirements

FCC may impose

The matter is particularly

inevitable.

trice boundaries do not coincide with municipal boundaries

thereby

possibly impeding programming by the school district over the CATV
systems involved.
The Commission also s7 )uld determine

from time to

timef whether some minimum size is necessary to afford satisfactory
CATV service.

If such inquiry results in affirmative conclusions,

the conclusions should be embodied in a regulation or statement of
policy, which would be applicable to initial franchises, renewals or
amendments of franchises

and transfers of franchises.

Again, this is a problem which cannot be resolved definitively at this time because of the changing nature of technology
and community needs.

But a mechanism must be afforded to assure in-

terconnection of different systems
of appropriate size and capability.

and the development of systems
Franchises obviously do not af-

ford a satisfactory answer to this problem.

F. Common Carrier Operations

No uniform requirements can be adopted for all CATV systems:

their size, and the areas they serve, are too diverse.

ever, it would be desirable

How-

both from the vantage point of effective

regulation and from the vantage point of access to the mass media, to
transform CATV operators into common carriers at the earliest possi-

This is an area in which the FCC is likely to be active

ble date.

and its concurrence or acquiesence should be sought.

It is proposed that, when any single system, operated
substantially as a coordinated whole

reaches a certain size (say

50 ,000 subscribers), the Public Service Commission shall have author-

common carrier."

The effect of the conversion would be:

programs oyer- -any of its channels.

Program production operations

would have to be vested in a seParate corporation; but the corporation could

carrier

ontinue to be affiliated with the communications common

and use one or more of its channels, although it would be

treated as just another customer for tariff purposes (if program
origination proved to be unprofitable, so that common carrier support
of the affiliate would be required

this would be some indication

that "conversion" was premature)

(2) All program channels required to be furnished by the
communications common carrier to the municipality or to others, at
furnisheu
reduced rates or without charge, would contip

in,accordance with the franChise requirement for the duration of the
franchise
(3) As to all channel's other.than these channels and

those used for retransmitting over-the-air broadcast signals, the

communications common carrier would be required to charge just and
reasonable rates

in accordance with a tariff filed by the carrier,

originfor access to its channels (such charges being payable by any
ation

Under such an .arrangement it would be more practicable

to regulate the rates of the system, because the system would then

be providing solely a communications function--to the exclusion of
any programming function. It would still be necessary to divide
the burden of the system s revenue requirements between the system's
subscribers and its channel users; but the assurance of equitable
access for different users would be -made easier since such users
could not be charged more than the system's origination affiliate.

The origination affil iate should suffice to satisfy the FCC's orig ination requirement if the FCC deeMs it necessary to continue such
a requirement after a system has been converted to common carrier
status.
Also this proposal would continue to afford CATVs the
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opportunity to originate--which may be, needed

for some time

in

order to promote penetration of. CATVs in particular markets.

Leased channels could be classified in accordance with
use, and some leased for lower rates than others; for some channels,
employed for community purposes where the franchise does not so re-

quire, the elimination of tariff charges might 1J,.; the mw.,
means of achieving parity among different systems.

appropriate

The Culmission

should have authority to direct such changes.

CATV systems also should be subject to common carrier
regulation Whenever they engage in common carrier operations outsialt
the video field--as

for example

data transmission or other point-

to-point commmnications subject to separate charge.

In the event

such common carrier operations become a substantial part of the CAM's

businVss, general conversion to common carrier status would seem
appropriate.
Miller the circumstances described above, the usual con.siderations smpporting- the regulation of monopoly rates become fullit-

applicable, and the countervailing circumstances, previously noted
cease to carry rs ignificant weight.

It is not- recommended that the Public Service Commissiolt,

be empowered to regulate

purposes,

and various methods of providing support for educational

efforts.

For the present,

that these matters are

best left to the various municipalities
benefits

bargaining with franchise applicants.

The

needs of municiPalities, and. their respective educational systems,

and no general rule, or*series of
vary widely throughout the State,
rules, is likely to prove satisfactory.
If the
However, some general observations are in order.
involvement with CATV is the advanceimmediate objective if government
medium, high franchise fees are counterment and enlargement of the
of a monopoly, any increase in variable
productive, Even in the case
increase in
costs (such as a gross receipts tax) will result in an
exert a retarding effect on
price (or a reduction in service) and
develops, it is
development of the industry. And until the industry
of no

use to anyone.

ator for a

Thus, one of the worst methods of selecting the CATV operparticular municipality is to auction off the privilege

highest percentage of gross revenues
to the system willing to pay the
invitation to slow and limited
to the municipality, This is a clear
While the needs of some municipalities for rayenues
development,
like this, and it is not recommended that such

maylead.to approaches

seek to advise municiapproaches, be prohibited, the Commission should
lie.
The wealth of
palities wherein their long-term interests
be augmented more substantially, both directmunicipality is likely
CATV system paying a relaly and indirectly, by, a vigorous) growing
revenues) than by a stagnant,
tively low franchise fee (say 2% of gross

high franchise fee (above
limited CATV system paying a relatively
5% of gross revenues),

By contrast, the community can gain much

without retard-

for access to CATV channels on
ing CATV development, by bargaining
low,
of additional channels
a free basis. The incremental cost
is such as to Make the system
and the very nature of the requirement
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expand its capacity.

The cost, moreover, tends to be a fixed one

nnee the channels a- e installed, so the retarding effect of high

v,riable costs is not present.

The Commission should be in a position

to advise municipalities to seek channel access, for municipal and
educational purposes, rather than overly high franchise fees, in
bargaining for the best "package" of benefits from CATV franchise
applicants.

For the reasons stated above, it is not recommended that
CATV systems pay any portion of their revenues to, or share their
profits with, State or local educational institutions.

Such a re

quirement would have a significant negative impact on CATV.

For the

same reasons, it is recommended that the Public Service Commission
and the State oppose the FCC s proposal to require CATV systems to
pay 5% of gross revenues to the. Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
And ia order to afford mualcip....,1,1

ing with CATV applicants

maximum flexibiliti iaL baigaia-

it is recommended that the Commission oppose

the FCC's proposal to limit municipal franchise fees to 2% of gross
revenues--although such

limitation probably you

be in the beet/

interests of both CATV development generally and the long -term in
terests of the communities involved.

The only points at which the Commission should intervene
in this area area

(1) when CATV systems are converted to common

carrier status, or (2) when significant interconnection of CATV sys
tems becomes feasible.

On conversion of a system to common carrier

status, franchise, requirements for free or reduced rates for munici-

pal and educational purposes would be continued, where required by
franchise, for the duration of the franchise.

Where no such require-

ments are included in the franchise, or upon expiration
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franchise,the Commission should have authority to impose some such
requirements in order to achieve a measure of parity among the various
common carrier systems in meeting public needs, and to make feasible,
if the occasion should arise, Statewide access to CATV systems for

educational networking,

If significant interconnection, occurs in

the absence of conversion to common carrier status, the Commission
should have authority to require such channel access as might be re-

quired to permit educational or other public CATV transmissions de-

signed for Statewide use
H. The Role of the Telephone Comp-any

At the present time, telephone companies are,placed in
an anomalous position in relation to CATV. On the one hand, the FCC
has ruled that telephone companies may not provide new CATV services

on their own behalf (except under special circumstances), and must
divest themselves of presently owned CATV operations.
hand

On the other

there is no federal prohibition against telephone companies

providing channel service for the CATV operations of others (although
FCC approval is required under Sec. 214); and, under New York law,
if CATV service is provided over the lines of a telephone company
no municipal franchise is required.

This means that the government

body most involved, the municipality, is in no position to bargain

for franchise terms with a CATV system choosing to use the lines of
a telephone company; and the ultimate decision is left to an agency--the

FCC--which could not be further removed from the scene and has

but a peripheral interest in the outcome of the ilroceedings (since
CATV service to the community must in any case comply with those
FCC regulations applicable to CATV operators not using telephone
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facilities).

Accordingly, it is recommended:
(1)

That the State law be amended to require municipal

permission for local CATV, operations whether the CATV operator is

going to use its own lines or those of the telephone company.
(2) That the FCC be urged to disclaim jurisdiction over

telephone services designed to accommodate unaffiliated CATV operators having the necessary municipal consent.

(The appropriateness

of the telephone company's tariff to the CATV operator can be evaluated by the state commission in the same way that any other tariff
provision is evaluated).

Given compliance with the FCC's general

CATV regulations, the problem essentially is.a local one.

As pointed

out in the recent Comtel litigation, the investment required by the

New York Telephone Company to provide channel facilities for Comtel's
CATV service amounted to all of 0.010 of New York Telephone's rate
base.

(3) That the prohibition against telephone,Operations
in the CATV area not be expanded further

so that such companies

are in a position to provide channel service to CATV systems and to

engage directly in those communications services (including one-way
and two-way video originations) which do not involve the retransmission
of television broadcast signals.

With the uncertainties prevalent

about technological developments, it may well be that telephone companies, some years hence,, will be in the best position to render

some of the services now predicted for CATV systems

un'd, indeed,

they may be ,in the best, position to .perform the CATV transmission

funCtion as welli(through- tease& channels).

In order to permit communities to benefit from techno,.

logical advance, as well as to protect themSelves from poor service,.
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it is recommended that municipalities not be foreclosed froi franchising new entrants into CATV and related fields (whether the tele-

phone company or some other CATV applicant) by a requirement of
federal certification
state certification. The history of state and
practice is punctuated with illustrations of foreclosure of technological progress.

Although the history is easily forgotten, it was

not too long ago that electric street car lines were held up to
protect railroads, and then bus lines were held up to protect street
car lines
railroads.

and trucking firms were barred or constricted to protect
At the federal level, satellite technology and specialized

intercity microwave are present-day victims of the same practice.
CATV has sufficient problems without having certification procedures
employed to bar technological innovation -- particularly since in
and state
any case, municipal permission will have to be obtained
and federal regulations will have to be met.
I. Landlord-Tenant Problems.

State legislation should make clear that landlords have
services to their tenants.
no standing to impede the delivery of CATV
tenant) bear the enLandlords may insist that the CATV operator
tire cost

the installation conform to such

reasonable requirements as the landlord may impose to 'protect the
safety, operation or appearance of his building; and that the CATV

operator (or tenant) agree to indemnify the landlord for any damage
incurred

legitimate interest.

The tenant, on the other hand, has as

interest in receiving CATV service as he has in receiving mail

tele-

phone communications, or over-the-air television signals. And landlord impediment to the extension of CATV service is disadvantageous

not only to the personal interests of tenants, but to the development
of the CATV industry.

Accordingly, it is recommended that legislation

be enacted to prohibit landlords from
(1)

Interfering with CATV installations desired by

tenant, as long as the above conditions of cost, landlord specifica
tions, and indemnification are met.
(2) Accepting payment

either from CATV operators or from

tenants, in exchange for permitting CATV service in his building.
(3) Discriminating in rental charges between tenants receiving CATV service and those not receiving CATV service.
The effect of the last'requirement, inter alia, would

be to eliminate the $2 monthly surcharge permitted by New York City
rent control administration.

To supplement these restrictions, CATV

operators should be prohibited from making payments to,landlords to
obtain access to their buildings and from discriminating in charges
between tenants and home-owners otherwise similarly situated.

This proposal involves some intrusion upon the property
int rest of the landlord.

But the interest intruded upon is

wholly

abstract one--given the conditions specified, the landlord's interest
consists entirely of insisting that some negligible unoccupied space
remain unoccupied.

The tenant's interest clearly is, more substantial,
and

consisting of a right to receive (and perhaps send) communications from/
to the outside world.

In the electronic age, the landlord should

not be able to preclude a tenant from obtaining CATV service (or
exact a surcharge for allowing the service) any more than he could
preclude a tenant from receiving mail or' telegrams directed to him.

J. Concentra.an of Control
The FCC already has taken some steps in the area of concentration of control.

Others are under consideration,

It is

recommended:

(a) That whatever stance the FCC ultimately takes on the
issue of concentration of control, its position z:.hould not preempt

additional requirements imposed by state and local authorities, at
least in the absencle of an affirMative finding by the FCC that the
local or state requirement conflicts with federal policy..

(b) That the Public Service Commission be empowered to
enact regulations prescribing minimum standards on concentration of
control of mass media and communications facilities, including:
(1) Affiliations between CATV operators and those who
sell, repair or install television sets.
(2) A ceiling on the percentage of the New York State

population that may be served by a single, or several affiliated,
CATV systems.

,(3) Affiliations between CATV systems and other local

media of mass communications, such as daily newspapers and radio
stations (assuming the FCC does not take preemptive action on these
affiliations, as it has

affiliations between CATV systems and

television stations, networks and translators).
(4) Affiliations b,etWeen-CATV systems and, thoSe who
or supply

the systems

data processing

including programprOdUcers, .compUter and
electronics aquipment manufacturers., and the

like.

It is not intimated chat any particular answers should
e reached on any of these issues, although each' obviously poses

2. Inspections and reports.
are very unsatisfactory in this area.

The franchises generally
State law should assure that

both state and local officials 1:ave access to the information they

require to perform their functions effectively.

The Public Service

Commission should be empowered to require (a) access to facilities
and records of the CATV operator by both state and local officials,
(b) submission of reports by the CATV operator to state and local
officials, and (c) maintenance of uniform systems of accounts by
CATV operators.

The latter two requirements should differentiate

between systems in accordance with their size, and consultation among
federal, state and local officials should seek to avoid the imposition of multiple burdens on CATV operators, particularly small
systems.

3. Transfers, amendments and renewals.

Public Service

Commission control over transfers, amendments and renewals is essential to protect the same interests involved in initial franchising:
compliance with minimum financial, character and technical qualifications, and conformity with Commission regulations and policies.
These also afford particularly suitable occasions to bring obsolete
minimum criteria pertaining to system construction and operation
into line with developments since the issuance of the initial fran.

chise.

should be made clear--in con-

In the case of transfers,

trast to most franchise provisions--that any transfer of control of

either the franchise or the system property, requires Commission
approval.

4. Abandonments.

With a rapidly changing industry, to

which considerable risk is attached, it probably is inadvisable to
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prescribe an absolute prohibition against unapproved abandonments.
It would seem to suffice to stipulate:

(a) In the absence of any franchise provision to the
contrary, no CATV operator may abandon service, without municipal

and Public Service Commission approval, prior to the expiration of
the franchise or in contravention of its terms.
(b: Where not precluded by a franchise, be-cause a fran-

chise term per its abandonment

the franchise has expir-t-d or is

about to expire, service may not be abandoned without providing at
least six months prior notice to the municipality and the Public
Service Commission.

The first requirement simply enforces the bargain between
the CATV operator and the municipality, and-may serve to alert both
to the dangers of overly long franchises.

The second requirement, which is independent of any
bargain, is intended to afford some time for governmental authorities
to work out substitute arrangements if desired.

L. Representation Before the Federal
Communications Commission
The development of CATV in New York is vitally dependent
.upon the actions of the FCC in a variety of areas.

Yet New York

State generally has not been represented in proceedings before the
FCC.

It is recommended that the Public Service Commission take an

active role (not necessarily to the exclusion of other- State agencies)
in seeking to advance the interests of the State before the FCC.

Such participation should extend, not only to matters under active
State and local control

but also to matters exclusively subject to

FCC control and matters which arguably should be controlled
government.
211

bi n o.

For example, the FCC's distant signal policy clearly is
retarding the development of CATV in most sections of New York State.
The policy has as a. major foundation the, desire to protect independent
(unaffiliated) UHF and VHF stations.

Yt, as nearly as can be deter-

mined, there is no independent UHF or VHF station operating in New
York State (apart from the New York City independents, which no one
has suggested require protection). Nor does the broadcast signal
York
of any out-of-state independent UHF or VHF station reach New
State (as nearly as can be determined) .

Perhaps the Public Service

Commission should consider whether the FCC's distant signal policy
makes sense.in :the context of New York State television broadcasting.

Another example is J)rogramming.

No recommendations have

been made herein about programming, except insofar as channel access
requirements are approved in municipal franchises and enforced upon
whether
common carrier conversion. Questions might well be posed as to
this area should be kept free of government constraints as much as
possible:

How is compulsory origination by CATV systems "reasonably

ancillary" to the FCC's interest in over-the-air television broadcasting?

Why should-the "equal time", "fairness", "lottery" and

"sponsor identification" requirements of broadcasting be carried
over to CATV?

Are not these matters

as well.as the quantum of edu-

rational sand other public service ,programming- which" properly are
matters for .local concern?

Whatever the views on the merits of 'the above issues,
it.seems clear that'the.State of New 'York requires a strong repre.sentative-before ,the FCC.
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M. Selection o

All of the above recommendations urge that the Public
Service Commission be given regulatory authority over CATV.

The

a,easows for the selection of this agency should be explored:

(1) No other exerting state agency has even the slightest

compence to assert and protect the State's interests in these areas.
There .ire state agencies concerned with education, local government

and tation, but all of these are non-regulatory agencies and all
could lie concerned with but a fragment of the total problem.

(2) The creation of a new state agency would be both
time-consuming and wasteful.

FCC policies have slowed CATV growth

temporarily, but this is an area likely to develop rapidly.

The

time required to create and staff anew agency may not be available.
And wholly apart from the additional funds required by a new agency,
it is generally recognized that competent and dedicated civil servants
are in short supply.

(3) The Public Service Commission would have to develop

competence in a new area (mass media dissemination/, but it presently
has the expertise to handle many aspects of the problems of CATV
systems

communications engineers with a capacity to deal with, or

learn to deal with, the technical aspects of CATV operations and to
plan for problems-engendered by, technological innovation; accountants'
familiar with the: problems of securing the accurate and complete

financial statements needed for effective regulation; and lawyers and
administrators familiar with the legal and practical problems of
franchising

supervision of service, rate regulation, common carrier

operations, control over transfers of authority

inspections and

reports, and representation of the State's interests before- federal
regulatory agencies, including the FCC.

(4) Finally, it appears liktly that CATV operations and
telephone operations--already intertwined in the manner previously
described--will converge in additional areas--if not immediately,
then in the future.

Data transmission and two-way video conversations

are two areas frequently mentioned.

It would be disadvantageous to

have separate state agencies regulating_essentially the same function
simply because in one instance the function was performed by a CATV
system, and in the other by a telephone company.

Unified state

regulatory control over communications is clearly a desirable objective.
N. Federal-State Relations

Although the point has been covered in a variety of prior
contexts, it may be useful to review the diverse relations which may
exist between state and federal regulation.
1. Federal primacy.

There are several areas where the

federal interest is paramount, and the state, role clearly is limited
to that of an advocate.

Such areas include:

(1) Control of electronic emissions from :CATV systems,

which might cause interference with the use of the radio spectrum
by others.

(2) Requirements designed to protect the operations of

television broadcasting station

such as

(a) Carriage of local television signals;

(b) Same-day exclusivity for local television
Programs;
(c) Restrictions on importation of distant
signals;
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(d) Restrictions on CATV programming (particularly
programs fair which a per-program charge is
exacted) which may have a diversionary effect
on program procurement by television broadcast
stations.
(3) Resolution of issues pertaining to copyright liability
(although this issue probably will not be resolved by the FCC);
(4) Arguably control over certain programming practimes,

such as CATV originations, equal time, fairness doctrine requirements,
sponsorship identification, and lottery information prohibition. CA
contrary position will be advocated below,)
2. Joint federal-state concern.

Because of the inter-

relation of federal and state interests in CATV, there are certain
areas where action by both federal and state agencies would seem
These include:

appropriate.

(1) Establishment of technical standards relatingto
i..
w-
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progrr.ms transmitted by the CATV will he stP-

tions received in lieu of over-the-air transmissions, and the federal

interest here is analogous to its requirement that the local station
be carried in the first instance.

With respect, however, to distant

signal importations and, local originations, the federal interest is
not so clear.

These signals were not present in the community until

a wholly local entity made them available to local subscribers.

How-

ever, electronic equipment is manufactured and sold in a national
market

and this would argue in favor of national technical standards

purely as a pragmatic matter.

It is recommended, therefore,, that

the FCC adopt technical standards

pertaining ,to signal quality

after consultation with state and local officials

but afford suffi7.

cent latitude to.state authorities to modify_and adapt the standards
to local conditions where appropriate

and to insist on higher

standards where such are not inconsistent with any federal policy.
2.15.
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(2) Interconnection of facilities.

There is a federal

interest in the interstate flow of communications and a state interest in the intrastate flow of communications.

Interconnection should

be encouraged both by federal and state authorities; the best mode
of interconnection should be decided upon by mutual consultation;

and both entities should be empowered to require interconnection of
CATV systems when in the public interest (the State being limited,
of course, to systems within its borders).
(3) Conversion to common carrier status. Since the CATV
system will be carrying transmissions of both an interstate and in-

trastate nature, its status as a common carrier is of interest to
both federal and state authorities.

State authorities should be per-

mitted to insist on conversion as long as no federal policy is contravened (obviously the federal government could act in the same area
if it chose to do so, and, to the extent that it did act, its actions
would be preemptive).
(4) Concentration of control.

Here there is obviously

an intermingling of state and federal interests.

In the case of

anti-competitive practices, the spheres of influence probably can be
delineated on a pragmatic basis.

Program producers and electronic

equipment suppliers clearly operate in national market- for the most
part, and uniform FCC' regulation would seem to ItiO most appropriate.
.Television salesmen and repairmen. , `by contrast

operate in local

markets, and here thi FCC clarly should defer to estate and local
jUdgments.

Data transmission users are difficult to classify, and

here perhaps joint consideration by federal and state authorities
is appropriate (although the problem is not an immediate one for
CATV systems

In the case of undue influence over public opinion,
the problem is complicated by the fact that both the opinions being
influenced and the media achieving the influence-have federal and
state aspects.

It is recommended that the FCC continue to act in

those areas where the federal interest appears to require action,
but that it not preclude additional state measures in the absence
of some compelling contrary federal interest.

Thus, the FCC might

decide not to bar affiliations between CATV systems and local newspapers, or between CATV systems and-local "radio stations, or between

CATV systems in different parts of the same state.

This should not

preclude a state from limiting local CATV-newspaper combinations or
local CATV-radio combinations or restricting the proportion of the
State's population that might be served by a single CATV system or
an affiliated group of systems.
3. Local primacy.

Although there is a federal interest

in having local television signals carried on CATV systems in a proper
manner, it is submitted that, for both practical and theoretical
reasons, the following areas be left to state and local control:
(1) CATV service generally.

It would be impossible for

the FCC to police all of the CATV systems in the country.

And state

and local authorities would have more interest and enthusiasm in
enforcing their own standards than standards emanating from the
FCC

which might be wholly unrelated to local concerns.
(2) Franchising of CATV >operators

.

For the reasons. in-

dicated above, franchising of operators should be left to local
authorities
supervision.

operating within state guidelines and subject to state

Again

it would be impossible for the FCC to undertake

the franchising of local operators.

The same considerations apply

to the amendment, transfer or renewal of CATV franchises.
(3) Rates for CATV service.

General rate regulation of

CATV operators probably is inexpedient and undesirable at the present time.

With the exceptions noted above, rate determinations should

be left to the local negotiations incident to franchising.

Neither

the federal nor the state government could regulate CATV rates in a
wise, and meaningful manner at the present time.

(4) Franchise fees and public service offerings.

These,

too, can best be left to the franchise negotiating process, at least
for the time being.

The needs and interests of different localities

are diverse, and, in the absence of further experience, it probably
would be unwise to attempt to set forth definitive guidelines. Howto municipalities
ever, state encouragement/to achieve, greater access for educational
.

ancl public, service offerings, and to place less emphasis on high

franchise fees, seems appropriate.
(5) Landlord-tenant relations.

This clearly is a problem

primarily of local concern, although the effect upon receipt of
television broadcast signals is not negligible.
(6) Telephone company operatiOnS;--While the FCC_'sauT__

thority over telephone company. CATV operations has been judicially
affirmed, and there, is no opposition to the FCC's Policy determination to exclude, telephone companies-from CATV operations, it seems
most unwise, as noted~ above ,, to treat the provision-of telephone

channels to independent: CATV Operators as an appropriate occasion
f°r, federair:aqtiom.,

As, Ions as7..stait and localIcontrol -Of the`-!CATV``

operator is assured

a wholly unnecessary step,:is inserted by

requiring federal certification of telephone channels needed for
CATV service; among other things, the requirement creates a serious
imbalance between applicants proposing to use their own lines and
competing applicants proposing to use channels to be furnished by
the telephone company.

State surveillance of telephOne tariff offer.

ings would appear to suffice,
(7) Program regulation.

versial point.

This is perhaps the most contro-

Notwithstanding FCCdeterminations to the contrary,

it is submitted that the FCC has no legitimate interest in CATV programming except insofar as (1) .the local station's signal is being

carried, or (2) the viability of the local station is threatened.
Congressional concern about the equitable distribution of broadcast
facilities was a concern that some areas might have too few facilities, not that some areas might receive a large number of signals
under circumstances not prejudicial to other areas.

Similarly, con

trol of CATV originations seems to have nothing whatever to do with
broadcast regulation, except insofar as injury to the local station
might result or concentration of control with broadcast media might
ensue.

Compulsory CATV originations and restrictions relative to

equal time, fairness doctrine

sponsor identification, and lotteries,

would appear to have no relation to protecting the local station and
should be left to state and local control.

versial nature of this point, i

Recognizing the contro-

should be emphasized that

is

independent of all the others.
(8)

General.

that the FCC defer to

As to the above items,

is recommended

tate and local regulation and not undertake

regulation at the federal level.

If some assurance of minimum

standards is required, the FCC should not attempt to formulate
minimum standards of its own.

Instead, it should announce that-

federal control will be forthcoming unless a state' agency certifies

that it has general authority to regulate essential aspects of CATV
operations, or has authority effectively to supervise municipal regulation of such operations, or has dome combination of such authorities.

The FCC could then proceed to establish federal standards for

those states lacking any standards whatever, while declining to exercise jurisdiction over CATV systems in states with an effective
system of state control or combined state and local control.

APPENDIX-A

5574.1101 Definitions.

(1) Cable television channel. A frequency band 6 MHz in width within which
a standard television broadcast signal is delivered by cable to a subscriber
terminal.
(m) Channel frequency response. Within a cable television channel, the
-relationship as measured at a subscriber terminal between amplitude and
frequency of a constant-amplitude input signal.
(n) System noise. That combination of undesired and fluctuating disturbances
within a cable television channel, exclusive of undesired signals of discrete
frequency which degrade the reproduction of the desired signal and which are
due to thermal effects, modulation products, and other noise effects. System
noise is specified in terms of its tens level or its mean power as measured in
a 4 MHz. bandwidth centered within a 6 MHz cable television channel.
(o) Subscriber terminal. The Community antenna television system cable terminal
to which' a subscriber's eqUipment is connected.
Separate terminals may be provided for delivery of cable teleVision signals, FM broadcast, or other signals
of differing classification.

(p) Terminal isolation. At any subscriber terminal, the attenuation between
that terminal and any other subscriber terminal in that system.
(q) Visual signal level. The rths voltage produced by the visual signal-during
the transmission of :synehronizing pulses.

(r) CATV system channel capacity. The highest total number of cable television
channelson which television signals from separate sources can be delivered
simultaneously to every subscriber in the system

74.1151 Performance tests and certification.
(a) The operator of each COMmunity Antenna Television system shall be responsible
for insuring that each:SuCh system is designed,- installed, and operatecl'in a
mannerywhicklully:CoMplies With:thepOoviSione of thiSsubpart.. Each system
Operator shall be prepared:to*show,- UpOn:reasOnable;reqUest by7anauthorized,

repreSentativeof the CommiSsion, that theeystet does, infact:Hcomply with
the rules._

(b) The-operator of each CATV system shall file with the Commission a statement
of the CATV system channel capacity, listing-the cable television Channels
which that,' system deliVers to .its subscribers, and
station: ,or stations
whose-signals are delivered on'eAch.Channel, specifying the minimum
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signal level it maintains on each channel under normal operating conditions.
When cable television channels are deleted or the specified visual signal
levels aie changed, the Commission shall be notified within 30 days following
the date of such change.
(c) The operator of each CATV system shall conduct complete perfOrmance
tests of that system at least once each calendar year (at intervals not
to excee4 months) and shall.file with the Commission a certificate
detailing, the results of such teats. The performance tests shall be
directed at determining the extent to which the system complies with all
the technical standards set forth in §74A153. The tests shall be made
on each cable television channel in the system, and shall include measurements made at at least three widely separated subadriber terminals, one
of which is repreaentative of terminals most distant .-from the system input
in terms of cabledistance. -.A statement of the qualifications of the
person performing the tests shall be included.:
(d) After reviewing the certificates of compliance required in paragraph
.Ccl, the Commission may require that certain measurements be repeated,
that additional measurements be made, or thatClarifying explanation be
supplied, as necessary tocorredtdefective certificates.

§74.1153 Technical standards.

(a) The following requirements apply to community antenna televigion system
performande as:metoured at any subscriber terminalwith a matched termination,
and to 'each of the cable teleVisiori:Ohannels in which signals picked up
off -air are delivered to such terminals.

(1) The frequency boundaries of cable television: channels'
delivered to subseriber terminals shall conform to those
set forth in §73.603(a): of this chapter; Provided
upon specialjipplication.including:em:Adequate showing of
public interest, other channel arrangements nay be approved.

(2) The frequenoyof the visual carrier.shalli)e maintained
1.25 MHZ± 25 kHz abovethe.lower boundary,of thecable
televition'ChanneL
(3): The freauency of.the aural carrier :shall. be 4.5 MHz

1 kEz.

above the.freqUency of the visual carrier.
(4) The visual signal level shall be act. less than :1 millivolt
(At other
(0 :dErV). 'mamas a' 75-Ohm terminating iinedance.
iipedance values the 'minimum visual' signal level shall' be
Z

P11,11*-1.1.volts

1,7here Z, is the' impedance value' which

pir60erly matChes the subscriber terminal impedance.)
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(5) The.visual-s.gnal level on each channel shall be maintained
within:
(i) 6 decibels of its minimum value; and

6Aecibels of the visual -signal'leVel on either
adjacent cable televiaipn dhannell and
(iii) 10 decibela of:the visual signal level:on any
other..cable television channel.
(6) The rms voltage of the aural signal shall be maintained' between
13 and l'Vdedibela beloW the associated visual signal level.
(7)HThepeak-4t077peak variation in visual signal-level' caused by
undesired `low;;

diatUrbanceS',j1hUM or

r`

:,transients)

generated, within the system, or by inadequate:16W frequencY-respOnae,
shall not:exdeed 5 percent: of the visual aignal

(8) The channel frequeudy respOnse shill:be within a-range of-± 2
Aedibels for all frequendies within -1 MHz'and,4.4 MHz of the
Visual:diarrier:frequency,

(9)The ratio of:visual signalileVel to system noise shall not
This requirement is applicable 'only
0

be'less.:than 36 decibels.,

each.signal which is carried by a cable television
system serviag .subscribers Within the Grade B contour
for that signal; or
(ii):eadh-aignal'whidhAs first picked up. Within its
GradeB COntOur.-(10) The ratio of visual:signal:level to the rms amplitude of any
doherent disturbances. such as intermodulation prOducts, co-channel
television signalt, or disarete-frequency interferiag signals shall
not be less than 46 decibels.

(11) Theterminal isolation provided .each subscriber shall not be
.less than 30 decibels,. except-that the isolation between separate
,teleViSion and-FM broadcast terminals; forthe'saMe subacriber shall
not be .less than 15 'decibels.

(12) Radiation from a community antenna television system shall be
limited as follows:
Radiation'

Distance

Limit
Frequenties
Up to and including' 54 MHz.

.(uV/m)

(feet)

15

1.0(1

20
15

10

Over 54*p to and,incluAing
216 MHz
Over 216 MHz

100.:
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(b) Community antenna television systems distributing signals by using
multiple cable techniques:or sPedialized receiving devices, and Which,
because of their :baSiC design, cannotcomply::With:Oneiormere-of the
technical standards set forth in paragraph (a) Of:'thissection, may be
permitted to operate :provided that an adequate 'showing is Madewhich
establishes that the public.interestisbeneflte& :In such instances
the Commission. may, preacribe*pecial.technical requirements to ensure
that sUbscribers to such Systems are 'provided with a good quality of
service.
S

S74.1155 Measurements.

(a) Measurements made to demonstrate conformity with the performance
§74.1121 shall be made under conditions
requirements set forth in
which reflect system performance during normal operations, including
the effect of any microwave relay operated in the Community Antenna
Relay Service (CARS) intervening between pickup antenna and the cable
Special signals inserted in a cable television
distribution network.
channel for measurement purposes should be operated at levels approximating
those used for normal operation; pilot tones, auxiliary signals, and
non-television signals normally carried on the cable television system
should be operated at normal levels.
(b) When it may be necessary to remove the television signal normally
carried on a cable'.-television channel in order to facilitate a performance measurement, it will be permissible to disconnect the antenna
measurement and to substitute therefore
which serves the channel and
a matching resistance termination. Other antennas and inputs should
remain connected and normal signal levels should be maintained on
other channels.
(c) As may be necessary to ensure satisfactory service to a .subscriber,
the Commis don may require additional tests to demonstrate system
performance.or.may specify the use of .different test :procedures.

(d) The frequency response to a cable television channel may be
determined by one 'of the following methods, As'appropriate:.
(1) loyusing.a swept frequency or a manually 'variable
signal generator at the .sending end and ,a, calibrated.

attenuator -and frequenty-seleCtive vOltmeter atthe.
subscriber terminal; or
(2) by using, .2LMUlti-burst 'generatorandmodulator at the
sending end, and a demodulator `and osciilosooPe disPlaY-At
the Subscriber terminal.
(e) "System noise may be measured = uSing*avIrequencyseleCtive voltmeter
(field strengthmeter) whith'has-been'suitablY.calibrated::t&indiCate.
rms 'noise orHaveragepower level, and which had a known 'bandwidth..yith
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the system operating at normal Ieves i'A with a properly matched resistive
termination substitwted foz the amennai,
power indications at the subscriber tetMinalate taken in aut,.:.e:i.;age litents of frequency equal to
the bandWidth:of.-the:_frequency,seleci4e .4oitMetet, summing the power
indicationa to obtain the total noise:power present. overa 4 MHz band
centered within the cable television Channel. If An amplifier is inserted
between 'the frequencyseIeCtive voltmeter and the:subscriber terminal in
order tdjacilitate'this,neasurement, it should haVe a bandwidth ofat:
least 4 MHz and appropriate corrections must be made to account for its
gain
(f) The amplitude of discrete frequency interfering signals within a
cable television z.hannel may ,be determined with either a spectrumalyzer
or with a Irequency,L.eelective voltmeter (field strength.meter), whIlea
instruments have been calibrat ed fo r adequate accuracy.-If.calibration
accuracy is in 'zicAM.t., meaSu'tements may be referenCed to.a calibrated
signal generator,. oz a talihtated variable attenuator,substituted at the
If an 'amplifier is used between the subsCriber
point of Inteasuiement,;

terminal and the measuring instrUment, appropriate corrections must be
made to account for its gain.,
(g) The terminal isolation between any two terminals in the system May
a signal of known amplitude to one and measuring
be measured by
The frequency of
the amplitude of that. signal at, the Other terminal,
the' signal should beClose to the Mid-freqUency'of the channel being
tested
(h):Neasurementb to determine. the field strength of radio frequency
energy radiated .bycAmmunity antenna.televiaion.systems shall be
Made in accordance nth standard engineering procedures. Measurements
made on frequencies'above 25 MHz shall include the fallowing:

(1) A-field strength meter of adequate accuracy.using
a horizontal dipole antenna shall'be employed.
(2) Field strength. Shall be expressed in terms of the
rms valueof synehronizing peak. for each cable television
channel for which radiation can be_measured.'
(3) The Aipole antenna;' shail be place4 10 feet above the
groUnd and positioned directly below the> system components.
Where such' placement results in a separation of less than
10 feet-between the center of the dipole antenna andLthe
system components, the dipole shall be repositioned to
provide a separation' of 10 feet.
(4) The horizontal dipole antenna:; shall be rotated about a
vertical axis and the maximum meter reading shall be used.

(5) MeaSurements shall be made whelte other Conductors are
.10 or `more feet away fram the measuring antenna'.
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g74.1157 Interierence from a community antenna television system.
In the event that the operation of :.a community antenna television system
causes harmful interference to reception of authorized radio stations
the operator of the system shall immediately take whatever steps are
necessary to remedy the interference.

§74.1159 Responsibility for receiver, generated interference.

Interference generated'by a radio or television receiver shall be
the reaponsibiUtroUthe receiver operator in 'accordance with
the provisions of:Part 15, Subpart C of this chapter; Provided,
however, That the operator of the community antenna-television
system to which the reCeiver is connected' shall be responsible for
thesupPression of receiver generated interference that' is distributed by the system .when-the interferingsignals.are introduced into
the system at the receiver.

.

,
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STATE COMMrlY In' ANTENNA

An Act to Trovidefor the -comprehensive regulation of
persons and organizations owning, controlling, operating and
managing community antenna television systems

009

(The

title should be completed in such detail as will satisfy the
legal requirements of the state involved.)

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THIS STATE:
Section 1.

Short title.

This Act shall be known

and

may be cited, as the "State Community Antenna Television System Act."

Section 2

Definitions

The folilowing words, when

used in this Act, shall have the following meanings

(a)

unless

The word 'Commission" shall mean the Public Service

aintenna 'television company"

or "CATV company" shall mean any :person or organizatiami which

owns, :controls, operates or manamss a community antenna televi s ors: Aystem; except that- such definition shall not include

(i)

a ta.ephone

telegraph. or electric utility regulated by

the Commission in a case-Where itrilerely leases or rents to

a CATV companywires or cables for the redistribution of
elevision signals to or toward subscribers of such CATV com,,

PanY

or (ii) a ,telephone or telegraph utility regulated by

B2

the Commissioniin a case where it perely provides communication channel service under _published tariffs filed with
the Commission to a CATV company for the redistribution of
television signals to or toward subscribers of such CATV
company;
(c)

The words "community antenna television system" or

"CATV system" shall mean any facility within this State

which is constructed in whole or in part in, on, under or
over any highway or other public place and which is operated
to perform for hire the service of receiving and amplifying
the signals broadcast by one or more television stations and
redistributing such signals .by wire, cable-or other means to
members of the public who subscribe to such Iservice; except
that such definiA.on shall not, include (i) any system which

serves fewer than fifty subscribeis
the residents of:one or

or (iA) any system which
apartment dwerilaws
management, and comMercial

establishments located on the preMises of such dwellings;
(d)

The word "facility' shall include all real prop-

erty, antennae
-

poles, wizzas

cables, conduits, amplifiers,

-

instruments, appliances, ..:Eixturear and other personal property

used by

CATV ,:company in providing service to its smbscrib-

ers; and
(e)

The word "highway' shall include every street,

road, alley, thoroughfare, way or place of any kind used by

.

the public or open to the use of -Ole public as a matter of

right for the purpose of vehicular traffic.
Section 3.

tigation

Declaration of public policy.-

Upon inves-

the Legislature of this State has determined that

the rates, services and operations of community antenna tele-

vision companies are affected with a public interest and ±t
is hereby "kledlared* to be: the policyof this State to provide

fair regulation of CATV companies in the interest of the public, to promote adequate

economical and efficient CATV 'Aystem service to citizens and residents of this State, to pro:vide just and reasonable 'rates and charges for CATV system
,services without unjust discrimination

advantages

undue preferences or

gr unfair cr _destructive competitive practices,

to -encourage and promote harmony between CATV companies and
and wi:th

the federal government Iza. promoting and coordinating of
to- .effectively regulate CATV companies in the ,public interest,

and to these ends,

the Commission -ho

regulate CATV companies; generally and their rates, servimes

and operations, in the lmanner and in accordance with the polici.es set forth in this Act.
Section 4.

Certificate of

blic 'convenience andmeces-

sity;eroviso; application; notice; heatings; issuance.
(a)

111111111.11.

No PersOn or organization shall hereafter. begin the
construction, extension Or operation of a\CATV system or
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acquire ownership or control thereof without first obtaining
from the Commission a certificate that the present or future

public convenience and necessity require or will require such
construction, extension, operation or ac..quisitiont provided,

however, that the Commission may by rule and regulation exempt
a CATV company from the above certificate requirement in a
case where (i)

acts or operations do not re-

quire the issuance of a certificate in .the public interest,

or (ii) its extensims_ of or additions to its CATV system
are within its certificated' territory or an adjacent uncertlfi-

cated territory and such extensions or additions will promote
the promptavailabili-ty of such service to prospective sub-

scribers and at the same time prevent unnecessary and uneccnomic duplication of. CATV facilities as between two or ,more
persons or .organizations.
(b)

The application.for such a certificate *of public

convenience and necessity shall be in writing, shall include
descriPtion of the territory in which the CATV system is
proposed to be constructed, extended, operated or acquired,
shall contain such other information as the Commission may
prescribe from time to time by rules and regulations or orders, and shall be accompanied by a fee of fifty dollars
($.50.00).

(6)

Upon the filing of such an appl4CatiOn and the 0.4y..

ment:of the fee pkOdtib04

t40

shall fix the time

and place for a bearing thereon and shall cause notice thereof to be given 'to the chief executive officer of any munici-

pality and to any telephone or telegraph utility or CATV company in the affected territory and to such other parties in
interest as 'thet!ommission may deem necessary.

The Commission

shall also cause notice of the application to be published at
least fourteen

prior to the bearing in some newspaper of

general circulef4n in the .affected territory.
(d)

After - such hearing, theCCommission may issue to the

applicant a certificate of public cowvenience and necessity

in a form toimmprescribed by:I:tor-may refuse to issue the
same or may issue it for °ay- partimllexercise of the privilege sought4,orlmay attach to the exercise, of the right
granted by the -certificate such terms

limitations and condi--

tions which it ,deems the public Interest may require.

The

certificate shall include a Aemcr#ption of the territory in
which the CATIrmarstem is to be mmnstructed, extended, operated or acqhlred.
,(e)

In determining. whether:a- certificate shall be is-

sued, the Commission shall take into consideration, among
other things, the public need for the proposed service or ac-

quisitiom, the suitability of the applicant

the financial

responsibility of, the applicant, and the ability of the ap-

plicant to perform efficiently the service for which authority is, requested.
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Section 5.

Certification of CAW companies ,operating

effective date of Act. -- The Commission shall -ire a certificate of public convenience and necessity tom_ natty- CATV com-

pany lawfully engaged in the cOnstc:uction, e mteamsion or op2eration- of its CATV system on the effective dmitri..of this Act,
for the -construction, extension or operation thft-Ilieing conducted, without requiring proof that public::=73ronience and
necessity will be served by such constructkam4, e tension or
cation
operation and without further proceedings.), At'.
for such certificate is filed with the Cortui within
ninety days after auch date. The applicat- shall contain
the information and shall be accompanied by-I:the fee prescribed in the preceding Section. The cons1==mb.eton, extension or operation of such a CATV system may limikeirfully
.;and the deof such an applic
unless the-Commission orOmmuotherwise.

..timely shall
accordanCe with the Procedu ,escribed in
which

.

be determined
the preceding Section and such certificate shdELAbe issued

or refused accordingly.
No ..such certifiSection 6. Transfer of certificate.
`cat.e of .public convenience and necessity may ibe,-!itransferredi
IMO 411110

assigned:or encumbered unless such transaction f,..Ids-,Sfirst approved by the Commission.

Section 7. Revocation or change of certiftler a te
The Commission may,

after affording

the

holder:ssw'opportunity
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to be heard, revoke, suspend or alter any such certificate
of public convenience and necessity for the

violation

of any provision of this Act or the rules and regulations or
orders of the Commission made under the authority of this
Act, or for other reasonable cause.
Section
(a)

General jurisdiction of Commission. --

.

The Commission shall have the poWer and jurisdic-

tion to supervise and regulate every CATV company operating
within this. State and its property, easements, property

rights, equipment

facilities

contracts, certificates and

franchises so far as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Acts and to do all things whether herein specifically

designated or in addition thereto, which are necessary

or convenient in the exercise off such power, and jurisdiction.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Commission is authorized to adopt and enforce 'such reasonable rules

and regulations and O4ders as it may deem necessary with respect to rates
certificates

charges' and classifications

issuance of

territory of oPeration, abandonment or avaPen-

sion of service, adeqUacy of service, prevention or elimination of unjust discrimination between subscribers

financial

responsibility, insurance covering personal injury and property damage, uniform system of accounts

records, reports

safety of operation and equipment, and to otherwise accomplish the purposes of this Act and to implement its provis...
ions.
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(b)

The Commission

may, after affording an opportun-

ity for hearing, order a CATV company (i) to construct and
operate any reasonable extension of its existing CATV system
within the certificated territory, or (ii) to make any reasonable repair or improvement of.or addition to such system.
(c)

The Commission shall from time to time visit the

places of business and other premises and examine the records
and facilities of all CATV companies to ascertain if all rules
and regulations and orders of the Commission have been compiled with, and shall have the power to examine all officers,
agents and employees of such CATV companies, and all other
persons, under oath, and to compel the production of papers
and the attendance of witnesses to obtain the information
necessary for administering the provisions of this Act.
(d)

The Commission shall have the power and authority

to institute all proceedings and investigations, hear all
complaints

issue all process, and orders, and rendek. all de-

cisions necessary to enforce the provisions ofthis Act or
of the rules, regulations and orders adopted thereunder
to otherwise accomplish the purposes of
(e)

mus

Act.

any..,

The Commission or other aggrieved party shall have

the right to institute

action in

or

or to intervene as a'party in, any

court'of competent jurisdiction seeking manda
or other relief to compel cothpliance with

any provision of this Act or of any rule, regulation or order

.adopted thereunderf'or to restrain or otherWise prevent or

prohibit any illegal or unauthorized conduct in connection
therewith.

Rates. -- The Commission shall prescribe just

Section 9.

and reasonable rates, charges and classifications for the services rendered by a CATV company to subscribers, and the tariffs therefor

shall be in such form and shall be filet =.

Ind

published in such manner and on such notice as the Commission
may prescribe, and shall be subject to change on such notice
and in such manner as the Commission may prescribe.

The Com-

mission, in the exercise of its power to prescribe such just
and reasonable rates, charges and classifications, may use
such standards, formulae, criteria or methods as the Commission may determine in order to enable the CATV company, under
honest

economic and efficient management, to render the ser-

vice and derive a reasonable' profit.therefrom.
Section 10.

Duties of CATV companies

.

tion providing any service, equipment or facilities thereto)
shall provide safe and adequate service, equipment and faits. CATV system.
(b)

or

No CATV company shall demand 'or receive a greater

less or different compensation for providing CATV service

than the rates and charges specified in-the tariff in effect
at the time
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(c)

All rates, charges and classifications for the ser-

vice rendered by a CATV company shall be just and reasonable,

and any such rate, charge or classification that is unjust or
unreasonable is hereby declared to be unlawful.

No CATV com-

pany shall make any unjust or unreasonable discrimination in
rates

charges, classifications, pracbices, regulations,

facilities or services for or in connection with

2LIce service,

directly Or indirectly-, by any means or deVice,. or make or

give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any

particUlar perSon

class of personS)Or locality, or subject

any particular person-, class of persons-, or locality to any

undue or unreasonable prejudide or disadvantage..

Every CATV company and other person and organiza-

-(d)

.tion shall obey and comply with every rule and regulation
and order adopted by the Cothmission under the provisions of
this Act.

Section

AbandOnment

all or any Part of Its System Or other propertyneOeS-.
nary' or useful

the performance of its duties to the pub-

lic, or discontinue or temporarily suspend all or any part

of the service which it IS rendering td the public by the use
of same, without first "obtaini:ng th

In gran-tangsuch approval

aPProVal '!'?f the Commission.

the Commission may ix pose such terms,

conditions or requirements as in Its lodgement are necessary
.

o proteCt the public interest.

Section 12.

Emir;

domain; hj.ghway use;. pole attach-

ments; Commission approval. -(a)

Upon obtaining the prior approval of the Commission,

a CATV company shall be vested with the power to acquire
through eminent domain proceedings the lands, property and
rights of any character whatsoever necessary to construct,
extend, improve, alter, maintain or operate its CATV syst,2m.

Under such circumstances, the CATV company shall be entitled
to pursue the same eminent domain procedure which is available
for use by the telephone, telegraph or electric public utilities.which are subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission.
(b)

Upon obtaining the prior, approval of the Commission,

a CATV company may construct and maintain the wires and cables necessary to its business upon, under Or over any high-

way and may erect and maintain the necessary fixtures, including poles and posts, for sustaining such wires and cables;
_provided, however, that such wires,cables and fixtures shall

not be so placed or constructed as to unreasonably inconveniende present or future plabl4c travel on the highWay or use

thereof by public utilitieS or Other persona or organizations
having rights therein
-(c)

Whenever the Commission shall find that public conrequire the, use by a public utility of
poles
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another public utility and that such use will not result in
irreparable injury to the owner or other users of such equipment or in any substantial detriment to the service, and that
such public' utilities have failed to agree upon such use or
t.Ae terms and conditions or compensation for the same, the

Commission may order that such use be permitted, and pree.:Jribe a reasonable compensation and reasonable terms and

conditions for the joint use.

If such use is ordered, the

public utility to whom the use is permitted shall be liable
to the owner or other users of such equipment for such damage as may result therefrom to the property of such owner:
or other users thereof.

The words "public utility" as used

in this Subsection shall include a CATV company and any public utility subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission.
Section 13.

Lease

rental of certain CATV facilit:Las

or rovision of channel serVice.

.11, OMB

Upon the prior approval

of the COmMission4 any person or organization may contract to
lease or rent facilities to a CATV company or to provide it

with communication channel service for the redistribution of
television Signals to or toward the 'subscribers
company.

Any such contract which is in effect on the effec-

tive date of this Act and which will be in of feat for a period

of*more thanbninety days thereafter shall be submitted to the
Commis-sion for approval within ninety days

after'

of

date of this lict, and if such contract is ditiapprOved

it st all

theteupon become void.

Section 14.
(a)

No CATV company shall .L;sue

;Lock, bond, note

or other'evidence of debt payable more t_han twelve months

after issuance without first obtaining the approval of the
CoMmission.

In determining whether a proposed issuance of

securities shall be approved, the Commission shall tak,, into
consideration whether the issuance is reasonably requircJ for
the acquisition of property or the construction, extension or
improvement of the applicant's CATV system, or for the improvement or maintenance of its service, or for the discharge or
refunding of its obligations, or for other purposes consistent
with the public interest.

Commission approval, when granted,

shall be evidenced by a written order authorizing such issue,
the principal amount thereof and the purpose and use for
which the issue is authorized.
(b)

If an agency is empowered by another state or juris-

diction to regulate and control the amount and character of
such securities to be issued by a CATV company operating a

CATV system both in this state and in such other state or jurisdiction, then the Commission shall have the power to agree with
such agency of such other state or jurisdiction

issue

of such securities by such CATV company and shall have the

power to apprOve such issue jOintIvwith such 'agency.
Section 15.

Approval of

-- No CATV oompany pp-

erating or managing a CATV system shall combine, .merge or
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consolidate with, or acquie contrni of, another organization without first obtaining the approval of the Commission,

which shall be granted only after an investigation and finding that such proposed combination, merger, consolidation or.
acquisition is in the public interest.
Section 16.

Judical review.

Within thrity days after

the service of an order or decision reflecting any action of
the Commission which is ripe for judical review, any party
aggrieved thereby may appeal to a court of competent jurisdiction for the purpose of having the reasonableness or lawfulness of such action inquired into and determined.

Such

appeal shall be tried according to the rules governing other
civil cases to the extent practicable.
Section 17.

Penalty. -- Any person or the officer,

agent or employe` of any organization who wilfully violates

any provision of this.Act or of any rule, regulation or order adopted thereunder, or who willfully procures, aids or
abets any violation of such a provision shall be guilty of

a.

misdemeanor.
Section 18.

Severability.

If any provision of this

A t or the application of such prOvisiOn to any circumstance
is held inva7licl for any reason, whatsoever, the remainder of

this. Act or the application of the provision-to other air-.

cumstandes

shall-not-be affected thereby.,

Section 19:.

Repeal,. -- All laws and parts of laws in

conflict with this Act are hereby repealed.

Note on Municipal Franchises

When the state legislature desires to require a CATV
company to obtain a municipal franchise prior to using the

streets for the erection of CATV transmission facilities, it
is recommended that the following Subsection be added at the
end of Section 4 of the above Act:

"(f) Notwithstanding any provision herein to the con-

trary, in any case where a CATV company operates or proposes
to operate in a municipality where the

of highways and

other publicoplaces are essential to such operation, no certificate of public convenience and necessity shall be issued
for such oPeration.without a franchise being first granted
therefor

by the municipality.

Such franchise shall not con-

tain any provision conflicting with or repugnant to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Commission to regulate the rates,
services and other matters concerning CATV coMpanies as here'in provided.

In the event a municipality shall arbitrarily

refuse to grant such a franchise to a CATV company within
ninety days after application for same is made, then the CATV
company may avoid the necessity of first obtaining the franchise by showing to the satisfaction of the Cpmmission that
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APPENDIX C

MODEL STATE CATV REGULATORY SURVEILLANCE ACT
An Act to provide for the .regulation of persons
organizations owning, controlling, operating and managi.t.:

community antenna television systems ....

(The title so

be completed in such detail as will satisfy the legal req-ements of the state involved.)
BE. IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THIS STATE,
Section 1.

Short title. -- This Act shall be known, and

may be cited, as the "State CATV Regulatory Surveillance Act."
Section 2.

Definitions. -

The following words, when

used in this Act, shall have the following meanings, unless
otherwise clearly apparent from the context:.
(al

The word "Commission"shall mean the Public Service

Commission of this State;
(b)

The words "community antenna television company"

or "CATV company" shall mean any person or organization, whether
private of governmental, which owns, controls, operates o?
manages a community antenna television system; except that
such definition shall not inClude (i) `,a telephone, telegraph

or electric utility regulated by the Commission in a case

where it merely leases or rents to a CATV company wires or
sub-

regulated by the Commission
Co--

ceee. where it-merelY

provides communication channel service under published tariffs
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filed with the Commission to a CATV company for the redistribution of television

signals to subscribers

of,

such CATV company;

and
(c)

The words "community antenna television system" or

"CATV system" shall mean any facility within this State which
is constructed in whole or in part in, on, under or over any

highway, road, street or other public place and which is operated
to perform the service of receiving and amplifying the signals

broadcast by one or more television s-ations and

redistributing

such signals by wire, cable or other means to members of the
public who subscribe to such service; except that such definition
any system which serves fewer than

shall not include (i)

fifty subscribers, or (ii) any system which serves only the
residents of one or more apartment dwellings under .common

ownership, control or management, and commercial establishments
located on the premises of such dwellings.
Section 3.

Declaration of public palist.

Upon

investigation, the Legislature of this State has determined
that certain aspects of the services and operations of CATV
companies should be regulated in the public interest, although
CATV companies are not public .utilities and hence should not
be subject to regulation as to their rates

and, accordingly,

it is hereby declared Vo be..:the policy-of. this State. to

Provide fair regulation of CATV companies in the interest
of the public, to promote adequate, economical and efficient
C.P.,TV

system service

to.

to provide for the f,.,L_;.:Iinfr of CATV system services without

unjust discrimination, undue preferences or advantages, to
encourage and promote harmony between CATV companies and
their subscribers, to cooperate with other States and with the
Federal Government in promoting and coordinating efforts to
effectively regulate CATV'companies in the public interest,
and to these ends, to vest authority in the Commission to
regt4ate CATV companies in the matter and in accordance with
the policies set forth in this Act.

Nothing in this At

shall be construed to prevent a CATV company from furnishing
any other lawful service or engaging in any other lawful
business.
Section 4.

Certificate of public convenience; proviso;

application;, notice; hearings; issuance.

(a)

No person

or organization shall hereafter begin the construction, extension
or operation of a CATV system or 'acquire ownership or control

thereof without first obtaining from the Commission a certificate
that the present or future public convenience requires or will
require such construction, extension, operation or acquisition;

provided

however

that the Commission may, by rule and regulation

exempt a CATV, company from the above certificate requirement in

a case where its extensions of or additions to its CATV system
are within its certificated territory or an adjacent undertifi-

cated territory and such extensions or additions will promote
the prompt availability

f such service to prospective sub-

scribers and. at the same time prevent unnecessary and uneco-

nomical duplication of CATV facilities as between two or morn
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persons or organizations.
(b)

The application for such a certificate of public

convenience shall be in writing,- shall include a description
of the territory in which the CATV system is .oroposed to be

constructed, extended, operated or acquired, shall contain

such other information as the Commission may prescribe from
times to time by' rules and regulations or orders, and shall

be accompanied by a fee of
(c)

dollars.

Upon the filing of such an application and the payment

of the fee prescribed, the Commission shall fix the time and
place for a nearing thereon and shall cause notice thereof
to be given to the chief executive officer of any municipality,
county or other unit of local government and to any CATV company
in the affected territory and to such other parties in 'interest

as the Commission may deem necessary.
(d)

After such nearing, the Commission may issue to the

applicant a certificate. of public convenience in a form to

be prescribed by it or may refuse to issue the same.

The

certificate shall include a description of the territory in

which-the CATV system is to be constructed, extended, operated
or acqulred.
(e)

In determining whether a certificate shall be issued,

the Commission shall take into consideration

among other

things, the public need for the proPosed service or acquisition,
the suitability of the applipant, the financial responsibility

of the applicant, and the ability of the applicant to perform

efficiently the service for which authority, ds requested.
Section 5. Certification of CATV commies operating
on effective date of Act.

The Commission shall issue a

certificate of public convenience to and CACV company engaged
is the coftstruction, 4.1c-tension or opera±ion tads its CATV system

on the eTfective date of this Act, for the construction,
extension or operation then being conducted, without requiring
proof that public convenience will be .s-e-rviel- by such construction., ew*Anision _or operation wad

thout fnwrtailer proceedings,

if application for such certificate is filed c.fith the Commission within ninety days after such date. The application
shall contain the infovmation and shall '4V accompanied by the
:bed to the preceding Section. The construction,
fee isrss
a

extension or operation of such a CATV system may be lawfully
continued pending the filing of such an application and the
determination of same unless the Commission orders otherwise.

An application for such a certificate which is untimely shall
be determined 'in accordance with the procedure prescribed in

the preceding Section and such certificate shall be issued
or refused accordingly.
Section 6.

Transfer of certificate

No such certifi-

cate of public convenience may be transferred or assigned
unless such transaction is first approved by the Commission.
Section 7.

Revocation or cl-lanf,e of certificate.

Commission may, after
to

The

opportunity
certificate
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of public convenience for the willful violation of any provision
of this Act or the rules and regulations or orders of the
Commission made under the authority of this Act, or for
other reasonable cause.
Section 8.

Jurisdiction of Commission. -- (a)

The Com-

mission shall have the power and jurisdiction to supervis3 and
reglaate every CATV company operating within this State so
far as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

The Commission is authorized to adopt and enforce such reasonable
rules and regulations and orders as it may deem necessary with
respect to issuance of certificates, territory of operation,

abandonment or suspension of service, adequacy of service,
prevention or elimination of unjust discrimination between
subscribers, financial responsibility, insurance covering
safety

personal injury and Property damage, records, reports

of operation and equipment, and to otherwise accomplish the
pUrposes of this Act and to implement its provisions.
(b)

The Commission may, after affording an opportunity

for hearing, order a CATV company to make any reasonable
ft

repair or improvement of or addition to such system.(c)

The Commission may visit the places of business and

other premises and examine the records and facilities of all
CATV companies to ascertain if all rules and regulations and
orders of the Commission have been complied with, and shall,

have the power to examine all officers, agents and employees
of such CATV 'companies, and all other persons, .under oath,
-

the production of pepers and the attendance of

witnesses to obtain thy: information necessary for administering
the provisions of this Act.
(d,)

The Commission shall have the power and authority

to institute all proceedings and investigations, hear allcomplaints, issue all process and orders, and render all
decisions necessary to enforce the provisions of this Act or
of the rules, regulations and orders adopted thereunder, or
to otherwise accomplish the purposes of this Act.
(e)

The Commission or other aggrieved party shall have

the right to institute, or' to intervene as a party in, any

action in any court of competent jurisdiction seeking mandamus,
injunctive or other relief to compel compliance with any
provision of this Act or of any rule, regulation or order
adopted thereunder, or to restrain or otherwise prevent or
prohibit any illegal or unauthorized conduct in connection
therewith.
Section 9.

Municipal fees, taxes or charges. -- No

municipality, county or other local unit of government shall,
in any annual period, impose upon a CATV company any fees,

taxes or dharges which in the aggregate exceed

per centum

of the money actually received by such CATV company for the
furnishing of its services within the boundaries of such local
unit of government during such, annual period; Provided that

such fees, taxes or charges shall not be construed to include'
any ad valorem taxes ~ imposed upon the property of such CATV
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Section 10.

Duties of CATV cr::fmanies. -- (a)

Each CATV

company (and other person and organization providing any
service, equipment or facilities thereto) shall provide safe
and adequate service, equipment and facilities for the operation
of its CATV system.
(h)

No CATV company shall demand or receive a greater

or less or different compensation for providing CATV service
than the rates and charges specified in the current statement
thereof in effect at the time and on record with the;'Commission.
(c)

No CATV company shall make any unjust or unreasonable

discrimination in rates, charges, classifications, promotions,
practices, regulations, facilities or services for or in
connection with like service.
(d)

Every CATV company and other person and organization

shall obey and comply with every rule and regulation and order

adopted by the Commission under the provisions of this Act.
Section 11.

Abandonment

No CATV company shall abandon

all or any part of its system or other property necessary or

useful in the performance of its duties to the public, or
discontinue or temporarily suspend all or any part of the
service which it is rendering to the public by the use of same,
without' first obtaining the approval of the Commission.

In granting such appn-,vd1, the Commiron may impose such
terms, conditions or requirements as in its judgment are
necessary to protect the public interest.
Section 12.

approval. -- (a)

Highway use; Role attachments; Commission
Upon obtaining the prior approval of the

Commission, a CATV company may construct and maintain the
wires and cables necessary to its business upon, under or over
any highway, road, street or other public place and may erect
and maintain the necessary fixtures, including poles and posts,
for sustaining such wires and cables; provided, however, that

such wires, cables and fixtures shall not be so placed or
constructed as to unreasonably inconvenience present or future

public travel on the highway, road, street or other public
place or use thereof by public utilities or other persons or
organizations having rights therein.
(b)

Whenever the Commission shall find-that public

convenience requires the use by a CATV company of the wires,
cables, conduits

poles or other equipment, or any part thereof,

on, over or under, any highway, road, street, or other public

place belonging to a public utility and that such use will

not result in irreparable injury:to the owner or other users

of such eq.uipment or in any Substantial detriment to the service,

and that such CATV companY and public:utility have failed
to.agree upon such use or-;the telts and conditions or

compensation fOr the same, the Commission may order that such

use be permitted, and prescribe a reasonable compensation
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reasonable-terms and conditions for the joint use.

If such

use is ordered, the CATV company to whoM the use is permitted

Shall be lible to the owner or other users of such equipment
for such damage as may result therefrom to the property of
such owner or other users thereof.
Note on Local Franchises
When the State legislature desires to require a. CATV

company to obtain a local franchise prior to using the streets
for the erection of CATV transmission facilities, it is recommended that the follOW-ing Subsection be added at the end of

Section 4 of the above
"tf)

Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary,

in any case where a CATV company operates or proposes to operate
in a municipality, county or other local unit of government

where the use of highways, roads streets or other public places
are essential to such operation, no certificate of public
convenience shall be issued for Such operation without
franchise being .,first vrantea therefor by such local unit of

§uch franchise shall not contain any provision

government.

conflicting with or repugnant to the exclusive jurisdiction

comPanies

as herein Provided.

In the event such local unit

of government shall arbitrarily refuse to grant such-

fmanchise

to a CATV company within 'ninety days after application for
same is made

then the CATV company may avoid the necessity

of first obtaining the 'franChise by showing to

satidfaction

of the Commission that the franchise is being arbitrarily, withheld.
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APPENDTX
The "Kelly Bill," Assembly 6700-A, April 13,
1970, as amended by Assembly 6783, April 15, 1970.
-1.1.1111.0.

AN ACT
To amend the executive law, in relation to the creation Of a
state commission on cable television; prescribing its functions, powers and duties and making an appropriation for
its expenses

The People of the State of New York represented in Senate and
`Assembly, do enact as follows:
1

Section 1. The executive law is hereby amended by adding.

2 thereto a new article, To be article twenty-five, to read as follows:

ARTICLE 25
coarArrearaw ON CABLE TBLE1VISION

5 Section 660. Declaration of legislative findings and intent.
661. Definitions.
7

662. Application of article.

8

663. Commission created.

664. Duties of commission.
EXIMAINATION

Vatter b Isaacs Is near Mailer

brackets I 3 bs old law w be omitted.
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1

665. Powers of the commission.

2

666. Pees.

3

GR.. Certificate of approval.
668. Certificate c r,riproval for cable television companies

5

operating on the effective date of chapter.

6

669. Approval of mergers and consolidations by cable tele-

7
8
9

vision commission,

670. Lease, rental of certain cable television fact2tttes or
provisions of channel service.

10

671. Ditties and operations of cable telnr;sion companies.

11

672. Penalties.

12

§ 660. Declaration of legislatiu e. findings and intent.

Upon.

13 investigation of the potential public interest associated with cable
14 television, the legislature of the state of New York has determined

15 that cable television operations are eseentially intra-state services

16 involving public rights-of:way, municipal franchising, and coml.'',

munity service, and, therefore, are

i,:pf

state concern, that said

18 operations must be protected from undue restraint and regulation so

19 as to assut e. the maximum penetration of cable television services

.20 to homes in this state as rapidly as economically feasible, that
21 municipalities. could benefit ft ovn. valuable educational and public

22 services through cable television systems, and that the cable tele-.
.

. 23 vision', industry is in a pe' iod of rapid growth, and corporate con:.

to protect
24 solidation and many municipalities lack the resources
.- .- ..
25 subscriber and public interest in franchise negotiations.
26

TO,ere is, therefore, a need for a state agency to develop a state,

27 telecommunications policy, to assure the rapid development of the
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1 cable television industry eenSonant -with polieics, regulations and

.2 statutes of the federal governiiir et and Iv ossure that cable tele3 vision. companies scree their subscribers, the municipalities-within

4 which they arc franchised and the public interest generally.
5

It.is the intent of the legislature in the enactment of this chapter

6 to vest authority in an independent commission. to review and
7 evaluate the suitability of practices for franchising cable television
8 companies, to promote uniformity of franchise prantices, to es:oblish gnidelines for municipalities issuing franchises, to promote the

10 development of the cable television industry in New York state, to
encourage channel availability for municipal services, educational
12 television, progtam divefsity and local expression,and to assure the

13 availability of consultant services to municipalities" in franchise
14 negotiations.
/5 § 66/. Definitions. The words and phrases used in this article
16

8kaii ha" the following meanings unless a different meaning clearly

.7 appears in the context.
18

(a) "Cable television company" shall mean any person, associa-

19 tion or corporation, foreign or domestic, which owns, controls,
20 operates, manages or leases a cable television system..
21

"Cable television system" shall mown any facility which,

22

operates for hire the service of receiving and amplifying the signals

23 broadcast by one or more television stations and redistributing such

24 signals by wire, cable or other means, whether such facility is owned
25 or leased, to members of the public who subscribe to such service, It
.1

26

shall include any such facility, which also operates, for hire the

-I.'27. 'service of distributing other signals originated by a cable television

D1 company or by another-party, authorized by such cable television
2 company to transmit signals, by is it cable or other 7;"/-:"ii3 whether

3 such facility is owned or leased. Such definition does not include;
4

(1) Aity system which serves fewer than two hundred fifty
gicriiurs

:

5

(2), Any system which serves only the residents 3f one or more
7 apartment dwellings under .common ownership, control or manage»tent, and commercial establishments 'coated on the promises of
6

.

such dwellings.
10

(c) "Commission" shall mean the 'commission on cable television
created by this article.

12

(d) "Facility" shall mean all real property, antennae, poles,

' 13 .wires, cables conduits, amplifiers, instruments, apptiances, fixtures
14 and other personal property used by a cable television company in

15 providing service to its subscribers including that constructed in
16 whole or in!part in, on, under or over any highway or other public
17 place.
(e)," Franchise" shall mean and include any authorization
18
jranted.by to municipality in terms of a franchise, privilege, permit,:
,

20 license or oXherwis to construct, operatc3, maintain, or manage a

cable'televi.4ion system in any municipality.
df) ..!cOross annual receipts" shall mean any and all compensa22
tiou received directly or indirectly by 'a cable television company
21.

24 from subscribers, or users in payMent for television
25
26

27

or FM radio

signals or services received and any other moneys that may .be con-

sidered income including but not limited to advertising and carrier
service'revonue.
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1

2 furnished by the cable tcicvision company imposed directly on. any

3 subscriber or user by-iiiry city, state, or other governmental unit
4 RPPd collected by the grantee for such gOtle?'ilnlental units.

(g), "Highway" shall mean every street, road, alley, thorough

5

e.. fare. way or ...ske,e,a.f....any hind uszy.-Lbu .t1e. public. or open 1.9,..th,f2_
7 use of the public as a matter of right for the purpose of vehicular

`Mu nicipality" shall mean any village town or city incorwithin the: State of New York.
11

§ 662. Applicaiion of article. 1. Th,e 'provisions of this article

12

shall apply- to every cable television system and every cable tele-

18

vision company as defined in section six hundred sixty-one of this

14

(reticle, operating within the state of New York, including a cable

/5 television company which constructs operates and maintains a
/6 cable television system exclusively through telephone company
17

facilities constricted, operated and maintained pursuant to a public

18

service commission granted telephone franchise.

2 Corporations formed to acquire property or to transact busi-

19
20
21

ness which would be subject to theprovisions of this chapter, and

L

corporations- possessing franchises for. any of the purposes contem.

.

22

.

plated by this chapter, shall be deemed to be subject to the pro-

visions of this chapter although no property may have been
24

25

acquired, business transacted, or franchises exercised.
663. Commission created. 1. A state commission on cable television is hereby created within the executive department, which shall

27

consist of the phairman, vice-chairman and five other members who
are not holders of any other state public office.

2. Each member, including The chairman and vice-chairnum, shall
be appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and consent

3 of the senate for five years, provided, however, that of the seven
4 members first appointed, one shall be appointed for one year, one
for two yeares,

for three yefrrst two for four liva-nolce two for
6 /iv!, years, feom July first, nineteen hundred seventy-eve, Their
C11:7

I successors shall be appointed for terms of five yeas's. The chairman
8 shall be the chief executive officer of the. commission except during

9 h is absence or disability, the vice,chairman shall. have powers of
10 the ch.airman.
11

3. The chairkaan, the vice-chairman and the members shall receive

12 compensation fixed by the governor.within the amount made avail13 able by appropriation thereto The members of the board shall be

U representative of the broad range of interests and 'disciplines
15 related to telecommunication needs and concerns includinff so far
le, as possible, the fields of broadcasting, educational television, cable

television, communication system regulation and communication
18 electronics and 'at least two members' shall represent consumer
19 interests.
4. Vacancies 'in. the commission occurring otherwise than by
21 expiration of term, shall be filled for the unexpired term in the same
22 manner as original appointments.
20

23

5. There 7ia.71 be a counsel and executive secretary to the .com24 mission who shall be appointed by and servo at the pleasure of AA:.

25 commission.. The executive secretary may appoint such officers,
26 employees, agents and consultants as he may deem necessary, pre-
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scribe their duties, fix their compettsaiion within the amounts avail-

1

2 able ,,crefor by appropriation.
3

§ 664. Duties of the commission. The commission shall:

4

(a) establish standards for franchising procedures and practices

5 of municipalities;
c
(b) wtablish, standards for provisions o be included in cable
..

.

.

totevision franchises;

(c) establish guidelines for equipment, service and safety of

8

cable television systems for vse by municipalities;

9

(d), provide -advisory assistance to intinicipalitfes in matters'

10

relating to cable television;
(e) review:and act upon applications for certificates of approval

12

13, in accordance with, such standards and as hereinafter provided;

(1) ropriestint the interests of the people of the state before the

14

16 federal COMa untcation- commission and Inform -municipalities; of
developmentsf at the 'federal. level;

16

.(g) consul with the Cable television industry, other skates and

17

18 agencies of this state to promote the rapid and harmonious develop19

ment of cable television services as set forth in the legislative findr

20.

ings and inte t;
,

21

'

(Ti) under key such studies as may be necessary to meet the
.

22 responsibiliti s and objectives of this chapter.
§. 068. Powers' of as
23
The commiMott tHav pro

24 mutgata rules and regulations in furtherance of the purpoPes of
25

26
27 .

this article.

A. Prior to thi issuance of a certificate of approval as hereinafter
Provided, the commissioner nay fix the time and place for a hearing
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thccopi ana causc noir,- thereof fo.be given to

chief r.T,eulire.

oluc'e of any municipality in the affected territory and to Such

2

3 other parties in int(rst as th.e commission-may deem reecsserry.
4 The applicant shall give notice cif such filing in the territory speri.
ilnmmission shall, ---,-

5 fled in the application in the map nor 1.7h1,,h,

by rule and regulation, prescribe and the cost of such notice shall

I:5

7 be borne by the applicant.
3. The commission shall have the power and authority to require
8

all cable television companies to file r, ch reports, contracts and

9
10

statements as the commission deems

11

the provi3ions of this article and in the public 'interest. The C0721-

.12

mission shall have the power and authority

12

such reports and statements, the character of information to be con

14

tained therein, the frequency of such filings, and may from time

; 15

to' time, make such changes and additions in regard to the form and

-..:....rssary for administrating

to,

prescribe the form of

contents thereof as it may deem' proper..

16

4; The commission shall have the power' to examine a officers,
18

agents and employees of such cable television 'companies and all

19

other persons, under oath, and to compel the production of papers
and the attendance of witnesses. to obtain the information necessary

20

or administrating the provisions of this article.

21

.

22

The commission may require and receive :from any depart-

23

mewl, division, board, bu reau, commission, or other agency of the

24

state or any political subdivision thereof or any public authority
such assistance and data that may be necessary to enable the com.

26

mission to carry on its responsibility under this chapter.
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1. Eiwry ruble hit:vision cowpony shall voy to at;

COMMISS1On annually, during the ?lir,. of any franchise, a sun) equal

8 to two per contuin of the gross annual receipts of such cable tele-

4 vision company.
b

2. In anY. year, or portion thereof, following the first full year

'6 that any franchise has been in Off cet the minirhum amount any
7 cable television,coMpany'shall pay, to the commission shall be accord-

8 in° to the following schedule:
9

Cities having a population of 125,000 or, more. .. .

10

Villages and cities having a population of 25,000

11 or= more but less than .125,000.
12
13

14
'15

1;

OO OOOOOO

or 11102e but lesi than 25,000. O .. . .... ...... .
than 10,000

......

500

.

..

. ..............

250

(Towns having a population outside of villages of

.....

....

e. 0, .

500

Towns having a population outside of villages

'

Towns h,aving a population outside

21 of less than 40,000 ;
22

1,000

Tillages and cities having .a population of less

19 of 10,000 or more but less than 25,000..
20

I;

'Villages and cities having a population of 10,000

.17. 25,000 or more
18

I

$5,000

.

250

vil2ages
4.

At

125

3. Such paymints shall be made annually in a manner to be

23 prescribed by the commission and shall be deposited in a separate
24

bank account or accounts and credited to the revolving fund; the

26

balance of said money shall be paid into the state treasury and

26

credited to the general fund. The said sum of fifty thousand

27

dbllars herein appropriated and all subsequent credits' to said

D1 'revolVing funds shall-be paid aa the audit and warrant of the camp2, troller upon vouchers approved by the chairman of the commission.

§ 667. Cr, tificate of approval.

3

1. Before any municipal troll-

;

4 ehise for a cable television system. may be' executed, amended,
5 extended or transferred) the cable television company shall first
6 obtain a certificate of approval front the commission. The issuance

i of such. certificate shall authorize the holder thereof to ocoupy
8 public highways to the extent required to provide. cable television
9 service as approved by the municipality.
10

.

The application for such certificate of approval shall be in

n writing, shall include a description oy.lte territory in which the
12 cable televiston system is operating or is proposed to be constructed,

13 .operated or -acquired, shall contain such other information as the

14 commission may prescribe from time to time by rules and regu15 Zations, shall be accompanied by a copy of, the franchise proposed

16 to be executed, amended, extended, or transferred, mud shall be
17 ,accompaniecl by a fee of one hundred dollars. ($100).
18

3. The commission may issue to the applicant a certificate 9f

19 approva/ in' a forsa to be, j prescribed by it or may re -use -to issue
20 the same or may issue the same contingent upon compliance with
21 standards set-by the commission.
22

4. In determining whether a certificate of approval should be

23 ,issued to a cable television company, the commission shall take

24 into consideration, among other things, the public interest, the
25 suitability of the applicant, the financial responsibility of the appli-

26 cant the ability of the applicant to perform efficiently the service

27 ;for which authority is requested and the sustantial conformal,
28 of franchise provisions with standards set by the commission..
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of appt. uvul fur cable ieltpision companies
2 operating on the ,effective date of chapter. 1. Application for cer3 tificate of approval shall be made to the commission within ninety
4 days after the effective date of this chapter. The commission shall.
5 issue a certificate of approval to any cable television company
6 lawfully engaged in the construction, extension or operation, of its
7 cable television eystem on the effective date of this chapter for
8 the construction, extension or operation then being conducted
9. without requiring proof of pubUe interest served by such construcis tion, extension or opetation or suitability of the cable television
§ 6tres. ff-ertificate

-1

'

oo?nPosty and

11

without further. proceedings.

12

2- The constructi.on, extension Or operation of such a cable tele-

13

vision system may be lawfully continued pending- the filing of. an

15

3 An application for such a certificate which is untimely shall

17

be determined .in ,accordance with
preceding section and such certificate -shall be issued, or .refused
accordingly.

-118

Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one of this section, prior to the transfer, extension or amendment of -a franchise
4.

19
20

or franchise agreement of a cable televi.sion company operating
22 on the, effective date of this chapter or: revision of- any term or
ns terms thereof including but not limited to franchise fees, , rates
24 and charges, period of franchise and previsions for pubtie service
25 channels municipal service channels and educational television
26 channels, a certificate Of approval must be obtained as provided
27 for in the preleeding section.
21

.

.

1

D -12
5. Notwithst.anding the prori.:Con of stanlioision ona of this scc-

2 /4)7,, any fra;Fchise which. has been granted but Ilot exercised as indi-

3 catcd b', substantial performance within one year of the effective
date of this chapter shall be deemed contrary to the public interest

5 and intent of such franchise and any certificate. of approval previ6 ously issued by the commission shall be invalidated. Any subsequent

7 application, for a certificate of approval shall be determined in
8 accordance with the preceding section.
9

§ 669. Approval of mergers and consolidations by cable television

3.0

inmission. No cable television company operating or managing

1.1

a cable television system may combine, merge or consolidate with,

12 or acquire control of, another organization without first obtaining
13 a certificate of approval of the commission which shall be granted

14 only after an investigation and finding that such proposed corn15 bi9.1ation, merger, consaidation or acquisition is in the public inter-

.16 est as provided for in section six hundred sixty-seven.
17

§ 670. Lease rental of evrtain cable television facilities or pro-

19 mission, any person or organization may contract to lease or rent
20 Cable ielevision facilities to a cable television company or to pro-

21 vide it with communication channel 'service for the redistribution
22

qf television signals to or toward the subscribers of such cable

television company. Any such contract which is in effect on the
24 iffective date of this chapter .shall be submitted to the commission
23

25 for approval within ninety days after the effective date of this
26

article, and shall be considered in accordance with section six

27 hundred sizty-eight.

1

§ 671. Duties and operalie,;.: (kf cable television companies. 1.

2 Except as to cable television comp: n;es lctwfully operating on the

3 effective date of this chapter, no person, association or corporation

4 may engage in the business of constructing, operating, owning
6 Or managing a cable television system in any municipality of the

6 state unless such municipality has granted a franchise for such
7 system.
8

2. No cable television company shall engage in the business of

9 manufacturing, selling, renting, installing or servicing carrier
10 equipment and materials and terminal attachments including but

12 speakers and computer terminals. Any cable television company

13already engaged in such business shall divest itself of interest
14 therein or in the cable television company not later than January
15 first, nineteen hundred seventy-four.
16

3. No initial francitiJe may be gi.anted and no franchise may be
17 .transferred or sold after the effective date of this chapter to any

18 company engaged in-the business of newsplper publication, pubLic
19 utilities, radio or television broadcasting or production of program

20 materiali for interstate distribution including movies entertain21 ment and sports.
22

4: No cable television company may, make any unjust or unrea-

23

sonable discrimination in rates,. charges, classifications, practices,

24 regulations, cable television facilities or services for or in connection

-a with like service, directly or indirectly, by any means or device,
26 or make or, give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage

27 to any particular person, class of persons oiA,locality or subject
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1 any particular persait, miss of persons, or locality to any undue
2 (Jr Unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage; provided, howevc,r,
3 that a cable television company shall not be required to provide
4 service to any subscriber who does not pay the applicable connec-

5 tion fee or monthly service charge.
6

5. No cable television company may enter into any contract

7 with the owners, lessees or persons controlling or managing build-

8 ings that maw be wired to the antenna system, that would 11,31,3
9- the-cifect,.-=eirectly cv indirectly; e-f- dimin.ishilv or intectering uu4 4'4

.

10 existing rights of any tenant or other occupant of such building
11 to use or avail himself of master or individual antenna equipment.
a. Every cable television company and every person = and organi13 cation providing any service, equipment or cable television facilities
12

14. thereto, shall provide safe and adequate service, equipment and
:16 cable television facilities for the 'operation of its caNe television
16 'system. :The cable television. system skall be installedanck ?main.

17 tamed' in accordance with the highest and best accepted standards

of the industry to the effect that subscribers shall receive the high19 est possible service.
20

7. =Each cable television company shall undertake the obligation

21' to maintain and service its coaxial cables; - devices and equipment.

22' Ruch companies - are further required to -;:izaintain an torica:at. a
-23' location' which7Sub.Seribers may Call .without incurring added mos24

sage or -tolleharges so that maintenance service-,shaltbe- promptly.

25 'available:4o "subscribers.
No"-cable television coMpany "...shall 'abandon- all or .any ;- part
..1

oeTOtker'ziroPertv.'nficasai-y

.

D

iu the performance of its

to the public, or discontinue
2 or .lemporarily su.spcatcl. irll Or urny part of the service which it is
3 rendcring,to the public by the use of same, without first obtaining
4 the approval of the commission. In granting such approval the
(lull,'.;

5 commission may impose such. terms, conditions or requirements

6 as in its judgment are necessary to protect the public interest.
§ 672; Penalties. Any person, whether in his individual capacity
6 or as an agent, employee or officer of any oPganization who violates
7

9 any provision of this Gtiele or any rule or regulation promulgated
10 thereunder, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

§ 2. If any provision of this chapter or the application of such
12 provision to any circurnstance.s is held invalid for any reason -that13 sower, the remainder of this article or the application of the
14 'provision to other circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
15
§ 3. The sum oaf fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), or so much

16 thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated to the com17 mission hereby' created and made immediately available for its
,

18 expenses, including personal service in carrying out the provisions
19 of this apt. Such znonies shall be payable out of the state treasury

20 alter audit by and on the warrant of the comptroller on vouchers
21 certified or approved by the chairman or vice-chairman of the
22 commission or by an otticer or employee of the conunission
23 nated by the chairman.

24 § 4. ThiS act sa.n11 take effect on September first, nineteen hundred
25 seventy, except that sections six hundred sixty-six thiough six
26 hundred seventy-one of article twenty-five as added by this act,
27 shall take effect April first, nineteen hundred' seventy-one.
.
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AMENDMENTS

Sec. 664-a0 Supervision and regulation.

The

commission shall supervise and regulate every cable antennae television corporation operating within this
state and its property, easements, property rights,
equipment, facilities, contracts and franchises so far
as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this
article as -def-ined -herein-- The -commission- may ccinsiaTt

with the c:epartment of transportation on all matters

relating to safety standards and procedures for N;Mntenance

installation and operation of all equipment

and facilities of cable antennae television corporations
and systems as herein defined.
Sec. 671-a. Services and charge's.

1. Every cable

antennae television corporation shall furnish and provide with respect to its business such instrumentalities,
facilities and services as shall be safe and adequate
in accordance with safety standards promulgated-by any
municipality or local authority.

All charges made or

demanded by any cable antennae television corporation
for any services rendered
theiewith

to be rendered in connection,

shall `be
be in, accordance with schedules fixed

by law or by order of the commission or by agreement of
any municipality and local authority.

No cable antennae television corporation shall
directly or indirectly or b y, any special rate, rebate,
drawback or .other devise or method charge

deMand

c011ett

_
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or receive from any person or corporation a greater or
less compensation for any service rendered or to be

rendered with respect to transmitting signals except as
authorized by law or by order of the ci3mmission or by

agreement of any municipality and local authority.

3. Nothing in this article shall be construed
to prevent any cable antennae television corporation from
continuing to furnish the service of transmitting signals tQ.Paid- subscrib.rs_under-any.Eranchdse.s-ln-force

at the date this article takes effect.

Sec. 2. This act shall take effect July first,
nineteen hundred seventy.

.

Appendix E
Technical S ecifications of Cornin

Franchise

Unless otherwise specified, any referenc to the measurementtof a signnl
at the receiver is defined as the measurement of that signal across a 300 OHM 1(
at the receiver locatit;n4 71;1in:feeder lines are defined as, lines tiArminated on
both ends by line amp
1.

Reception will be snow free on a set in good working order.

2.

Signal level for channels 2-6 will be 2,550 uv (microvolts).
7-13 will be 3,550 uv.

3.

The main feeder will not be used for individual subscriber taps.
Instead separate distribution lines will be provided between
amplifiers-so that the main feeder line will be undisturbed when

Channels

.p.rpviding customer. service.
4.

The signal to noise ratio will be 44 db or greater.

5.

Cross signal intermodUlation will be no greatet then 51 db.

6.

The signal level between.:the,adjacentsignala shOl44 not vary more than
4 db among frequency adjacent signals
The conversion. of signal frequencies should-be sts
0 the degree that
the center channel frequency will not drift more 00.0 2 1(6 fmiti the
broadcasters transmitted center frequency.

8.

The hum modulation of the picture signal observed at any point throughout the system will be less than 5%.

9.

The voltage standing wave tatiocif all equipment used in the System
Will.be less than 1.4 to 1 except in the case of customer tap offs.

10.

Electrelmagnetic tadiation froMdistributionequipment should be controlled
in accordance with F.C.C. and Bell SyStemrequireMents.

11.

Ghost and-echo on the same channel will be 40 db below the main channel
signal at any customer service tap off is.determined bya ghost free
generator which signal is fed in at the.first amplifier:.

12.

An.y.
channel signal may not-vary more .than 1:5.db from.the soL-d
carrier freqUency to the Video:carrier frequency at the.customer
receiver. This signal Yill :be defiiled ".e.Conatant amplitude test
signal across any 6 >me -frequency segment (for any channel) generated
at the 'input Ito Ole first amplifier at,the antenna sight.

13.

The,genwotlffm signals miilfbe;received_at the:customerfm tuner

-4teeine4naliOJ.4.0.5fikYthe,broaacasters transmitted
frklquencyq
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APPENDIX

NEW YORK CITY FRANCHISE TO TELEPROMPTER
Now, -therefore, The parties hereto do hereby mutually
covenant and agree as follows:
SECTION 1.

DEFINED TERMS

Unless the context-clearly indicates that a different
meaning is intended:
(a) "Comptroller" means the Comptroller of the City.
(b) "Director of Communications" means the Director of
Communications Service of the City.
1c) '1Di-rector-of.Fr-anchises" means-the-Director of'
the Bureau of Franchises of the Board.
(d) "Streets" means streets, avenues, highways, boulevards, concourses, driveways, bridges, tunnels,
parks, parkways, waterways, docks, bulkheads,
wharves, piers, and public grounds or waters withi
or belonging to the City.
(e) "Person" means person, firm, corporation or association, and any other legally recognizdd entity.
(f) "Diitrict" means that area within the Borough of
Manhattan .from the. North side of East 86th Street
and the North side of West 79th Street (Fifth
Avenue dividing East from West) to the Harlem River
and between the Hudson River and the East River,
excluding Welfare Island.
(g) "Gross Receipts" means all revenue derived directly
or indirectly by the Company, its affiliates, subsidiaries, parentS, and any person in which the
Company has a financial interest, from-or in
connection with the operation of the System pursuant
to this contract, excluding, however, revenues
derived from provision of a separate service which
uses the System for. transmission but including an
amount equivalent to what an outside party would
have paid for such transmission..
"Residential.Subsc-riber" means a purchaser of any
service delivered over the System to an individual
dwelling unit, where the service is not to be
utilized in connection with a business, trade,
or profession.
"System" means the broadband communications facility
which is to be_ constructed, operated and maintained
by the Company pursuant to this contract.
(11. )

.
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APPENDIX
(j)

F

(Cont'd)

"Basic Service" means the simaltaneous delivery
by the Company to television receivers (or any
other suitable type of audio-video communication
receivers), of all subscribers in the District
of all signals of over-the-air television broadcasters required by the Federal Communications
Commission (hereafter "F.C.C.") to be carried by
a community antenna television system as defined
by the F.C.C.; the Company Channel; City Channels
except as may be designated for special purposes
by the Director of Communications; Public Channels;
and Additional Channels at the option of the
.

Company.
(k) "Additian-alServica".means any-communications
service other than-Basic Service, provided over its
System by the Company directly or as a carrier
any other
for its subsidiaries, affiliates
person engaged in communications services including,
by way of example but not limited to, burglar
alarm, data or-other elecUronic intelligence
transmission, facsimile reproduction, neter reading,
and home shopping.
(1) "Convrter" means an electronic device which converts signals to a frequency not susceptible to
interference within the television receiver of a
subscriber, and by an appropriate channel selector
also permits a subscriber to view all signals
delivered at designated dial locations.
"Channel" means a band of frequencies 6 megahertz
(m )
wide in the electromagnetic spectrum which is
capable of carrying either one audio-video television signal and a number of non-video signals,
or several thousand non-video signals..
(n) "City Channels" means channels on -the System which
are reserved by this contract for use by the City.
(o) "Public Channels" means channels on the System
which are reserved by this contract for carriage
of program material provided by persons who lease
channel time and, if necessary, studio facilities,
fro_m the,Company for the .presentation' of .programs
in a.ccordance with Section 4 W._ of this contract.
(p) "Company Channel" means the channel on the System
which is reserved by this contract for the carriage
of program material originated by the Company or
by another person in accordance with the F.C.C. Is
cablecasting rulesand requlations
(q) "Additional Channels" means the channels on-the
System so designated in this 'contract which the
Company may use for such 'purposes as automated
programming, Additional ServiCe: -over-the-air
,television broadcasts authorized but not required
by, the F.C.C. to be'carried on the ComPe-nY's System,
or other video and/or audio programming .but excluding
Pay Television except as it may be authorized in the
future-pursuant to. Section 4(1
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"Pay Television" meanf', Lhe delivery over the

System of video signals in
to Residential Subscribers
(over and above the charge
a per program, per channel

basi'

7SECTION 2.

intelligible form
fox a fee or charge
for Basic Service) on
or other subscription

GRANT

(a) The City hereby grants the Company a franchise for
the occupation or use of the streets within Lhe
District for the construction, operation ancl
maintenance of a System.
(b) The franchise shall commence on the effective date
of this contract-- all& -continue -far -a -15 r
Oftwenty (20) years, unless sooner terminated as
herein provided.
However, at any one time after
ten (10) years from the effective date, the Board
may, upon a review of all the circumstances, then
affecting broad band communications in the District,
notify the Company of its determination that any of
the terms :And conditions contained herein (except
the duration hereof) should be renegotiated, and
the Company shall negotiate in good faith with the
Board's representatives as to all such terms and
conditions.
In the event tha-t--,all such terms and
conditions -(re not renegotiated to the satisfaction
of the Board within six (6) months of its notification
to renegotiate, the Board may submit any such
unresolved matters to arbitration pursuant to
Section 20 for a determination consistent with both
the public interest and fairness to the Company.
The Board's right to initiate- renegotiation pursuant
to this subdivision shall be cumulative and shall
be in addition to and not in derogation of all other
rights reserved to the City, the Board and all
agencies and Officiaas of the City under other
provisions of this contract.
c) Nothing in this contract shall affect thd right of
the. City to grant to any other person a franchise
or right to occupy and use the streets or any part
thereof for the construction, operation, and maintenance of a broadband communications facility within
the Dis trict or elsewhere, and the Company shall not
take a legal position contesting the Board'R right
to authorize ,such use of the streets or any Part
thereof; Provided., howev:er that nothing .contained
in -this subdivision shall prohibit the Company from
appearing before the Board and being heard on any
aPPliPation for the grant of such right.
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(d) Nothing in this contract shall be in preference
or hinderance to the right of the City or any
board, authority, commission or public benefit
corporation to perform or z7:Arry on any public
:works or public improvements of any description,
including all work authorized by-the New York
State Rapid Transit Law; and should the System
in any way interfere with the construction, maintenance, or repair of such public works or public
improvements, the Company shall, at its own cost
and expense, protect or relocate its System, or
part thereof as reasonably dire-cted by the CA-zy
officials,--bbard-i'7ailthority-Commissibh-or public
benefit .corporation.
(e)

Nothing in this contract shah be construed as a
to -require any person
waiver of the City
utili2ing the SyStem to secure a franchise,Hconsent
or other appropriate permission authorizing such
use

CONSTRUCTION AND
SECTION 3.
INSTALLATION -OF SYSTEM
(a) The Company shall immediately make arrangements so
that its System transmits at least seventeen (17)
channels for delivery to Residential Subscribers as
soon as possible but no later than July 1, 1971.
Within three (3) years from the effective date of this
contract, the System shall be capable of transmitting
at least twenty-four (24) channels for delivery to
Residential Subscribers._
(b) The Company shall provide all new Residential_
Subscribers to Basic Service r with a converter for
each outlet having a capacity of at least twentyf our (24) channels, and, no later than December 31, 1971,
shall have provided such a converter for all outlets
of Residential Subscribers to Basic Service who have
no converter or a converter, of lesser capacity.
If
the Company should fail to comply with this subdivision, ,the Director of Franchises and the Director
of Communications, as soon as is practical after
December 31, 1971, shall recommend to the Board such
action as they deem appropriate to secure rapid and
complete. complianCe. _._The _Board may thereUPon impose

whatever rate reductions for Residential Subscribers
and/or whatever other measures it determines, in its
sole judgMent, will assure such rapid and complete
In any presentation the Company may
compliance.
address to the Board in mitigation of its non-compliance,
the ComPanY shall have the -rden of establishing that
non-compliance resulted from factors beyond its control.
.
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(c) The Company shall extend the installation of cables,
amplifiers and related equipment throughoot the
District as rapidly as is practicr,ble.
W.Lthin four
(4) years from the effective date of this contract,
the Company's trunk line insta.i_t_ations of cable,
amplifiers .F.t.nd related equipment shall be capable

of providing Basic Service to every block within
the District. Thereaftf.r, the Board may impose such
further construction obligations as are necessary
to bring Basic Service to any building within the
District.
(d) For the purpose of permitting the transmissi .n of
signals throughout the City th.e Company shall
interconnect its System with any other broadband
communications facility authorized by the Board to
operate in an adj-a.-cen-t- district:' 'Stich int.erconneC-Ei-Cn

shall be made within sixty (60) days from the
effective- date of this contract with the System
presently operated in the southern portion of
Manhattan by Sterling Information Services, Ltd.
Within four (4) years the Company's System shall
be capable of interconnection with any broadband
communications facility authorized by the Board in
an adjacent district and with any adjacent community
antenna television system (.as defined by the F.C.C.)
outside the City; actual interconnection may be
ordered by the Director of Franchises upon reasonable terms and conditions.
(e) For the purpose of permitting the simultaneous
transmission into any one or more subdistricts of
isolated, di.6-crete signals of City Channels, Public
Channels, and the Company Channel, the Company shall
within four (4) years from the effective date of
this contract have arranged the. System so that it is
capable of such transmission to no less than ten (10)
subdistricts, each containing approximately the same
number of dwelling units. Furthermore, the Company.
shall immediately undertake: -the: development of a
plan to divide the District into the greatest number
of subdistricts possible, which subdistricts may be
,variously combined so as to constitute -neighbo-rhood
communities, 'school districts,' Congress.ional districts,
State Senate and Assembly districts , and the like
for the simultaneous transmission into any one or more
of such subdistricts of such isolated, discrete signals.
SUch plan shall be submitted to thee Director of
Franchiss within a reasonable time after the effective
date of this contract
The Director. shall approve
or modify such plan giving due regard to economic,
technological and
Within
,

a reasonable time thereafter, such plan shall be

implemented and -the .System be capable of "simultaneous
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It is the
transmission of such isolated signals.
intention of the parties under this subdivision
that the System be capable of simultaneous delivery
of different programming to each subdistribt at the
same dial locations.
(f) Without charge to the City, the Company shall provide
all facilities necessary to pick up the signals of
City Channels and transmit them throughout the System
from a studio whose location in the District shall
be designated by the Director of Communications
after consultation with the Company.
(g) For the installation of its System in the streets,
the Company shall utilize the underground facilities
of Empire City -Subway Company, Ltd. However;
without prejudice to either the Company's or the
City's rights to reqUire provision of such 'lacilities),
in the event that such facilities are not made
available within a reasonable time, as determined by the
Company in light of the time frames established by
this contract, and such event is not occasioned by
the fault br neglect of the Company, the Company may
install its System in any other manner, subject,
however, to the prior approval of the governmental
agencies having jurisdiction over such other manner
of i_otallation.
Companysh 11 undertake any construction and
(h) r
allation s may be necessary to keep pace with
the latest developments in the state of the art,
whether with respect to increasing channel capacity,
furnishing imProved converters, instituting two-way
services, or otherwise.
SECTION 4.

OPERATION

(a) Upon the reasonable request for service by any person
located within the District, the Company :shall promptA
ly furni.sh the requested service to such person.
request for ,serviceshall be unreaSonable!'for the
occurring within four
purpoPe of this sub.divion,
(4) years from the:effective date of-this contract
and no trunk line inStallation 'capable of. servicing
'yet :been_installedf 'or, if
that person's block has
occurring at .any time .and direct access cannot .be
obtained,t:). such person's `premises andall,other means
of access are highly ,impracticable.
(b) As soon a possible,, butiri'nO.F.Went hater khan

.thecompanshall.transmit'OVer. the
System ,the signalsOf atleastselienteen.(17) channels
July-

.at the follOwing: dial locations::
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2-WCBS
3-WNYC
4-WNBC
5-WNEW
6-WNYE
7-WABC
8-WNJU
9-WOR
10-Company Channel
11-WPIX
12-WXTV
13-WNDT
A-City Channel
B --City Channel

C-Public Channel
D-Public Channel-E-Additional Channel
As the channel capacity of the System is increased bel
seventeen (17) channels new channels shall be allocats
in the following sequence:
one (1)
City Channel, twc
(2)
Public Channels and three (3) Additional Channe]
The Director of Communications shall designate dial
locations as he deems appropriate for all new channels
(d) The Company shall transmit and deliver over City Chanr
the signals d.esignated therefor by the Director of
Communications either as part of Basic Service or for
such other purpose, and to such locations, as he desic
nates.
(e )
For the presentation of programming on Public Channels
the Company shall lease time and, if necessary, adequa
studio facilities to members of the public at rates
filed pursuant to Section 6 of this contract and pursuant to rules and regulations promulgated by the
Director of Franchises. Appropriate technical assista
shall also Jae furnished by the _Company. Time shall be
leased on a first-come, first-served basis, except tha
the Company shall endeavor to lease such channel time
to as many different persons as is practical, it b3ing
the intent of the parties that such Public Channels
serve as a significant source of diversified expressic
In, order that there be a maximum opportunity for freedom
of e:pre6'sion by members of the Public. such
programming
shall be free from any control by the Comp
as to program content, except as is required to protec
the Companyfrom liability under applicable law. The
Director of-Franchises-maY direct that the Company
discontinUe, or not deliver, a proaram on :`the Public
Channels which he fins
a to be essentially promotional
or otherwise related primarily to the conduct of a
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In the event of an emergency situation, as determined by the Director of Communications, the City
may interrupt signals otherwise being distributed
by the Company for the delivery of signals necessitated-by such emergency.
(j) In the operation of its System, the Company shall
not interfere in any way with the signals of any
electrical system located in buildings which house
any part of the System, and snall not depriE an
inhabitant of any buildinc, by contract or otherwise, of any existing right he may have tc ti li.ze
an individual or master antenna for the pu'
3e
of receiving television signals. In addition.
the Company shall not utilize any existing ma.Dter
(1)

antenna diS..tribution. system for-distrabubion of- ---

its signals unless permitted by concurrence of the
Director of Franchises and the Director of Communications.
(.
The Company shall furnish to its subscribers and
customers for all services the best possible signals
available, under the circumstances existing at the
time, to the satisfaction of the. Director of
Communications, and shall provide quality reception
of its Basic Service to each subscr'iber so that both
sound and picture are produced free from visible
and audible distortion and ghost images on standard
television receivers in good repair.
(1) The Company shall not engage in Pay Television,
nor shall it deliver signals of any person engaged
in Pay Television, unless and until affirmatively
authorized by the F.C.C.
It is understood by the
parties that the failrre of the F.C.C. to prohibit
Pay. Television, as is presently. the case, shall not
constitute such an affirmative authorization. When
and if so authorized, the Company shall not engage
in, nor deliver the signals of any person engaged
in, Pay Television until the amount of compensation
payable to the City by the Company or other person
engaged in Pay Television has been fixed' by the
Board,
Such compensation shall not exceed twentyfive (25) percent of the Gross Receipts attributable
to such Pay Television. The Director of Communications
shall thereafter designate a dial location therefor.
In the operation of the Company Channel, the Company
shall provide on a non-discriminatory basis a
reasonable amount of free time to legally ,qualified
candidates for public office.
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(a> The Company shall put
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MAINTENANCE
keep and maintain all parts.

of ''the System in good condition :__Liroughout the

term of this contract.
(b) The Company shall respond to all service calls within twenty-four (24) hours and correct malfunctions
as promptly as possible, butin all events within
forty-eight (48) hours after notice thereof_ For
that purpose, the Company shall mainta:Ln a
competent staff of employees sufficient to ,rovide
adequate and prompt service to its subscrib,.-s.
(c) Except where there exists an emergency situatLon
necessitating a more expedited procedure, the
Company may interrupt service, for the purpose of
repair or upgrading of the System, only during
periods of minimum use, and only after forty-eight
(48) hours minimum notice to its subscribers.
(d) The Company shall not repair residential television
receivers.
SECTION 6.

RATES

Rates for Basic Service to Residential Subscribers
shall not exceed the following amounts:
1.
For service, $5 a month for the first outlet
and $1 a month for each additional outlet.
2.
For each converter, $1 a month.
3.
For installation of each outlet, $9.95 and for
moving and reconnecting an outlet, $9.95.
(b) Rates for FM radio service to Residential Subscribers
shall not exceed the following amounts:
1.
For service, $5 a month for the first outlet,
$1 a month foreach additional outlet. The first
outlet shall be considered, for the purpose of
rates, an additional outlet if the Subscriber,
receives Basic Service.
For installation of each outlet, $9.95 and for
moving and reconnecting an outlet, $995. The
rate fOr any device similar to a converter shall
be subject to "the :'approval of the Director of
Franchises, who shall not unreasonably withhold
such approvalThe Company shall file with the Ddrector of Franchises
schedules which shall describe all services offered,
all rates and charges of any kind, and all terms or
conditions 'relating thereto.
No rates or charges
shall be made except as they appear on a -'chedule
so filed.
All rates, charges, and terms or conditicns relating
thereto shall be non-discriminatory.
(a

APPENDIX
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(e) The Board may at any time increase or decreaSe any
rate, require discontinuance of any scheduled
service, or revise or delete any term or condition
applicable thereto upon a determination, made after
a public hearing following notice to the Company,
that a particular rate, service or term or condition
(1) explicitly or, implicitly violates this contract
or (2) has the effect of unreasonably restricting
the use of Public Channels.
(f) The Board may reduce rates for Basic Service at any
time after five (5) years from the effective date
of this contract and rates for Additional Service
after eight (8) years from the effective datt: of
this contract upon a determination, made after a
public hearing following notice to the Company, that
such rates or .a particular rate can- be reduced without
impairing the ability of the Company to render service
and derive a reasonable profit therefrom.
(g) Unless the Board otherwise provides, all changes made
Pursuant to subdivisions (e) and (f) of this Section
shall be effective for a minimum of three (3) years,
(h) No charge shall be made to the City for its use of
City Channels or for the construction or operation of
a means for getting signals from the studio designated
pursuant to Section 3 (f) into the System.
(i) The charge Cor Basic Service to any board, bureau or
department of the City, or other governmental body,
or any public benefit corporation for Basic Service
in addition to any such service provided free of
charge shall be seventy-five percent (75%) of the
charge for Basib Service to Residential Subscribers.
(j) The Company shall provide the City with Additional
Service at a charge to the City not to exceed
sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66 2/3%) of the
tariff charge for similar service offered by the
appropriate communications common carrier operating
within the District.
SECTION 7.

COMPENSATION

(a) As compensation for this franchise the Company shall
pay the City amounts equal to the -following:
-Five percent. (5%) of its .Gross Receipts from

provision of Basic Service to Residential
Subscribers starting on the effective date of
this contract, but not less than the
minimums for the calendar -years Specifie0:
,

.

.
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1975
1976
1977
1978
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1990
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$ 75,000
100,000
125,000
150,000
175,000
200,000
250,000
300,000
350,000
350,000 prorated from January 1 to the twentieth
anniversary of this contract; and
(ii) Ten percent (10%) of all its other Gross
Receipts; and
(iii) When and if Pay Televi_sion is authorized, the
percentage of the Gross Receipts therefrom, or
other compensation, determined pursuant to
Section 4 (1).
(b )
The Company shall pay the minimum amounts set forth
in subdivision (a) (i) of this Section before.
January 1 of each year.
(c )
The Company shall report, in such detail as the
Comptroller may require, before the twentieth (20th)
day of each January, April, July and October its
Gross Receipts for the preceding calendar quarter
and shall remit therewith:
(i) the amount by which the five percent (5%) referred
to in subdivision (a) (i) of this Section for
the calendar year, through such calendar quarter,
exceeds the applicable minimum;
(ii) the amount due under subdivision (a) (ii) of this
Section; and
(iii) any amounts due under subdivision (a) (iii) of
this Section.
(d) Within thrity (30) days from the effective date of
this contract, the. Company shall pay the City all
monies due and owing to the City under the provisions
of a resolution adopted by the Board on December 2,
1965 (Cal. No 128), as amended.
e) in the event that any payment is not made on or before
the aPplicable date fixed in subdivisions (b), (c) and
(d), interest on such payment shall apply from such
date at two percent (2%) above the then prime rate
of interest.
(f) All payments due the City shall be made to the Department of Finance of the City and delivered to the office
designated therefor by such Department.
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(g) In the event the Company continues the operation
of any part or all of the System beyond the
cancellation or expiration of this contract, it
shall pay to the City the compensation as setforth
in this contract at the rate in effect at the time
of such cancellation or expiration, and in the
manner set forth in this contract, together with all
taxes it would have been required to pay had its
operations been duly authorized.
(h) Payments of compensation made by the Company to the
City pursuant to the provisions of this contract
shall not be considered in the nature of a tax,
but shall be in addition to any and all taxes which
are now or hereafter required to be paid by any law
of the State of New York, the City, or the United
States.
SECTION 8.

SUPERVISION BY THE CITY

(a) The Company shall construct, operate and maintain
the System subject to the supervision of all of the
authorities of the City who have jurisdiction in
such matters, and in strict compliance with all laws,
ordinances, departmental rules and regulations affecting the System.
(b) The System, and all parts thereof, shall be subject
to the right of periodic inspection by the City.
(c) No construction, reconstruction or relocation of
the System,or any part thereof, within the streets
shall be commenced until written permits have been
obtained from the proper City officials. In any
permit so issued, such officials may impose such
conditions and regulations as a condition of the
granting of the same as are necessary for the purpose
of protecting any structures in the streets and for
the proper restoration of such streets and structures,
and for th e protection of the public and the
continuity of pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
(d) The Director of rranchises, after consultation with
the Director of Communications, may, from time to
time, issue such reasonable rules and regulations
concerning the'construction, operation and maintenance
of the Systemas are consistent with the provisions of
this contract.
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(e) After consultation with the Director of
Communications
if the Director of Franchises determines,
giving
regard to technological limitations, that any partdue
or all of the System should be improved or upgraded
(including, without limitation, the increasing of
channel capacity, the furnishing of improved converters, and the institution of two-way transmission),
he may order such improvement or upgrading of the
System, to be effected by the. Company within a
reasonable time thereafter. If the Company disputes
any such determination or the, reasonable
which it is to be implemented, it may, within within
twenty (20) days after the issuance of such order,
demand that the matter be arbitrated pursuant
to
Section 20 of this contract.
(f) If at any time the powers of the Board, or any agency
or official of the City or the Board are transferred
by law to any other board, authority, agency, or
official, then such other board, authority, agency,
or official shall have the powers, rights and duties
previously vested. under this contract or by law in
the Board, or any agency or official of the City or
the Board.

SECTION 9.

CITY PROPERTY

(a) Should the grades or lines of the streets which the
Company is hereby authorized to use and occupy be
changed at any time during the term of this contract,
the Company shall, if necessary, at its own cost and
expense, relocate or change its System so as to
conform with such new grades or lines.
(h) Any alteration to the water mains, sewerage or drainage
system or to any other muncipal structures in the
streets required on account of the presence of the
Systam in the streets shall be made at the sole
cost
and expense of the Company. During any work of constructing, operating or maintaining of the System, the
2ompanY shall also, at its own cost and expense,
protect any and all existing structures belonging to
the City. All work performed by the Company
pursuant
to this subdivision ,shall be done .in the manner
grggE-Er5gaSY-Ete City officio
hpving jurisdiction
therein.
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REPORTS

(a) Within six (6) months from the effective date of
this contract, the Company shall submit to the
Bureau of Franchises a plan of the entire District
indicating the date on which the Company expects
the installation of the System Will be completed
and available for service to subscribers 'in the
various areas of the District.
(b) The Company shall furnish the Bureau of Franchises
with progress reports indicating in detail the area
of construction of the System. Such periodic.reportq_s.11411_be_furnished at six (6) month intervals,
'the first report to be made one (1) year from the
effective date of this contract.
(c) On or before each of the dates on which payments

pursuant to this contract are to be made, and within
sixty (60) days after the expiration or cancellation
of this franchise, and at such other times as the
Comptroller shall designate, the Company shall furnish
and deliver to the Comptroller verified or certified
reports of its business and operations hereunder and
gross receipts derived therefrom in such form and insuch detail as the Comptroller may,prescribe.
(d) Within five (5) days after the Company, its affiliates
and/or subsidiaries have filed a report, petition, or
communication with any City, State or Federal agency
pertaining to any aspect of operations hereunder
or
the financial arrangements therefor, it shall file
copy of such report, petition or communication with a
the Board.
(e
The Company shall submit a certified annual report to
the Board not later than May 1 in each year, for the
annual fiscal.period ending December 31 of the
preceding year
At any other time, upon request of the
Board, the Company shall submit any further
information
in regard to the business of the Company as may
be
required by the Board.
(f) For the purpose of the City's evaluation of the operation of the Addi,tional Channels, the Company shall
file monthly with the Board a report or, log describing
the use being made, and the users, of such channels..
(g) On November 30, 1971 the Company shall file with the
Director of Franchises a certified report setting forth
those Residential Subscribers, if any, who have not
received a converter having a capacity of at least
twenty-four (24) channels, and the reason why such
converters have not been so provided, and the date on
which such converters will
be so provided.
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SECTION 11.
BOOKS AND RECORDS OF. THE COMPANY

(a) The Company shall maintain an office in the District
for so long as it continues to operate the System
or any portion thereof and hereby designates such
office as the place where all notices, directions,
orders, and requests may be served or delivered
under this contract.
The Board shall be notified
of the location of such office or any change thereof.
(b) The Company shall keep complete and accurate books of
account and records of its busi'ne'ss and;bperdzions under,
and in connection with this franchise.'
(c) The Board and the Comptroller, or their representatives,
shall have access to all books of account and records
of the Company for the purpose of ascertaining the
correctness of any and all reports and may examine
its officers and employees under oath in respect
thereto.
(d) Any false entry in the books of account or records of
the Company, or false statement in the reports to the
Board or the Comptroller as to a material fact,
knowingly made by the Company, shall constitute
breach of a material provision of this contract. the
SECTION,12.

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES

(a) Except for any liability which may accrue to the City
with regard to its programming on any City Channels,
the Company shall idemnify. and hold the City harmless
from all liability, damage, cost or expense (including
reasonable attorneys' fees) arising from claims for
injury to persons or damage to property occasioned
by reason of any conduct undertaken by reason
of
this ftanchise, irrspective of any negligence or
fault of the City, its agents or 'employees.
It is a
condition of this franchise that the City shall not
and does not by reason of this franchise assume any
liability of the Company whatsoever for injury to.
persons "or damage to property.
(b) Within five (5) days after the effective date of this
contract, the Company shall file with the Comptroller
and maintain on file throughout the term of this
franchise a liability insurance policy issued by a
company duly authorized to do business in this State,
insuring the City and the Company, with respect to
the installation, operation and maintenance
of the
System.
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For bodily injury, including death, in:
(i) the minimum amount of $500,000 for any
one person, and
(ii) the minimum amount of $2,000,000 for any
one accident, and
For property damage in the minimum amount of
$300,900, and
For damages resulting from any liability of
any nature that may arise from or be occasioned
by any matter 'contained in or resulting from the
transmission of any communication over the System,
excepting City programming on City Chann'es' in
the minimum amount of $2,500,000.
The Board
reserves the right to increase the amount of
insurance coverage herein at any time. Nothing
herein is intended as a limitation on the extent
of any legal liability ;of the Company.
SECTION 13.

SECURITY FUND

(a) Within ten (10) days after the effective date of this
contract, the Company shall deposit with the
Comptroller, and maintain on deposit through the
term of this contract, the sum of Two Hundred Fifty
Thousand ($250,000) dollars in monies or securities,
--ac,security for the faithful performance by it of
all the provisions of this contract, and compliance
with all orders, permits and directions of any agency
of the City having jurisdiction over its acts or
defaults under this contract, and the payment by
the Company of any claims, liens and taxes due the
City which arise by reason of the construction,
operation or maintenance of the System.
(b) Within ten (10) days after notice to it that any
amount has been withdrawn from the security fund
deposited pursuant to subdivision (a) of this Section,
the Company shall pay to, or deposit with, the
Comptroller a sum of money or securities sufficient
to restore such security fund to the original amount
of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand ($250,000) dollars.
(c )

If the Company fails to pay to the City any compensation
within the time fixed herein; or, fails, after ten (10)
days notice to pay to-the City any taxes due and unpaid;
or, fails to repay to the City, within such ten (10)
days, any damages, costs or expenses which the City
shall be compelled to pay by reason of any act or
default of the Company in connection with this
franchise; or, fails, after three (3) dayF; notice of
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such failure by the Director of Franchises, to
comply with any provision of this contract which
the Director of Franchises reasonably determines
can be remedied by an expenditure of the security,
the Comptroller may immediately withdraw the
amount thereof, with intt3rest and any penalties,
from the security fund. Upon such withdrawal, the
Comptroller shall notify the Company of the amount
and date thereof.
(d) The security fund deposited pursuant to this
Section shall become the property of the City in
the event that this contract is cancelled by reason
of the, default of the Company.
The Company, however, shall be entitled to the return of such
security fund, or portion thereof, as remains on
deposit with the Comptroller, at the expiration of
the term of this contract, provided that there is
then no, outstanding default on the part of the
Company.

(e) The rights reserved to the City with respect to
the security fund are in addition to all other
rights of the City, whether reserved by this
contract or authorized by law, and no action,
proceeding or exercise of a right with respect to
such security fund shall affect any other right
the City may have.
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SECTION 14.
EMPLOYMENT REGULATIONS

(a) The Company shall recognize the right of its
employees to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and at all times
shall recognize and deal with the represent&tives
duly designated or selected by the majority
its
employees as the sole bargaining agents of such
employees for the purpose of collective bar,aining
in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of mployment or other conditions of employment, and snail
not dominate, interfere with or participate in the
management or control of or give financial support
to any union'or association of its employees.
(b) The Company will not refuse to hire or employ, nor
bar or discharge from employment, nor discriminate
against any person in compensation or in terms,
conditions or privileges of employment because of
age, race, creed, color, national origin or sex.
SECTION 15.

FORECLOSURE

Upon the foreclosure or other judicial sale of all
or a substantial part of the System, or upon the
termination of any lease covering all or a substantial part of the System, the. Company shall notify
the. Board of such fact, and such notification shall
be treated as a notification that a change in control
of the Company has taken place, and the provisions
of Section 17 (c) of this contract, governing the
consent of the Board to such change in control of
the Company, shall apply.
SECTION 16.

RECEIVERSHIP

The Board shall have the right to cancel this
franchise one hundred and twenty (120) days
after the appointment of, a receiver, or trustee, to
take over and.conduct the business of the Company, whether in receivership, reorganization,
bankruptcy, or other action or proceeding, unless
such receivership or trusteeship shall have been
vacated prior to the expiration of said one hundred and twenty (120) days, or unless:
1. within one hundred and twenty (120) days after
his election or appointment, -such receiver or
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trustee shall have fully complied with all the
provisions of this contract and remedied all
defaults thereunder; and,
2. such receiver or trustee, within said one
hundred and twenty (120) days, shall have executed an agreement, duly approved by the court
having jurisdiction in the premises, whereby such
receiver or trustee assumes and agrees to be bound
by each and every provision of this contract.
SECTION 17.

RESTRICTIONS AGAINST
ASSIGNMENT

(a) This franchise shall not be assigned or transferred, either in whole or in part, or leased, sub
let, or mortgaged in any manner, nor shall title
thereto, either legal or equitable, or any right,
interest or property therein, pass to or vest in
any person, either by the act of the Company or,
by operation of law, without the consent of the
Board.
The granting, giving or waiving of any
one or more of such consents shall not render
unnecessary any subsequent consent or consents.
(b) The consent or approval of the Board to any assignment, lease, transfer, sublease, or mortgage of
this franchise shall not constitute a waiver or
release of the rights of the City in and to the
streets.
(c) The Company shall promptly notify the Board of any
actual or proposed change in, or transfer of, or
acquisition by any other party of, control of the
Company. The word "control" as used herein is not
limited to majority stock ownership, but includes
actual working control in whatever manner exercised.
Every change, transfer or acquisition of control
of the Company shall make this franchise subject
to cancellation unless and until the Board shall
have consented thereto. For the, purpose of determining whether it shall consent to such change,
transfer or acquisition of control, the Board may
inquire into the qualifications of the prospective
controlling party, and the Company shall assist
the Board in any such inquiry. If the Board does
not schedule a hearing on the matter within sixty
(60) days after notice of the change or proposed
change and the filing of a petition requesting its
consentlit shall be deemed to have consented.
In
the event that the Board adopts a resolution denying
its consent and such change, transfer or acquisition
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of control has been etfocted, th. Board may
cancel this franchise unless control of the
Company is restored to its status prior to the
change, or to a status acceptable to the Board.
(d) Nothing in this Section shall be deemed to
prohibit a mortgage or pledge of the System, or
any part thereof, or the leasing by the Company
from another person of said System, or part thereof, for financing purposes or otherwise. Any
such
mortgage, pledge or lease shall be subject and subordinate to the rights of the City under this contractor applicable law.
SECTION 18.
RESTRICTIONS ON THE. COMPANY,
ITS OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

Neither the Company nor any officer or director
of the Company shall hold, directly or indirectly,
any stock or other beneficial ownership interest
in any other company owning or operating: a
System within the City;: and radio or television
broadcast station whose signals are carried on
the System on a regular basis; any television
broadcast network other than a network consisting
entirely or substantially of community antenna
television systems; or any newspaper or magazine
whose principal circulation market is New York
City, except that ownership by an officer or
director of less than one percent (1%) of the
outstanding stock of any company whose securities
are listed or admitted to trading on a national
securities exchawje shall not be deemed a violation of this Section. No officer or director of the
Company shall be an officer or director of any
company owning or operating businesses of the
types heretofore mentioned.
SECTION 19.
CANCELLATION AND. EXPIRATION

(a) The Board shall have the right to cancel this
franchise if the Company fails to comply with
any, material and substantial provision of this
contract, or any reasonable ordertdirection or
permit issued by any City agency pursuant to
such material and substantial provision, or'any
rule or regulation promulgated by the Director
of Franchises whica is reasonable in light of, and
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consistent
ovision of this contract;
or if the
wstentLy fails to comp],
with any plu.
of this contract, or any reasonable order, direction or permit issued by any City
agency pursuant to any provision of this contract.
Such cancellation shall be by resolution of'the
Board duly adopted in accordance with the following
procedures:
1. The Director of Franchises shall notify the.
Company of the alleged failure or persistent failure of compliance and give the Company a reason
able opportunity to coA...fect such failure or nersistent failure or to present facts and arguent
m
in
refutation of the alleged failure or persistent failure.

2. If the Director of Franchises then concludes
that there is a'basis for cancellation of the franchise pursuant to this subdivision (a) he shall
notify the Company thereof.
3. If within a reasonable time the Company does
not remedy and/or put an end to the alleged failure
or persistent failure the Board, after a Public
hearing on notice, may cancel the franchise if it
determines that such action is warranted under this
subdivision (a).
(b) If for ten (10) consecutive days the System, or
any part thereof, is inoperative, or if the same
is inoperative for thirty (30) days out of any
consecutive twelve (12) months, the Board may
cancel this franchise.
The Company shall not be declared in default or
e
be sujct
to any snction,
a
u ndr
e
any provision
of thibs contract in any case in which the performance
of any such provision is prevented for reasons
beyond its control.If all or any part of the streets within the
District are closed or discontinued as provided
by statute, then this franchise, and all rights
and privileges hereunder with respect to said streets
or any part thereof so closed oa:. discontinued,
shall cease and determine upon the date of the
adoption of the map closing and discontinuing such
streets, and the Company shall not :ne entitled to
damages from the City' due to the closing or.discontinuance of such streets or for injury to any
part of the System in the streets or for the removal
or" FeIciadtion of the same.
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(e) If the System is taken or condemned
to law, this franchise shall, at the pursuant
option
of the Board, cease and determine

on the date
of the vesting title pursuant to such
taking or
condemnation, and any award to the Company
in connection with such taking or condemnation
shall rot include any valuation based
on this
franchise.
(f) Upon cancellation or expiration of
this franchise,
the City shall have the right to purchase
the
System in accordance with subdivision
(g) of this
Section, and the Board may direct the CompaLy
to cease operation of the System.
If the City
elects to purchase the System, the Company.shall
promptly execute all appropriate
documents to
transfer title to the City, and shall
assign all
other contracts, leaseS., licenses, permits
and any
other rights necessary to maintain
continuity
of
service to the public. The Company
shall
co
operate with the City, or with another person
authorized or directed by the Board to operate
System for a temporary period, in maintaining the
continuity of service. Nothing herein is
intended
as a waiver of any other rights the
City
may
have.
(g) If this franchise:
(i) is cancelled by the Board
by reason of the
Company's default, that part of the System
located in the streets shallthe election of the
City, become the property of the City
without any
charge therefor; that part of the System
not
-located in the streets shallr,at
the election of the
City become the property of the City
at a cost
not to exceed its then book value
(i.e. cost less
accumulated ddiireciation) according to generally
accepted accounting principles, with a reduction
for any damages incurred by the
City in connection
with such cancellation. Such book
value if not
agreed upon, shall be determined
by arbitration
pursuant to Section 20 of this contract,
but shall
not include any valuation based
upon
this
Damages incurred by the City shall include,franchise.
without limitation, any payments made by the City
pursuant to a resolution of the Board
or directing another person to operate authorizing
the System
for a temporary period until
a franchise therefor
is granted.
(ii) terminates by expiration
its term, the
purchase price to the City for of
the System shall be
.
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its then fair value as determined by arbitration
held pursuant to Section 20 of this contract. Beginning within two years prior to expiration and
whether
not the City has then elected to Purchase
either the City or the Company
may ,,,eman
an arbitration pursuant to Section 20
of t.1.1tract, for ttm purpose of determining
fair value of the System on the date arbitration
was demanded, which deterMination shall be suLject
to correction or adjustment by the arbitrators- to
reflect the fair value on date of expiration, to be
paid by the City if it elects to purchase th.. System.
Such fair value shall-be ;:-.1-13 fair valu of all
tangible and intangible property forming part of
the System but shall not include any valuation
based upon this franchise. If the. City does not
Purdhase the system, the Company shall remove
that part of the System located in the streets and
restore the streets to a condition satisfactory to
the, commissioner of Highways.
(h) Upon the cancellation by the Board, or upon the
expiration, of any other franchise to construct,
maintain and operate a broadband communications
facility, the Board may, by resolution, direct the
Company to operate the same for the account of
the City for a period of six (6) months and the
Company agrees to comply with such direction. The
City shall pay the Company all reasonable and
necessary costs incurred by it in operating such
broadband communication facility.
SECTION 20.

ARBITRATION.

Matters which are expressly made arbitrable
under provisions of this contract shall be deter
mined by a panel of three arbitrators appointed by
the PreSiding Justice of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court of the State of New York for
the First Judicial Department. The fees of the
arbitrators shall be fixed by the said Presiding
Justice.
The expenses of the arbitration, including
the fees of the arbitrators, shall be borne by the
parties in such manner as the arbitrators provide
in their award, but in no event will the City be
obligated for more than half the expenses.
The
determination' of a majority of the arbitrators shall
be binding on the parties. In the event that an
arbitrabae matter arises contemporaneously under
another franchise, involving the same issue as that
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to be arbitrated under this franchise, the Company
will not claim or assert that it is prejudiced by, or
otherwise seek to prevent or hinder, the presentation of the arbitrable matter under such other franchise for determination by a single panel.
SECTION 21.

MATCHING

*c is the understanding of the parties that the
City intends to award franchise contracts for
the construction, operation and maintenance of
broadband communication facilit*es in other parts
of the City pursuant to a competitive bidding procedure, and that such contracts may contain provisions imposing greater obligations on the grantees
thereof than are imposed by the provisicns of this
contract.
It is further agreed that this contract
may be modified so as to impose such greater obligations by requiring that its provisions be matched to
those contained in any one such contract (hereinafter referred to as the "contract to be matched")
awarded elsewhere in the City, and that such modification shall be effected as hereinafter provided.
(b) The Company agrees to abide by the terms of a
resolution duly adopted by the Board which modifies
the amount of compensation payable to the City under
this contract so as to match the amount of compensation Payable to the City under the contract to
be matched. Such modification shall be made in
conformity with a formula to be agreed upon by the
parties wthIch shall take into account only the
number of residential dwelling units in the District
as compared to the numbev of residential dwelling
units in the district covered by the contract to
be matched and the comparative costs of constructing
a-sYstem in the two districts.
c
The Company agrees to abide by the terms of a
resolution duly adopted by the Board which modifies
the terms of this contract so as to match, as nearly
as feasible, any of the terms of a contract to be
matched requiring any of the following:
(i) lower ceilings on charges for Basic Service
to residential subscribers;
(ii) subdistricts encompassing fewer residential
dvmaling units;
(iii) greater channel capacity;
(iv) two-way transmission capability;
(v) greater discount to City for Additional Service;
(vi) greater discount to governmental agencies and
public benefit corporations for Basic Service.
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The maximum extent to which any terms may be
matched under this subdivision shall depend upon
the degree of comparability of this contract with
the contract to be matched, taking into account
factors that may include, without limitation, per
formance demonstrating the operational feasibility
of the provision(s) to be matched; differences in
cons,:ruction costs; technological advances made
after substantial construction under this contract
and the adaptability of such advances to exis'-ing
plant; marketability of the services autholized, and
such other factors and oonSiderations as ma
be
relevant to an inquiry into the overall
JLic
comparability of the two contracts.
d) If the Company takes the Position that any
such modification imposed by the Board exceeds
the maximum permissible extent of matching described in subdivision (c), it shall so notify the
Board in writing within thirty (30) days after
adoption of the modification resolution, specifying
the grounds upon which its position is based, and
further specifying the maximum permissible extent
to which such modification may, in its view, be
imposed.

(i) If the Board agrees with such position
taken by the Company, it shall adopt a resolution
of modification in accordance therewith and the
Company shall accept same.
(ii) If the Board is not in agreement, it shall
so notify the Company promptly and such term
shall be modified to the maximum extent permissible under subdivision (c) of this Section, as determined by arbitration held pursuant to Section

e) If necessary or appropriate, the Company shall
be given a reasonable period of time within
Vhich to adhere to the terms of any modification
adopted hereunder.
If the terms of any modification are determined by arbitration, the reasonable
period of time for Adherence thereto shall be fixed
by the arbitrators,
The Board shall select the contract to be
matched and shall adopt modification resolutions
as herein provided within ten (10) years from the
effective date of this contract, and after at least
four (4) Years from the effective date of the contract to be matched.
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SECTION 22.
SUBSEQUENT ACTION BY
THE STATE OR FEDERAL AUTHORITIES

(a) Should the State of New York or the F.C.C.
require the Company to perform ,sr refrain from
performing any act the performance or non-performance of which is inconsistent with any of the
provisions of this contract, the Company shali so
notify the Board and the Board shall thereupon,
if it determines that a material provisior herein
is affected, have the right to modify any
the
provisions herein to such reasonable extent
may
be necessary to carry out the full intent anc purpose of this
(b) In the event the Company is required by the
F.C.C. to deliver signals in addition. to those
for which dial locations are provided in Section
4(b) of this contract, the dial locations to be used
for such signals shall be fixed by the Director of
Communications.
(c ) .In the event the Company is authorized but not
required, by the F.C.C. to deliver signals in
addition to those for which dial locations are
provided, or for which channels are available, the
Company shall apply to the Director of Communications for additional use and dial locations and
the Director shall have discretiOn to grant such
application on such terms as he deems reasonable.

(a) Every direction, notice, or order to be served
upon the Company shall be sent to its office located
in the District. Every notice to be, served upon
the City or the Board shall be delivered, or sent
by certified mail (postage prepaid)
to the Mayor
and the Secretary of the Board at the City Hall.
The delivery or mailing of such notice, direction,
or order shall be equivalent to direct personal
notice, direction, or order, and shall be deemed
to have been given at the time of delivery.
(b) Within five (5) days of receipt thereof, the
Company shall mail to those subscribers designated
by the Director of Communications, a copy of a
questionnaire to be provided to the Company by
the Director of Comm6nications.
Such questionnaire shall elicit responses of subscribers as to
their appraisal of the service they receive, and
,
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shall be accompanied by
envelope (postage prepaid by the Company; addressed tc the Director of
Communications.
(c) No provision of this contract shall be modified
except by a resolution et the Board adopt
pursuant to Chapter 14 of the Nt.,w York C4..k
Charter.

(d) All the provisions of this contract shall appLy
to the Company, its successors; and assigns.
(e) The rights` and. 'remedies reserved to the parties

by this contract are cumulative and shall
in addition to and not in derogation of any
other rights or remedies which the parties ine;,y-

have with respect to the subject matter of this
contract, and .a waiver thereof at any time shall
not aftect any other time.
If, after competitive bidding, no .franchise is
awarded by the City for the construction, op
eration and maintenance of a broadband communications facility in any particular area of the City
the Board may direct the Company.to construct,
opLrate. and maintain the System in .such area,

upon the same terms and conditions as are contained'in this franchise, except that the.ahnual
minimum amounts of compensation for such area
shall be adjusted to reflect the ratio of the number,of residential dwelling units in such area to
the number in the' District covered by this contract.
The annual minimum amounts, as so adjusted, shall apply on an escalating scale in a
manner similar to that set'fort.h in Section 7 (a) (i)
so that for the .first year after the effective date

,

of such directibn the minimum amount of compensation shall be the adjusted equivalent of the
amount required hereunder for the calendar year
1971, for the second such year the adjusted
equivalent-of the amount .required hereunder for
the calendar, year-1972, and so on..
(g) The City hereby reserves to itself, and the
Company hereby-grants to the City, the right to intervene in any suit, action or proceeding involving
any .provision in this.
(h)

If any provision ot tni.s contract, on the
particular application the.reot, shall,be held invalid,
the remaining Provi6ions,.and their: application,
shall not be attected thereby.
Specific mention ot: ihe materiality of any of
the provisions .nOcin is not intended to:be
exclusive of any .c)thevs for the purpose of deter.mining whether ,tny faiIure..pf compliance'hereunder
is material'and substantialThis 'contract shall take effect on the date
execution thereof by the Mayor, referred to
from time.totimeHas.the."effective date!'
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Appendix G

Relation of Accrued Deprei,:iation and Return
of New York CATV Systems

Ratio ,..).
net investment to
gross investment
1.
2.

3.

4.
S.

6.
E..

le.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

,

16.

17,.

18.
19.
20.

21...

22.
23.

24.
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
3 1,.

0

9.74
10.58
13.33
13.84

Return on net
investment plus
working capital
b444

95.03

104, 26

1.04

15.41
15.53
15.74
16.71
17.24.

119..16

17.61

139.06
79.47
29,43
10.05
39.73

118.68

19.57
19.97
20.83
21.81
22.1.6
24.05
24,53
15.60
25.91

55,78
34.35
10.84
2.97

18743
87.16
(26.70)
56.58
49.88

2:7.25

19.58
(2. 25)

3:0.39

(4. 25)
16.48

17.80
28.00

31.77
36.95
17.43

-33,50

(3.83)

43.13
12096

(12.71)
(.001)

4'0.06

196.77

40.07
40,25
40.81
41,23

4.53
14.96
19.21
36.00
(28.32)

43.71

G-2

Rano
net investment to
gross investment

Return on net
investment plus
working capital

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

43.89
47.69
48.72
48.96
49.29

34.02
12.48
Z2.23
19.88
9.12

41.
42.
43.
44.
45:

50.41
51.42
54.43
57.37
57.57

33.63
6.28
(18.42)
2.61

46.
47,
480
49.
50.

58.69
59.57
62.31
63.09
63.92

74.66
1.48
(12.34)
22.50
(6.54)

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

64.01
64.30
65.60
65.89
67.03

7.06
11.30
(.005)
5.16
14.92

67.87
69.21
70.57
70.98
71.89

23.64
25.33
9.93
5.05
14.48

72.62
72.68
73.49
73.52
73.89

13.91
2.44
13.72
76.01
(4.19)

-75.74
76.43
76.84
76.80
78.37

(0.33)
4.87

(0.40)

20.56
6.51
(5.65)

G-3

Ratio of
net investment to
gross investment
80.18
80.70
81,32
82.67
83055

83.88
84.22
84.69
85.19
85.70

86.13
86,59
86 67
90.00
92.74
95.45

Retun on net
investment plus:

working capital
21;83
',91

U4b.37)

.95
8,ci0

2.5.57

10,68
(2.79)
15.94)
(1,87)
6,97

18.35
16,23.
(4.06)

